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Phone line during the auction / Ligne téléphonique pendant la vente / Telefonleitung während der Auktion
Tel +41 22 727 07 77

Viewing / Exposition des Lots / Besichtigung
Due to Covid-19				
					

By appointment only – Tel +41 22 727 07 77
Viewing of lots on weekends or evenings can be arranged.
Please contact us at least 5 days before you come to our office.

Special Measures Due to Covid-19
We want to make your bidding experience with us as exciting as always, ensuring at the same time your safety and that of our
coworkers. Please take into consideration the following measures during these extraordinary times:
●   Bidders who are able to and wish to personally inspect lots or bid in the auction room must inform us 5 days before coming
in order for us to ensure that the social distancing recommendations can be maintained. Contact us today!
●   We anticipate an increased demand for phone bidding and will take steps to reinforce our team in this respect.
We nevertheless request that clients inform us of potential phone bids well in advance of the auction.
●   We invite bidders to review the online bidding possibilities. We also remind clients that bids placed on our Live Auction platform
are made directly to the auction room screen without passing through a 3rd party, so it is really as if bidding in the auction room.
As of the date of publication of this catalogue, the Federal Swiss health authority recommends:

Recommended:
Covid-19
vaccination

Get tested
regularly, even if
you don’t have
symptoms

Wear a mask
when required

SOURCE: OFFICE FÉDÉRAL DE LA SANTÉ PUBLIQUE (21.09.2021)

Keep your
distance

Ventilate rooms
several times
a day

Wash your hands
thoroughly
and avoid
shaking hands

To enable
contact tracing,
always provide
your complete
contact
information

If you experience
symptoms,
get tested
immediately
and stay
at home
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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,
and through our Web site.
Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms
enclosed with the catalogue.
●   Write down the lot numbers of interest to you and your
bids on them
●   Complete your personal information
●   Sign the form on the last page of this catalogue
and send it either:
•   by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com
•   by post: David Feldman SA, P.O. Box
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva, Switzerland
Please note that written bids close one day before the auction
takes place. Early bids made by telephone are subject to
written confirmation by post or fax.
Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of
David Feldman SA and may be subject to additional charges.
One of our philatelists will call you a few lots in advance of your
first lot of interest, and bid for you directly during the auction.
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Online Bidding
Participate in any David Feldman auction (including internet
only auctions) from the comfort of your home or office.
On davidfeldman.com, select "My Account" and follow the
steps to register. Once your details have been confirmed, you
will then be able to participate in the auction (you must be
registered before you can enter any bid on our website and/or
bid live the day of the auction). You may also register your bids
in advance of the auction via our web site.
●   Log-in to your account
●   Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you
●   Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
●   Click the "Bid" button
●   Repeat for each desired lot
Live Internet Bidding, Worldwide
You may bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet.
Follow your targeted lots on screen and enter your bids with
the confidence that you will be bidding as if you were in the
auction room itself.
●   Click on the "Live Auction" button on the home page
●   Log-in to the auction
●   Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register
your bid with the auction
●   Defend your bid(s) as needed

Prices Realised
The prices realised are available on our website at the end
of each auction day.
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Viewing in Geneva
By appointment only

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Contact us today to make
an appointment by phone or email

Auction Bidding Agents

Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre
David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room.
However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who regularly bid
at our sales on behalf of clients.
David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant
directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts comme
si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.

David Feldman SA übernimmt jederzeit Ihre Gebote und
vertritt Sie streng interessewahrend – so wie wenn Sie sich im
Auktionssaal befinden würden.

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un
commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant
régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

Sollten Sie jedoch dennoch lieber von einem Kommissionär
vertreten sein wollen, finden sie hier eine Liste der Agenten die
regelmässig unsere Auktionen besuchen.

Germany
Jochen Heddergott Tel  
+49 89 272 1683
		 Mobile +49 151 4040 9090
		 Email   jh@philagent.com

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi Tel
+39 02 718 023
		 Mobile +39 339 730 9312
		 Email   gbstamps@iol.it

Lorenz Kirchheim
Tel
		 Email

Great Britain
Lancaster		
Auction Agency

+49 40 645 32 545
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Tel
+44 192 326 9775
Email   michael.read2@hotmail.co.uk

Trevor Chinery
Tel  
+44 7527444825
Auction Agency
Email trevortrilogy@aol.com
		 Website philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk
Nick Martin
		
		
		

Tel  
Mobile
Email  
Website
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+44 120 546 0968
+44 770 376 6477
nick@loveauctions.co.uk
loveauctions.co.uk

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala Tel
+1 847 823 8747
		 Email   cecwiakala@aol.com
Purser & Associates Tel  
		 Email

+1 857 928 5140
info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel
Tel  
+1 212 675 0819
		 Mobile +1 718 873 5702

Auction Agenda

Geneva - December 13th-16th, 2021
Monday December 13th, 2021
10�00 CET

Olympic Games and Football			

Lots 20000 - 20578

16�00 CET

Egypt incl. the Joseph Chalhoub Collection

Lots 10000 - 10267

Tuesday December 14th, 2021
9�00 CET

France and Colonies			

16�00 CET

Persia					Lots 31000 - 31394

Lots 30000 - 30755

Wednesday December 15th, 2021
9�00 CET

Europe					Lots 40000 - 40472

13�30 CET
		
		

Overseas 					Lots 40473 - 40693
Stamp Boxes 				
Lots 40694 - 40744
All World Collections and Lots		
Lots 40745 - 41055

Thursday December 16th, 2021
10�00 CET
13�00 CET

Great Britain 				
British Empire 				

Lots 50000 - 50281
Lots 51000 - 51792
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General Index

Autumn General Auction Series
Geneva - December 13th-16th, 2021
County or Subject

Lot n°

Aden
51003 - 51006, 51267
Albania
40000 - 40004
Antigua51007
Argentina
40473 - 40478
Ascension
51008 - 51020
Austria
40005 - 40024, 40798 - 40803
Australia and States
40797, 51021 - 51069
Bahamas
51072 - 51075
Barbados
51076 - 51081
Bahrain40479
Bangladesh
40805
Bechuanaland
51082 - 51083
Belgium and Colonies
40025 - 40109, 40806 - 40814
Bermuda
51084 - 51094
Bolivia
40479A - 40481
Bosnia Herzegovina
40113
Brazil
40482 - 40498, 40816
British East Africa
51379 - 51380
British Guiana
51095 - 51100
British Honduras
51101
British P.Os in Siam
51102 - 51103
British Solomon Islands
51104
Brunei51105
Bulgaria
40114 - 40112, 40829 - 40830
Burma
40831, 51106 - 51109
Burundi
40110 - 40111
Cameroon
30489 - 30490,
40499, 51110 - 51111
Canada and Provinces
40832, 51112 - 51116
Cape of Good Hope
51664 - 51701
Cayman Islands
51117 - 51118
Celon
40833, 51119 - 51126
Chile
40501 - 40504
China
30509 - 30515, 40505 - 40554, 40834 - 40845
Collections
40745 - 41055
Colombia
40556 - 40567
Cook Islands
51127 - 51128
Costa Rica
40568
Croatia
40846 - 40847
Cuba
40569 - 40570, 40840
Cyprus
40849 - 40850, 51129 - 51161
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County or Subject

Lot n°

Czechoslovakia
40123 - 40128, 40851 - 40852
Danish West Indies
40131, 40853
Democratic Republic of Congo
40571 - 40574
Denmark
40129 - 40130, 40854
Dominica
51162 - 51163
Ecuador
40575 - 40576
Egypt
10000 - 10267, 40577
Ethiopia
40578 - 40579
Falkland Islands
51164 - 51169
Finland
20339 - 20422
France and Colonies
20052 - 20055, 20179 - 20235,
30000 - 30470
Gambia
40864, 51171 - 51176
Georgia
40408
Germany and States
20156 - 20164, 20326 - 20382A,
40132 - 40182, 40865 - 40755
Gibraltar
51177 - 51190
Great Britain
40877 - 40887, 50000 - 50281
Greece
20030 - 20051, 20059 - 20105A,
40183 - 40192, 40888 - 40893, 51305
Grenada
51191 - 51194
Haiti
40580 - 40583
Hawaii
40894
Holyland
30570 - 30571, 40965
Hong Kong
51195 - 51245
Hungary
40193 - 40196, 40895 - 40897
Iceland40197
India and States
30554 - 30563, 40898A - 40899,
51246 - 51304
Ionian Islands
51305
Iran
51070 - 51071
Ireland
40900 - 40923, 51306 - 51376
Israel
40924 - 40925
Italy and States
40198 - 40244, 40926 - 40937
Jamaica
51377 - 51378
Japan
40584 - 40590, 40938 - 40939
Jordan40940
K.U.T.
51379 - 51407
Korea
40591 - 40601, 40941
Kuwait
51408
Labuan51491

County or Subject

Lot n°

Latvia40409
Lebanon
40944 - 40945
Leeward Islands
51409 - 51410
Levant
40944 - 40949
Liechtentein
40245 - 40247, 40950
Literature
31324A, 41055
Lithuania40410
Luxembourg40951
Madagascar
30572 - 30576, 51411
Malaysia and States
40952 - 40954, 51412 - 51434
Mali40602
Malta
40955 - 40958, 51435 - 51447
Mauritius
40959, 51448 - 51477
Morocco
51478
Mexico
40603 - 40606
Mongolia
40607 - 40616
Nauru51479
Nepal
40960 - 40961
Netherlands and Colonies
40248 - 40252, 40962
New Hebrides
30629 - 30630, 51480
New Zealand
40963, 51481 - 51483
Nigerias
40964, 51484 - 51489
North Borneo
51490 - 51491
Northern Rhodesia
51492 - 51497
Norway
40253 - 40254
Nyasaland
51498
Olympics
20000 - 20578
Palestine40965
Papua
51070 - 51071
Persia
31000 - 31373
Peru
40617 - 40628
Poland
40255 - 40258, 40966 - 40971
Polar40972
Portugal and Colonies
40259 - 40262, 40973 - 40980
Postcards
41038 - 41054
Puerto Rico
40629 - 40630, 40998
Qatar40631
Rhodesias
51499 - 51521
Romania
40263 - 40286
Russia
40287 - 40407, 40981 - 40991
Rwanda40112

County or Subject

Lot n°

Saint Helena
51522 - 51526
Saint Kitts
51527
Saint Lucia
51528
Saint Vincent
51529 - 51542
Salvador40632
Sarawak51543
Saudi Arabia
40633, 40992 - 40993
Serbia
40420 - 40421
Seychelles
51544 - 51651
Sierra Leone
51652 - 51653
Singapore
40994, 51654 - 51661
South Africa and States
51662 - 51747
South Arabian Federation
51748 - 51751
South West Africa
51752 - 51770
Southern Rhodesia
51771 - 51773
Spain
40422 - 40433, 40996 - 40997
Stamp Boxes
40694 - 40744
Sudan
51774 - 51775
Swaziland
51776 - 51779
Sweden
40434 - 40435, 40999 - 41003
Switzerland
40436 - 40463
Syria
30654, 40634
Tajikistan
40411 - 40416
Tannu Tuva
40417 - 40418
Thailand
40635, 41004 - 41005
Thematics
41006 - 41014
Tonga
51780 - 51782
Tristan da Chunha
51783
Turkey
40464 - 40467, 41015 - 41026
Uganda
51784 - 51786
Ukraine
40419, 41028
UAE
40636 - 40644, 41027
United Nations
41030
United States
40645 - 40657, 40894, 41029
Uruguay
40658 - 40685
Vietnam
40686 - 40689, 41031
Yemen
40690 - 40693
Yugoslavia
40468 - 40472, 41032 - 41034
Zanzibar
30682A - 30722, 41035, 51787 - 51792
Zeppelins
10209 - 10211, 20355 - 20356,
40329, 41036, 51438 - 51442
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Payment Instructions

Instructions de Paiement / Zahlungsanweisungen
Bank Transfer / Transfert Bancaire / Banküberweisung
Credit Suisse - 8 Paradeplatz, Zürich 8070, Switzerland
Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account
0316-398878-81
IBAN
CH02 0483 5039 8878 8100 0
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

US Dollars (USD)
Account
0316-398878-82
Iban
CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account
IBAN
Swift / BIC
Beneficiary

British Pounds (GBP)
Account
0316-398878-82-4
Iban
CH54 0483 5039 8878 8200 4
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

0316-398878-82-3
CH81 0483 5039 8878 8200 3
CRESCHZZ80A
David Feldman SA

Post Office / Poste / Post
Euros (EUR)
Account
Iban
Swift / BIC
Beneficiary

91-285892-6
CH04 0900 0000 9128 5892 6
POFICHBEXXX
David Feldman SA

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account
12-4880-0
Iban
CH27 0900 0000 1200 4880 0
Swift / BIC
POFICHBEXXX
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

Cheque / Chèque / Scheck
If you wish to pay by cheque, please contact our accounts department: accounts@davidfeldman.com or +41 22 727 07 77.

Credit card / Carte de crédit / Kreditkarte
Accepted credit cards

For invoices of less than CHF / EUR / USD / GBP 2'000

●   Visa
●   MasterCard
●   American Express (charges made in CHF only)

Late payment: 2% monthly recovery fee will be charged on overdue accounts / Retard de paiement : 2% de frais de recouvrement par mois seront débités de votre compte
/ Zahlungsverzug: 2% Zusatzgebühr, pro Monat, werden Ihrem Konto belastet
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Introduction

Dear Collector and Client,

We are holding our traditional Autumn General Auction Series from December 13th
to 16th 2021, comprising of four different catalogues. Please consult our web site to view
or download all catalogues at www.davidfeldman.com.
This All World and Collections catalogue commences on Tuesday 14th with France
and Colonies including a strong section of collections. The day finishes with Persia
including the "Reister" collection, which comprises of a delightful assembly of the Lion
issues and First Portrait issues.
This catalogue continues on Wednesday 15th with Europe, Overseas, the stamp boxes
and the collections section featuring all world and single-country collections and lots.
The highlight being the incredible archive of Sperati's work on forging the famous Swiss
Cantonals, offered intact to preserve this amazing and unique part of philatelic history.
Bidding in our auctions can be made in writing via the enclosed bid form, live
via Internet in the comfort of your home or office, by telephone, or indeed through
an independent auction agent. Should you have any questions concerning the material
presented, our conditions of sale, or any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact
us - we are at your service.
We'd like to thank all our vendors for showing their trust in us to present their items
and collections in the best way possible in order to maximise the potential of their
lifetimes' work. Through our skills in lotting, describing, estimating, graphic design
and catalogue production, this catalogue is a testament to our exacting standards
to produce a publication worthy of displaying our clients' philatelic treasures in their
best possible light.
We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.

Geneva, October 2021 					
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Europe

Europe 

40000 - 40472

Albania

40000 - 40004

Austria

40005 - 40024

Belgique / Belgium

40025 - 40112

Burundi
40110 - 40111
Rwanda40112
Bosnia and Herzegovina

40113

Bulgaria

40114 - 40122

Czechoslovakia

40123 - 40128

Denmark

40129 - 40130

Danish West Indies

40131

German States

40132 - 40160

Germany

40161 - 40182

Greece

40183 - 40192

Hungary

40193 - 40196

Iceland40197
Italian States

40198 - 40228

Italy

40229 - 40242

Liechtenstein

40245 - 40247

Luxembourg40248
Netherlands

40249 - 40252

Norway

40253 - 40254

Poland

40255 - 40258

Portugal

40259 - 40262

Romania

40263 - 40286

Russia

40287 - 40407

Russia Areas

40408 - 40419

Georgia40408
Latvia40409
Lithuania40410
Tajikistan
40411 - 40416
Tannu Tuva
40417 - 40418
Ukraine40419
Serbia

40420 - 40421

Spain

40422 - 40433

Sweden

40434 - 40435

Schweiz / Switzerland

40436 - 40463

Turkey

40464 - 40467

Yugoslavia

40468 - 40472

40000

40006

40011
40010

40013

40012

40009
40017
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Mi. 15; Sa. 7, 8

300 - 400

Albania
40000

F / 256

1870 (?) (Feb 22) Cover from Scutari to Venice, paying the internal rate with ‘Duloz’ 1870-71 1pi, neatly
cancelled by Arabic “ISKODRA” cds (C&W fig. 3) on dispatch with small “Scutari d’Albanie” cds in blue
at top, Austrian Antivari cds (Tchilinghirian fig. 467) at top right, taxed on arrival “7” as with postage
dues 1870-74 30c & 40c tied by arrival ds, very appealing; signed Holcombe; ex Palumbo.

40001

F 

Mi. 15; Sa. 2, 10

700 - 900

1870 (Nov 29) Cover from Scutari to Venice, franked internally with ‘Duloz’ 1870-71 1pi, neatly
cancelled by Arabic “ISKODRA” cds (C&W fig. 3) on dispatch, entering the Austrian P.O. in Antivari with
corresponding cds (Tchilinghirian fig. 467) at right, charged on delivery with “7” as unfranked mail from
the Levante with postage dues 1869 10c and 1870-74 60c tied by Venice square ds, addressee’s panel
restored, a very scarce combination franking of delightful appearance; ex Palumbo.

40002

H 

A3

500 - 750

1913 2pa on 5pa surcharge on Turkey, Eagle and Shqipenia handstamp, used, a very fine, desirable,
rare and much underpriced stamp; signed A. Brun and Calves.
40003

140 - 180

CC F 
1924 Red Cross set in mint n.h. blocks of 4 + 1925 ‘Red Cross’ 1st flight Tirana to Shkoder of Adria Aero
Lloyd with 1925 airs 5q to 50q + 1924 Red Cross 5q (2) alongside seal of Red Cross and signature, scarce.

40004

CC P 

141, 142

150 - 200

1925 Zogu 1fr blue & brown and 2fr green & red brown, colour plate proofs in mint n.h. corner blocks
of 25, very fine; (Mi 141,142 var.)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

3X

100 - 150

Austria

40008
40005

40005

G 

1850 3k, outstandingly neat early impression with large even margins, tied to piece by complete
Rappottenstein 20.8 cds, very light bend in the fragment which is not visible in the stamp, a rare and
superb strike which was not included in the Jerger sale; Müller 2319a, 150pts.
40006

F / 256

3X

100 - 150

G 

3Y

50 - 80

1850 3kr with good to huge margins, tied by decorative oval Hollabrunn handstamp with 24 June date
below on cover to Herzogenburg, Vienna and St. Pölten transits on back, an infrequently neat strike of
this scarce postmark on cover; Müller 1023a, 96pts.
40007

1850 3kr with large even margins, very light shade, tied to piece by “KIRCHBERG/AM/WAGRAM/16.
APR.” ‘mushroom’ datestamp; Müller 1237a, 180pts.
40008

G 

4X

100 - 200

1850 6kr, showing quite complete ad clear strike of “Prossnitz” surrounded by decorative rectangular
frame, a fascinating usage; Müller 2261c, (no points given in the handbook’s supplement).
40009

F / 256

5X

300 - 500

1850 9kr (surface scuff in lower left margin only and of no significance for the design), fresh and good
margins, tied to envelope to Mantua by framed Grinzing 9 July “2. Exp: ö2/4F.” datestamp with ribbon,
Vienna transit in centre and receiving postmarks on back, certainly one of the finest known covers with
this postmark; Müller 860a, 1’050pts.
40010

F / 256

22

300 - 500

1863 (Aug) Cover forwarded from Alexandria (Egypt), posted in Trieste on 24 August and sent to the
Ambassador of the Ottoman Empire in St. Petersburg, franked by two very fine examples of 1861
15kr blue, tied by Trieste cds’s, alongside struck with “NACH ANGANG/DER POST.” two-line hs, two
“weiterfranko” notations at lower left, Prussian transit and arrival on reverse, an exceptional combination
of both rare origin and destination.
40011

F / 256

34

500 - 750

1863 (Nov 7) Envelope from Innsbruck to Boston, prepaying the 60kr rate comprising 10kr (GermanAustrian Postal Union transit) and 50kr debited to Prussia (“Wf50” notation), with 1863-64 15kr, four
singles, tied by dispatch cds’s and Aachen 23c credit cds in purple at right, red Br. pkt. Boston arrival
at top, crossing the Atlantic on the Cunard SS “Arabia”; a very fresh, attractive and scarce small cover.
40012

F / 256

Mi. 36II, 37II; Sassone 5, 7

1874 (Aug 18) Envelope from Baden to Modena (Italy), bearing 1867 fine impression 3kr green and 5kr
red pair, neatly tied by dispatch cds’s, charged with 35c on arrival after having deducted 25c from 60c
for insufficient franking, collected with postage dues 1870-74 5c & 30c tied by Modena cds’s, very fine
and rare combination; ex Palumbo.
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300 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40013

F / 256

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1876 2kr postal stationery card yellow showing twice official railway marking of BRAUNAU in striking
blue, bahnamtlicher Braunau 2x in blau auf gelber 2Kr Ganzsache, at back also dated 3-line railway
expedit. marking in same blue, superb and rare.
40014

200 - 300

F 
1950-52 Costume 10s Costume, the high denomination on registered airmail cover to New York with
additional franking, as well as on FDC.

40015

100 - 150

H 
Accounting Stamps: 1948 100s to 500s postal accounting stamps, cpl. set, all perf.10 3/4, used, 200s
& 500s with crease in middle, scarce

Donau Steamship Company
40016

60 - 80

H G 
Bulgaria. 1866-68 DDSG: Selection of 10Kr green (8), 10Kr dull lilac (2) and 17Kr red perf. 12, all
bearing postmarks of Sistov, Rustzuk, scarce Tortukai and Lom Polanka, mixed to superb, an interesting
specialist group.

40017

F / 256

3

150 - 200

F / 260

3

300 - 400

Bulgaria. 1869 Entire letter from Sistov to Rustschuk, franked by DDSG 10kr green, type I featuring
plate flaws in “1” of “10” and broken frame above “Gesellschaft”, usual irregular perfs, tied by blue
“28/7” circle hs, filing fold clear of the franking.
40018

Bulgaria. 1873 Cover from Rustschuk to Galatz (Romania), bearing DDSG 10kr green, type I with rare
plate flaw featuring broken “h” in “Gesellschaft”, very lightly affected by horizontal filing fold at top,
uncommonly entering the Romanian mail with corresponding cds on back and charged with 20 bani in
blue crayon on front.

Ship Mail
40019

100 - 150

F 
1903-05 (ca.) Envelope franked by Levant 1903 1pi bearing blue maritime cancel “BOSNIA OE. LLOYD”
via Kerkyra to Trieste, bottom back flap missing and paper added at bottom left, from de Henri de
Schiller correspondence, scarce Lloyd cancel.

40020

150 - 200

F 
1912 Lloyd Austriaco envelope of SMS “Vorwärts” to Trieste, franked on back with 1908 10h 1tied by
“GORITIA OE.LLOYD” cds in purple blue, alongside with rare oval “LLOYD AUSTRIACO/PIROSCAFO/
GORITIA” in red-lilac.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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40018

40026ex1

40022

40026ex2
40027

40029
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40031

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Field Post Romania

40021

3’000 - 4’000

F 
1855 CRIMEAN WAR Fieldpost entire written in 1855 in Neppendorf, today part of Hermannstadt/Sibiu
in Transylvania, addressed to Cles, Tyrollia, franked Austria 1850/54 3kr red + 6kr brown, fresh colour,
clear to fine margins all round except 3kr just touched at base, each stamp tied by ‘FELDPOST No. 4
27/6’ cds in black (Muller 3442a = 900 points; Tchilingarian fig. 729), Vienna & Trient bs’s, interesting
and attractive cover.
Note: The Fieldpost No. 4 was issued for a military unit which should have taken part in the occupation
of the Principalities during the Crimean War, but this cover indicates that it remained in Hermannstadt
at least a further month according to the literature (Clement, Tchilinghirian). Even at that late point the
sender writes to his mother to direct any further letters to Hermannstadt. The sender appears to be
Julius Aloys Karl Hubert zu Spaur und Flavon, Earl of Spaur und Flavon (1829-1907).
Provenance: Dr. Anton Jerger
Expertise: Cert. Ferchenbauer

40022

1’000 - 1’500

F / 260
1855 Austrian Fieldpost during Crimean War military letter written at Bucharest on July 31 with ms
‘I.R.Reggimento Fanti Ad Sigismondo N.45 N...874’ Cancelled below K.K.OST FP PLOESCHTI 3/8,
sent via Hermannstadt and Laibach to Orzinova/LV, disinfected at Rothenturn quarantine station, ex
Znidaric, Puschmann, Hans Kolbe.

Austrian Levant
40023

100 - 200

F 
1869 (Oct) Lettersheet from Prevesa to Corfu with 1867 10s tied by Prevesa cds, franked on arrival by
Greece 20l Large Hermes Head for internal postage, four good margins, tied by Kephypa cds, very fine.

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

5b

300 - 400

Offices in Crete

40024

H 

1903 1f dark red carmine, showing Austrian postmark of Krems, a very fine and difficult stamp; signed Seitz.

Belgique / Belgium
Histoire Postale
40025

60 - 90

F 
1829 (29.06) Pli de Gand pour Bruxelles, superbe cachet GEND / FRANCO (25x10mm) en rouge ainsi
que càd de GEND, superbe.

1851 Émission Médaillons (filigrane sans cadre)
40026

F / 260

6+7

600 - 900

10c Brun et 20c bleu, deux lettres pour Cologne portant cet affranchissement, oblitération de la
perception 4 sur lettre d’Anvers (août 1855), une des lettres avec les timbres très bien margés, belle
paire.
40027

F J / 260

7

270 - 360

20c Bleu, BLOC DE QUATRE, un timbre avec fente et quelques marges effleurées, oblitération de la
distribution 54 sur grande partie de lettre de Vroenhoven (5.8.51) pour la France, aussi cachet de boîte
“Y”, peu courant.
40028

F 

7

90 - 130

20c Bleu, deux exemplaires (lég. touchés), oblitération de la perception 24 de Bruxelles sur enveloppe
insuffisamment affranchie pour la France, cachet AFFRANCHISSEMENT / 24 / INSUFFISANT en bleu
et taxe “8” au tampon.
40029

F / 260

8

130 - 180

40c Carmin, belles marges, oblitération de la perception 24 sur lettre de Bruxelles (15.1.1855) pour
Maastricht, au verso marque de l’Ambulant EST N°3, ex Collection Scheerlinck.
40030

F 

8

60 - 90

40c Carmin, deux exemplaires (lég. touchés), oblitération de la perception 24 de Bruxelles sur lettre en
triple port (30 grammes) pour Anvers.
40031

F / 260
1851-54, Lettre de Bruxelles affranchissement 20 centimes bleu avec grandes marges et 40 centimes
rouge avec deux grandes marges, lettre retouchée ou légèrement découpée sur les autres faces,
oblitération "24" avec à côté cachet à date de départ du 8 mars 1858, envoyée à Ljubljana (Slovénie,
puis en Autriche), redirigée vers Gorizia puis renvoyée à Ljubljana avec les cachets correspondants,
toujours au recto cachet à date rouge d'entrée à Aix-la-Chapelle, une parcours intéressant.
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

10A

70 - 100

1858 Émission Médaillons arrondis
40032

F 

10c Brun, quatre exemplaires (1 ex. touché sinon belles marges), oblitération de la perception 89 sur
lettre de La-Louvière (4.12.58) vers Gosselies.
40033

F 

11A

60 - 90

20c Bleu, grandes marges avec bord de feuille, oblitération à 8 barres de la perception 63 sur lettre de
Iseghem (19.8.59) pour Anvers, superbe.
40034

H 

12A

60 - 90

40c Vermillon, deux exemplaires oblitérés par une belle frappe du cachet encadré de Bruxelles, un
timbre touché, l’autre très bien margé.
40035

H 

12A

60 - 90

9

60 - 90

11

90 - 130

40c Vermillon, variété “CLOU” bien dégagée, timbre bien margé, oblitéré.

1861 Émission Médaillons allongés
40036

F 
1c Vert foncé (petit défaut) sur circulaire sans adresse du 7 septembre 1862 expédiée d’Alost.

40037

F 

20c Bleu, touché, oblitération à 8 barres de la perception 83 de Mons sur enveloppe de dame du 24
octobre 1861 pour Bruxelles, rare avec les Médaillons.
40038

F / 264

12, 10

2’000 - 3’000

RUSSIE - 1861, Enveloppe pour Moscou affranchissement Médaillons 10 centimes x5 et 40 centimes,
oblitération “62” avec à côté cachet à date du 2 novembre de Huy, cachet d’arrivée russe, de petits
défauts qui n’enlèvent rien à la très grande rareté de cette destination.

1863 Médaillons dentelés 12 1/2
40039

G 

15

60 - 90

20c Bleu, deux exemplaires sur fragment avec oblitération encadrée de Bruxelles, qqs dents irrégulières
mais oblitération rare.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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40040

40054

40049

40109

40038

40177
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

13A

180 - 270

1863 Médaillons dentelés 12 1/2 : 13 1/2
40040

F / 264

1c Vert-jaune, bande de cinq, débitage au ciseaux, oblitération simple cercle de Gilly sur imprimé du
25 novembre 1865 pour Sedan en France, cachet d’entrée BELGIQUE AMB. GIVET C ainsi que cachet
de passage à Paris.
40041

F 

14A

90 - 130

10c Brun foncé, oblitération losange de points 134 de Fraiture sur petite enveloppe (déchirure en haut)
du 16 septembre 1864 pour Erezée, rare.
40042

F 

15A

60 - 90

20c Bleu (2), oblitération de la perception 4 sur lettre d’Anvers (16.2.64) pour Vienne en Autriche, au
verso le cachet ambulant VERVIERS 1721 COELN, TB.

Léopold 1er - Nouveau Type (COB 17-21)

40053

40043

40043

40052

J DCE S 

19

500 - 600

30c Brun NON DENTELÉ en bloc de six avec surcharge SPÉCIMEN en noir, léger pli vertical au milieu,
pièce unique et célèbre, ex Hansen et Van der Auwera.
40044

DCE S 

19,20

40 - 70

20+31

100 - 150

30c brun foncé et 40c rose pâle non dentelé avec surcharge SPECIMEN, TB.
40045

F DFE 

1869 Affranchissement mixte 40c rose avec 20c bleu de 1869 sur devant de lettre en double port
de Verviers 17.01.70 pour la France, rare; et 40c rose pâle sur lettre de Spa 23.08.69 pour Gênes et
réexpédiée, divers transit et arrivée au dos, TB.
40046

H 

21

90 - 130

1F Violet, petit ensemble de cinq timbres montrant D14 1/2 et D15 de Bruxelles, tirage de Malines,
tirage de Londres, aussi un lilas du tirage de Bruxelles, ens. B.
40047

50 - 80

P 
Propositions adoptées de De La Rue, Réimpression du coin adopté du 10 centimes en gris pâle sur
petit feuillet (Stes RP101).

1866-67 Petit Lion (COB 22-25)
40048

150 - 200

P 
Lot de six épreuves des coins : une du 2c adopté, quatre du 6c et une du 8c non adoptés, TB, rare.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

28a, 34

200 - 300

1869-83 Nouveaux types et nouvelles valeurs (COB 26-37)
40049

F / 264

1877 (31 mai), Lettre recommandé de Neufchateau pour Paris, affranchissement 1869-78 5 et 40 centimes,
au recto griffe "Recommandé" encadrée et cachet à date bleu d'entrée français d'Erquelinnes, TB.
40050

F 

30

100 - 150

1871 (29 mars), Enveloppe pour la Corse affranchissement 10 centimes vert (3) de 1869-78, oblitération
losange "145" avec à côté cachet à date associé de Genappe, au verso cachet à date perlé d'arrivée à
Calenzana; un courrier entrant des plus insolites vers la Corse.
40051

F 

30+taxe

90 - 130

10c vert (coin rond), oblitération de Bruxelles 5 sur lettre du 4 juillet 1884 pour Millau en France,
injustement taxée de seulement 5 centimes, renforts sur une déchirure de la lettre.
40052

CC C J S / 265

33

130 - 180

37A

250 - 400

30c ambre en bloc de 4 neuf avec surcharge SPÉCIMEN, très rare en bloc.
40053

C / 265

1878, 5fr rouge-brun neuf *, pli horizontal de gomme sinon très beau avec une fraîcheur exceptionnelle,
signé Thier et Zumstein, inclus la carte de lot originale des années 1960, COB €3'750.
40054

F / 264

32; Sassone 5, 7

150 - 200

1875 (19 novembre), Lettre de Bruxelles à Mileto (Italie), insuffisamment affranchie avec 25 centimes
jaune-olive de 1869-78, oblitération cachet à date, par conséquent taxée à l'arrivée avec inscription "9
1/2" décimes (1L20 centesimi avec déduction de 25 centimes) avec apposition de timbres italiens 5c
et bande de 3 du 30c 1870-74 (quelques défauts), une rare combinaison d'affranchissement; signé A.
Diena et Oliva; ex Palumbo.

1883 Nouvelles valeurs (COB 38-41)

40055

40055

40056

180 - 270

P 
25c noir, Épreuve du coin sur petit feuillet carton blanc glacé, daté 31 JAN 83 au composteur, mention
“BEFORE HARDENING”, rare (comme le Stes 1830 mais avec la date du 31).

40056

CC J 

38

180 - 270

10c rose en bloc de huit avec coin de feuille portant indication marginale ATELIER DU TIMBRE, neuf
avec gomme intacte, quelques séparations, rare.
40057

F 

38+28

10c rose avec 1869 5c ambre sur enveloppe-lettre à 10c d’Anvers 23.09.84 pour l’Allemagne, arrivée
au dos, oxydations, intéressante combinaison.
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50 - 80

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

45+56

40 - 70

1884-91 Nouveaux types, nouvelles valeurs (COB 46-52)
40058

F 

5c vert +n°56 en paire (un déf.) sur enveloppe-lettre de Dolhain-Limbourg 04.06.1894 pour Leipzig, TB.

1893-1900 Émissions Armoiries du Royaume et Léopold II fine barbe
40059

130 - 180

F 
Lot de 9 lettres et cartes avec divers affranchissements, entiers postaux, à noter cachet linéaire
MARLOIE, lettre à 50c en recommandé pour les USA, etc.

Émissions génerales à partir de 1894
40060

120 - 150

CC C J 
1905, Lot de timbres neufs ** / * avec des multiples : 10c (9), 20c (9), 25c deux blocs de 4, 35c bloc de
4, 50c et 2f bande de 5, TB.

40061

F 

78+74

40 - 60

1905 Grosse Barbe, 50c gris + 10c rose sur lettre assurée pour 250F de Gand du 18 décembre 1906
pour Paris; en plus 1905 Grosse Barbe, 10c rose sur enveloppe illustrée “Joints Securitas” avec deux
cheveaux, enveloppe illustrée ouverte sur trois côtés et partiellement collée de chaque côté de la carte.
40062

70 - 100

C DCE S 
1905 Grosse Barbe, petit lot de non-dentelés: 25c (2), 35c (1 avec Spécimen) et deux 1F.

40063

F P 

81-83

70 - 100

1907 Armoiries, série de trois épreuves du coin, réimpression de 1913, TB, rare (Stes 2421-23); et deux
cartes portant chacune un 1c préo dont une avec aussi le 10c Grosse Barbe.
40064

P 

108-110

110 - 160

1912 Pellens, Lion Debout, projet non adopté de Lemaire, cinq épreuves de la planche : 1c gris cdf, 1c
gris pâle, 2c brun-violet (deux dont un cdf), 5c vert-bleu, TB, très rare (Stes 2510-13).
40065

CC J 

117, 120

250 - 360

1912 Pellens, Albert 1er, 2F violet en bloc de vingt, neuf avec gomme intacte plus le 25c bleu en bloc de
15 montrant la variété V1 “pt clair à gauche du B de BELGIQUE”, également avec gomme intacte, TB.
40066

90 - 130

F 
1912 Pellens, petit ensemble de sept lettres et documents dont lettre de la poste de campagne,
échantillon sans valeur, imprimé à 1c, lettre pour la Nouvelle Zélande, série complète avec oblitération
du Havre, lettre assurée, etc. (8).

40067

CC 

165-178

320 - 400

1919-20 Roi Casqué, la série complète, neuf avec gomme intacte, les grosses valeurs avec bord ou
coin de feuille, le 2F coin de feuille avec DÉPÔT 1920, TB (COB €2’290).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40068

CC J S 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

189

700 - 1’000

1922 Invalides de Guerre 20c brun-bistre en feuille complète de 100, chaque timbre est surchargé
avec le cachet rouge SPECIMEN de la American Bank Note Company et comporte la perforation
d’annulation, provient des archives de la ABNC.
40069

CC J 

189

700 - 1’000

1922 Invalides de Guerre 20c brun-bistre en feuille complète de 100, chaque timbre est surchargé avec
le cachet rouge SPECIMEN de l’American Bank Note Company et comporte la perforation d’annulation,
la feuille comprend également en haut à droite le cachet “RETURN TO ISSUE ROOM / To be held for
reference”, provient des archives de l’ABNC.

40070

CC 

272A-272K

280 - 320

292G, 293, 295/6, 330

200 - 300

1929 Série Orval couronnée neuve sans charnière, TB (COB €1’850).
40071

P 

1929-1931 Lot de 9 épreuves: 1929 EXPRES, quatre épreuves de couleur du 5F25, deux en brun foncé,
deux en carmin; 1929 Sites, trois épreuves des coins définitifs en noir sur petits feuillets (n°293, 295,
296), plus épreuve du 5c +5c en couleur adoptée signée J. De Bast; 1931 Elisabeth Bandeau, épreuve
du coin, en chaudron, sur petit feuillet papier blanc, couleur adoptée pour le 10 cent, TB.
40072

A 

292D

60 - 90

1929-31, EXPRÈS, Vue de Gand, épreuve d’un type non-adopté en bleu sur feuillet (156x123mm) de
papier blanc assez épais, signé Corneille (Stes 3860).

40073ex

40073

40076ex

CC J 

377-383

600 - 800

495

130 - 180

1933 Série Croix de Lorraine en bloc de 4 neuf sans ch., TB (COB €3’800).
40074

CC J 

1938 Prince de Liège 5F+5F brun-rouge en feuillet de 20 exemplaires, neuf avec gomme intacte (COB
€1’100).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40075

CC 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

530

180 - 260

537

240 - 320

1939-41 Poortman, 2F50 olive en feuille complète de 150, planche 1, qqs petites oxydations
40076

P / 268

1941 Chapelle musicale 5F en trois épreuves de couleur sur papier gommé, en bloc de 4 en bleu
non dentelé, rouge-brun non dentelé, violet dentelé, tous annulés par des bandes noires d’annulation
administrative, TB, très rare (Stes 4374-76).
40077

CC J S 

674-689

60 - 90

1944 Lion Héraldique, non dentelé avec surcharge “Specimen” en bloc de 4 bdf, TB et rare (COB
€640+).
40078

CC J 

827-831

60 - 90

1950 Heysel, petit ensemble de neufs avec gomme intacte dont deux séries en blocs de quatre, TB.

40079

P 

880-891

500 - 800

1952 Congrès de l’UPU, série complète des douze épreuves des coins, sans valeur, en couleurs non
adoptées, sur petits feuillets papier blanc, signé J. de Bast (12).
40080

CC J 

898-899

60 - 90

1125

100 - 150

1952 Verhaeren et Conscience en blocs de 4, coins de feuille, neuf sans ch., TB (COB €640+).
40081

P 

1960-65 Réfugiés, trois épreuves de coin: 40c épreuve de coin, en vert, sur petit feuillet papier blanc,
signé J. de Bast; 3F épreuve du coin, en couleur adoptée, sur petit feuillet papier blanc, signé J. de
Bast; et 1965 Réfugié, 6F épreuve du coin, en noir, sur petit feuillet papier blanc, signé J. de Bast.
40082

1253

45 - 60

1423-24 PH

60 - 80

CC 
1963 Conférence des Transports de la CEE, dix feuillets de luxe (COB €500).

40083

CC J 

1967 1F Ypres et 1F Spontin sur papier phosphorescent en blocs de 4, TB, rare (COB €600+).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Chemin de fer

40084

40084

40092ex

160 - 240

P 
1879 Armes, épreuve du 80 centimes avec erreur “Quatre vingt”, en paire horizontale sur papier couché,
rare, signé Grubben.

40085

110 - 160

P 
1950-52 Timbres pour colis postaux: Épreuve du coin du type “Le Chargement” en carmin valeur 18F,
avec cachet “Bon pour Acceptation de la Gravure”.

40086

110 - 160

P 
1950-52 Timbres pour colis postaux: Épreuve du coin du type “Le Chargement” en brun-rouge valeur
16F, avec cachet “Bon pour Acceptation de la Gravure 21 Déc 1949”.

40087

110 - 160

P 
1950-52 Timbres pour colis postaux: Épreuve du coin du type “Le Triage” en bleu valeur 13F, avec
cachet “Bon pour Acceptation de la Gravure”.

40088

110 - 160

P 
1950-52 Timbres pour colis postaux: Épreuve du coin du type “Le Postage” en bleu valeur 11F, avec
cachet “Bon pour Acceptation de la Gravure”.

40089

80 - 110

CC S 
1952-57, Lot de SPECIMEN comprenant le CF321, 340, 341, 352, 354, 354B, 355 et 361, tous neufs
sans charn. surchargés SPECIMEN au verso, rare.

40090

CC J 

TR378-TR398

160 - 240

1968 Locomotives sur papier blanc, la série complète en blocs de quatre, neuf sans charnière, TB (COB
€1’570+).

Télégraphes
40091

C 

TG1,TG2

70 - 110

1866 Léopold 1er, 50c gris et 1F vert, neufs, ainsi que les deux valeurs non-dentelées, TB (COB €990).
40092

C DCE 

TG1/5

130 - 180

1866-71, Petit ensemble comprenant 1866 50c non-dentelé en bloc de quatre, un 1F neuf, ensuite 1871
10c violet et 50c orange neufs, bel ensemble.
40093

C 
1871 Léopold II, fond plein, 5F outremer, papier ordinaire, neuf, un peu décentré, B (COB €875).
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TG7

90 - 130

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

TG7Aa

2’700 - 3’600

40095
40094

40094

CC C 

1871 Léopold II, fond plein, 5F outremer vif, papier mince, BLOC DE SEPT, encres à l’aniline, centrage
exceptionnel, neuf (deux exemplaires * et cinq exemplaires **), fraîcheur postale, rare ensemble (COB
€10’965+).
40095

130 - 180

P 
1889 Léopold II, 25F noir en épreuve du coin sur papier blanc glacé, impression typographique (Stes
0067).

40096

A P 

TG10

90 - 130

1889 Léopold II, 25F épreuve du coin en noir du type non-adopté, sur papier épais, TB (Stes 0066).
40097

P 

TG10

90 - 130

1889 Léopold II, 25F réséda foncé, épreuve de mise de train de la planche, impression mal venue, aux
couleurs adoptées, mention manuscrite en marge, rare.

Timbres pour journaux
40098

CC S 

JO1-18

40 - 70

1928 Timbres pour journaux, série complète des 18 valeurs avec surcharge SPECIMEN, neuve sans
ch., certaines valeurs avec de légères taches sinon TB.

Timbres-Taxe

40099

90 - 130

A 
Essais de Wiener, 10c noir et 20c bleu, type II, non dentelés, TB, signés Corneille (Stes 0010,0013).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40100

A 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

180 - 270

Essais de Wiener, type II, petit ensemble comprenant deux 10c noir ND, un 10c dentelé 15, 20c noir et
20c bleu, ND et dentelés 15, qualité mixte (Stes 0010,0013,0014,0015,0016).

40101

40102ex

40101

130 - 180

A 
Essais de Wiener, type II, 10c noir, 20c noir et 20c bleu, les trois dentelés 15, avec ou sans gomme,
petit aminci sur le 10c.

40102

200 - 300

J A 
Épreuves de la planche (mise en train), 10c vert et 20c bleu sur papier rose, les deux en blocs de quatre
avec point de repère en marges.

40103

90 - 130

J A 
Épreuves de la planche (mise en train), 10c vert et 20c bleu sur papier rose, les deux en blocs de quatre
avec bord latéral.

40104

70 - 100

J A 
Épreuves de la planche (mise en train), 10c vert et 20c bleu, les deux en blocs de quatre sur papier rose,
signés Corneille (Stes 0020, 0021).

40105

CC C 

TX1

180 - 260

1870 10c vert en panneau de cinquante, neuf (6 timbres avec charn. sinon le reste gomme intacte),
avec croix de repère, TB.
40106

CC C J 

TX1

90 - 130

1870 10c vert en panneau de cinquante, neuf (qqs charnières en marge), premier tirage, quatrième
panneau de 50 de la feuille, inscription en bas TIMBRES-POSTE-CONTROLE, gomme jaunâtre ayant
provoquée une séparation partielle entre les 3ème et 6ème rangées, aussi inclus bloc de 16 neuf.

40107

C S 

TX1,TX2

1870 10c et 20c non-dentelés, tirage spécial de la planche de Rothschild en couleurs adoptées, le 20c
coin aminci, rare, ex Caroly, plus les timbres émis surchargés SPECIMEN.
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40108

CC J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

TX2

90 - 130

TX8+

180 - 270

1870 20c outremer, en bloc de quatre, neuf avec gomme intacte, belle fraîcheur et rare.
40109

F / 264

1895 50c ocre-brun sur lettre expédiée de Francfort le 25 août 1896 pour Bruxelles, taxée à l’arrivée
et ensuite refusée pour la taxe avec indication “taxe annulée”, marques de cachets “retour” et “rebut”,
quelques déchirures.

Burundi
40110

918-927

50 - 70

Mi. 1708A-1713A

200 - 300

CC 
1984 Butterflies mint nh set in lower marginal se-tenant pairs, very fine (COB €350).

40111

CC 

1990 Visit of King Baudouin & Fabiola + Anniversary of Independence, mint n.h., scarce sets.

Rwanda
40112

400 - 500

CC 
1987 25th Anniversary of Independence unissued 5Fr value perf. and imperf. sheet of 20, mint n.h.,
very fine, rare.

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Austrian Post Offices
40113

600 - 800

F / 274
1879 (June 8) Money Transfer Order stationery 1867 5kr red transferring 150 guilden from Mostar to
Trieste bearing 1867 5kr red + 10kr blue tied by ‘FELDPOST-EXPOSITUR No. 18876 79’ cds, framed
AUSGEZAHLT (money transfer ) hs alongside. Some central slitting of card and rejoined. Fine and
correct franking and usage in the last month prior to the issuance of stamps (Ferchenbauer €2500+)
In July 1879 money transfer formulars were issued together with the first definitive adhesives of BosniaHerzegovina. Prior to this date Austrian stationeries were used as per above. 150 guilden was the
maximum amount one could transfer, 20kr payable between 50 and 150 guilden

Bulgaria
40114

CC 

206 (var)

100 - 150

1927 Airmail 1L on 6L , inverted surcharge, mint n.h., scarce; signed PVK and cert. Karaivanoff (1967).

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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40118

40113

40124

40121

40130

40131
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40147

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Lot n°

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

208

200 - 300

40115

40119

40115

C 

1927 Airmail 4L in vertical pair imperforate at top including sheet margin, mint n.h. with hinge remnant
in margin only, rare.
40116

CC C 

206-209

400 - 600

1927-28 Bunavad airmails, specialized stamp assembly mounted on 12 pages, mint hinger or never
hinged, noted Specimen ovpts., double perfs., colour shades, bottom sheet marginal imprints, unissued
values, mixed to very fine, a lot for the specialist.
40117

F 

206-209, 200, 205

100 - 150

1928 (Sept 9) Registered cover via London to New York, bearing all four Bunavad airmail values, with in
addition 50st block of 4 and 10L, tied by Sofia cds’s, London and New York pmks on reverse (the airmail
stamps are serving in this case as definitives).
40118

F / 274

206-209

250 - 300

1929 Airmail, all four values in pairs except for the 1L in strip of three, tied by Sofia cds’s to airmail cover
to Prague, including 1L on 5L in horizontal gutter pair, with arrival alongside, one 4L stamp toned at
upper left; against the terms of the contract between Bunavad and the Bulgarian PTT, the whole postage
is paid by Bunavad airmails incl. two values which were not valid anymore, and the cover was mailed
without reclamations to Prague. Very interesting and scarce.
40119

F 

199, 206 (var), 209

2’000 - 3’000

1930 (Nov 25) Registered cover to Bratislava, franked by Bunavad airmail 1L on 6L with strip of three
with inverted surcharge, accompanied by a regular-surcharge example, together with other Bunavad
airmail or regular values, all tied by Rousse cds’s; the second largest multiple known of this famous
Bulgarian variety on cover (two items are recorded bearing a block of four); a significant key item of
worldwide airmails.
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40120

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

199, 206, 209

100 - 150

1930 Cover to Paris franked by airmail 10L (valid), four pairs of 1L on 6L (not valid at that time) and
regular issue 6L, all tied by Sofia cds’s.
40121

F / 274

III

500 - 750

1931 Airmail unissued 10L in block of 4, with additional franking, used with Sofia cds on registered
airmail cover from the French Legation to Sofia (printed endorsement and cachet on reverse) to
Brussels, backstamped on arrival, rare; signed Field.

40122

C F 

249-251

200 - 300

1932 Airmail Exhibition, group of six covers incl. FDC’s (the set on two belonging to the Franz See
correspondence), two sets with one mint and the other showing “Specimen” overprint with gum, scarce.

Czechoslovakia
40123

150 - 200

F 
1935-1945 AIRMAILS: Selection of 1st flight covers incl. 1937 Venezia-Praha, also 1945 O.A.T. cover
from India to Praha with handstamp arrival mkg at front, all from J.David estate and addressed to him

40124

300 - 400

CC S / 274
1945 (April) KOSICE ISSUE : Leather Presentation album incl. set & the 3 postal stat. cards with
numbered (no.6) introductory page & a personal letter to Josef David addressed ‘namestnik min.
predseda Kosice’ from the Slovenskej Narodnej Rady pre Posty a Telegr. in Kosice 5.4.45 - a very rare
postal hist. document of the earliest days of the rebirth of the Czechoslovakian Post, leather wears or
damages on the edges

40125

CC J 

408/531 ex

150 - 200

1945-47 Minister Post folders in A4 size (18, incl. 7 with personal letters of Minister Post to J.David as
chairman of N.S.), all with diverse issues in blocks of 4 (Mi ex 408/531)
40126

CC F J 

512-17, 523-28

200 - 300

1947 Minister folders in A4 size (5), all incl. minister FDCs, all except 2 with personal letter from PTT to
J.David, all except one (no.236) numbered ‘2’, J.David was president (predseda) of UNS at this time,
scarce offer (Mi.512-17, 523-28)
40127

CC C H F J 

100 - 150

1947-1948 Minister Post folders in small size (12) with mint and used blocks of 4, also 2 with annual
issues 1947 & 1948 (single adhesives), also 2 numbered FDCs (1948 Benes and 30 years CSR issues),
all ex J. David estate
40128

F 
1948 MINISTER POST FDCs (5) : all at back with imprint MINISTR POST and numbered in black for
Sokol Games, Karlovy University, Kromeriz snem, Slovak uprising & definitives 1K50, 3K & 5K, all from
J.David estate, scarce
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Denmark
40129

100 - 150

F 
1797 (Sept-Nov) Two entire letters from the State Department for Economic Affairs in Copenhagen to
the Danish Consulate in Nantes (France), bearing “HAMBURG” straight-line hs.

40130

200 - 300

F / 274
1860 (Jan 27) Wrapper from Randers to Fredrikshald, Norway, with 1858-62 4r brown vertical strip
of six, one close margin on one stamp otherwise good margins all around, tied by stikes of the “63”
numeral with despatch cds and arrival cds below, very fine.

Danish West Indies
40131

200 - 300

F / 274
1862 (Jan 14) Cover from Río Hacha (Colombia) dated on 29.12.1861 to France, endorsed “Via de San
Thomas p. Steamer Plata” with “por Curaçao” crossed out, 1F60c Anglo-French exchange marking and
“16” decimes charge on front, with “St. Thomas” double-arc ds, London and receiving cds’s on reverse.

German States
Baden

40132

500 - 750

F 
1794 Folded cover from Pforzheim to Blamont (Lorraine, France), with “DE PRORZHEIM” straight line
vertically struck at left, “D’Allemagne” in Italic & “D’ALLEMAGNE” postmarks also on front, reverse
showing very rare “C.S” circle handstamp (“Contrôle Strassbourg”) censorship cachet (mentioned in
the Henri Gachot and the Senechal handbooks), with accompanying rest of red wax seal at right by
the censor; only 16 censored covers were recorded by Spal in 2002, this being the only recorded from
Baden exhibiting a “cabinet noir” censor handstamp.
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1a

200 - 300

40134

40133

40135

40133

Cat. n°

40136

H 

1851 1kr black on buff on thin paper, first printing, touched at top left, good margins in other respects,,
cancelled by “27” numeral of Donauschingen; Mi. €1’000 (value for stamps bearing one margin touched).

Bavaria
40134

H 

1Ib

400 - 600

1849 1kr deep black (“tiefschwarz”), rare shade denoting the first printing, plate 1, well margined and
used with part neat 4 June Munich datestamp, thin spot, otherwise fine and fresh; sigend Calves; Mi.
€4’000.
40135

C 

4

100 - 150

Telegraph Stamps. 1870 14kr/50c cobalt, mint o.g., a very fresh and fine example; signed J.-F. Brun;
Mi. €300.
40136

C 

5

150 - 200

7

300 - 400

Telegraph Stamps. 1870 28kr/1fr green, mint o.g., very fine and scarce; Mi. €450.

40138

40139

40137

40137

H 

Telegraph Stamps. 1870 4fl40kr/10fr orange, used with blue cds and punch cancel, very fine and rare;
Mi. €2’500.

Bremen
40138

G 

3

120 - 160

1860 7gr black on yellow, a very fresh and large margined example, cleanly tied to piece by clean strike
of Bremen boxed datestamp, very fine; signed Grobe, cert. Roumet (1999); Mi. €900+.
40139

C 

5c

1863 2gr dark yellow-orange on chalk surfaced paper, mint o.g., very well centred, slightly irregular
roulette at left, otherwise a very fine example of this scarce stamp; signed Scheller; Mi. € 500.
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40140

40140

40141

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

15a

70 - 120

40142

H 

1866 5sgr yellow-green, very well centred, used with Bremen d.s., a rare example in this extremely fine
quality; Mi. €300.

Brunswick
40141

H 

1

120 - 160

1852 1sgr rose, clear to ample margins, used with rare “HALLE WESER” circle postmark without date,
and additionally pen cancel; signed Calves.
40142

H 

3

120 - 160

1852 3sgr vermilion, wide even margins, showing rare “BEVERN” straigh-line hs in blue, and manuscript
ink cross, light vertical crease and tiny thin confined to one corner; signed Scheller.

40143

40143

H 

40144

40145

11B

700 - 1’000

1865 1sgr black on yellow, serpentine roulette 16, used with numeral c”47” hs of Wolfenbüttel, a very
fine condition being difficult to find for this stamp; signed Philipp Kosack, Gustav Ruhland and A. Brun;
Mi. €2’000.
40144

H 

11B

200 - 300

1865 1sgr black on yellow, serpentine roulette 16, used with blue numeral hs, cut into on two sides, but
with complete roulette on the other two and showing parts of the neighbouring stamps, light thin spot
at right, a rare stamp; signed J.-F. Brun; Mi. €2’000.
40145

C 

12Aa

200 - 300

1861 3sgr black on rose, mint with full o.g., margins varying from ample to large, , extremely fine and
rare; signed J.-F. Brun; Mi. €750.

Hannover
40146

100 - 150

F 
1811 (Aug 26) Entire from Stade (Lower Saxony) to Carignano (Italy), with “BUREAU. GENERAL / ARM.
D’ALLEMAGNE” hs, countersigned at lower left, fine.

40147

160 - 200

F / 274
1813 Entire from Lunebourg to Loeuilley, France, with a fine strike of “No. 4 / ARM. D’HANOVRE” hs,
ms “7” decimes rate, very fine.
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40150

40157
40158

40171

40179
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40174

40162

Lot n°
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

3I

250 - 300

Oldenburg
40148

F / 280

1852ca (Jan 14) Cover from Damme to Lohne, paying the 1sgr inland and 1sgr registration fees with
1852 2sgr black on rose, complete to large margins, just cut a bit into in loer left corner, tied by boxed
ds in blue on departure, red framed “Recomandirt.” alongside and arrival on back, filing fold at right; a
rare registered inland mail; signed J.-F. Brun.

40149

1’500 - 2’000

F 
1852 1/3sgr black on green-olive, clear to predominantly large margins, cleanly tied by “VAREL/28-5”
framed d.s. in blue on back of printed matter endorsed “Circular” with wrapper missing but showing
the local commercial addressee in Varel, some cover edge tears; an attractive and very fine example of
this rare usage; signed Bühler; Mi. €3’000.

40150

F / 280

14

1’000 - 1’200

1861 3gr yellow, margins ranging from wide to large, used on envelope to Berlin, tied by framed
“BURHAVE/18-9” d.s. in blue, with an additional strike also neatly applied at right, transits and arrival
on reverse, slight tone spots to cover not affecting the stamp, scarce; Mi. €2’000.

Prussia

40151

40151

C 

40152

1

180 - 240

Telegraph Stamps. 1864 2 1/2sgr grey-brown, mint o.g., with heavy hinge and small fault in left margin,
a rare stamp with original gum; Mi. €700.

Saxony
40152

C 

7

300 - 400

1852 2ngr blue, mint o.g., large balanced margins all around, a very fine example of this rare stamp in
unused condition; signed Köhler, J.-F. Brun; Mi. €900.
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Thurn and Taxis
40153

100 - 150

F 
1804 (June 16) Entire letter from from Wildeck to Luxembourg (“Departement des Fôrets”), bearing
“VACH.R.3.” straight-line hs (Sachesen-Weimar-Eisenach), a rare destination.

Wurttemberg

40154

40154

40155

H 

1b

100 - 150

1851 1kr buff, very fresh with ample even margins, showing superb strike of “Kupperzell/29 Mar. 1851”
cds centrally applied, an outstandingly fine example.
40155

H 

13a

100 - 150

1859 6kr green, outstandingly fresh, excellent margins showing part of neighbouring stamp at top,
cleanly cancelled by Heilbronn cds, absolutely superb.

40156

40156

H 

40159

24, 29

150 - 200

1862 9Kr lilac red perf. 10, almost invisible tiny corner crease (signed Jamet, Calves & Brun), and 1863
18Kr yellow orange (signed Calves & Brun), both used, fine to very fine; Mi. €1’500.
40157

F / 280

32c

500 - 750

1867 (Jan 26) 9kr brown stationery envelope from Freudenstadt to Strasbourg, uprated with 1865 6kr
dark blue in vertical pair, tied by dispatch cds’s, alongside showing four strikes of “CHARGÉ” straightline hs in carmine, red crayon “Wf12”, red French “P.D.” and entry cds, backstamped on arrival, few
minor faults but a probably unique usage of this scarce stamp on registered mail to France; signed
Calves.
40158

250 - 300

F / 280
1870 (Nov 13) Feldpost card originating from Blainville-la-Grande (France) to Stuttgart, with very fine
Prussian “K.PR:FELDPOST-RELAIS.II/13 11” cds, three slight vertical folds, a rare Feldpost card usage
during the Prussian-French War.

40159

A 

42 (Essay)

1873ca 70kr essay of an unissued design in rose without gum, part of the frame lines missing but clearly
exhibiting the design, small thin spot in upper left corner, extremely rare.
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40160

40160

40165

40166

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

42b

750 - 1’000

40167

H 

1873 70Kr red lilac, position 6, with large margins all around and uncommonly showing the dividing
lines, with a complete strike used with blue “STUTTGART II 26.OCT.” fan cancel, with the following
mention in the certificate “eine kleine Unebenheit rechts unten ist belanglos (...) Ein schönes Exemplar
dieser seltenen Marke” (“a small irregularity -of the paper- of no significance at bottom right”), and tiny
corner crease well clear of the design, a very attractive example of this rare stamp; signed Ressel, cert.
Irtenkauf (2007).

Germany
Norddeutscher Postbezirk
40161

F 

8, 17

150 - 200

1868-69 Two fully prepaid covers from Bremen to New York, one franked by 1868 2kr strip of three
(one stamp partly torn at left) tied by dispatch cds in blue, carried by the N.G.L. “Bremen”; the other
bearing 1869 2kr in two singles and one pair, conveyed by the N.G.L. “Rhein”, and both struck in red
with arrival cds on front.
40162

F / 280

8, 19, 21

300 - 400

1869 (Sept 8) Envelope from Mainz to Bordeaux, bearing 2kr orange, 1kr green strip of four and 3kr
dark rose pair, tied by dispatch cds’s, blue Erquelines entry cds in France also tying the strip, and arrival
on back; stamp imperfections along the edge of the cover, barely detracting from this rare 12 kreuzer
combination franking.
40163

300 - 400

F 
1868-71 Group of 17 covers including 1gr postal stationery cut out and use on cover, Elberfeld railway
station postmark, Cologne “Hufeisen Stempel”, mail to France including printed matter bearing
1/4gr+1/2gr, postage due mail from Danzig to Paris, etc.

German Empire
40164

CC 

909U, 910U

100 - 150

1945 SA and SS two values in imperforate blocks of four with bottom margin showing “3” and “4”
figures; Mi. €360+.
40165

C 

14

350 - 500

2a

150 - 200

2a

100 - 150

1872 Small Shield 1/2gr orange, mint with o.g. and very small hinge, very fine; Mi. €1’500.
40166

C 
1872 Small Shield 1/3gr green, mint o.g. and very lightly hinged, extremely fine and fresh; Mi. €650.

40167

H 

1872 Small Shield 1/3gr green, used on the first day of issue with clear strike of “BERLIN/1 1 72/5-6
N” cds in blue, slightly thinned, but appealing and rare.
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40168

40168

C 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

8

200 - 300

40169

1872 Small Shield 2kr red-orange, showing interest plate flaw “dot over R of Reich” (unrecorded variety
in the specialized Michel catalogue), mint o.g.; Mi. €800 (for the regular stamp).
40169

C 

9

500 - 700

1872 Small Shield 3kr carmine, mint o.g. and very lightly hinged, very fine and fresh; signed Claves in
pencil; Mi. €2’400.
40170

200 - 300

CC C H 
1920-22 INFLATION: better duplication on varieties only, on 39 small stockcards, mostly MNH or mint
with hinge remainder, noted shifted ovpts or numerals, double & inverted ovpts. or numerals, offsets,
plate errors, marginals, etc. many with old private sign. and mostly very fine + 1stockbook with mostly
used duplication of same period.

40171

100 - 150

F / 280
1923 (Oct 10) Cover from Chemnitz to Timisoara (Romania), franked by 372 values during the 10.1019.10.23 Inflation period, a stunning item

40172

100 - 150

F 
1938 (26.11.) OLYMPICS GARMISCH PARTENKIRCHEN Printed matter envelope fkd 3pf bearing
roller postmark ‘WINTER-OLYMPIA 1936 GARMISCH PARTENKIRCHEN 26.II.34’ alongside large red
Olympic publicity cachet ‘Vertretung : N.V.Rotterdamsche Lloyd IV. Olympische Winterspiele 6.bis
16.Februar 1936 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen’, very fine.

German Colonies
Cameroon

40173
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40173

G F / 284

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

10H

2’500 - 3’000

1911 LONGJI Provisional 20Pf bisect, two items, including right half tied to fragment (signed Eibenstein
BPP, Krüger, Dr. Pierl) and left half tied to cover addressed to L. Pagenstecher (cert. Phil. Foundation,
2018), both showing “LONGJI 19.5.11” cds with alongside the corresponding post office seal; the cover
has been also struck by the also with light strike of “KAISERL. SCHUTZTRUPPE KAMERUN” (three
examples known) at lower left: Mi. €12’000.
Note: The Pagenstecher family was a German Colonial family deeply involved in the trade business
between Haiti, Cameroon and the German Empire.
Cameroon British Occupation

40174

F / 280

B2

200 - 300

1915 Local cover travelled at Duala, bearing 1/2d on 5pf green pair, tied by German Duala cds, a rare
and desirable stamp on cover.

Caroline Islands

40176ex
40175

40175

G 

10H

700 - 900

1910 PONAPE Provisional 20Pf bisect, right half tied to fragment by “PONAPE 12.7.10” cds,
accompanied at left by very fine strike of the corresponding post office seal, superb; signed Bartels,
Richter, Rohr and Thier, and cert. Jäschke-Lantelme (2010), Mi. €3’000.

German South-West Africa
40176

CC C 

Ia, II, 23

200 - 300

1897 Deutsch-Südwest-Afrika overprint on unissued 25pf orange, lightly hinged with o.g., two examples
of which one with corner-sheet margins, as well as 50pf, also mint o.g. fro, the lower left corner of the
sheet (signed Stolow), and very fine mint n.h. example of the 1901 no watermark 5m; a very fresh and
fine selection; Mi. €1’340.

Plebiscite Areas
Saar
40177

G / 264

37

150 - 200

1920 40pf dark carmine, tied to telephone form receipt by apparently Picard (?) cds, used 28 April 1920,
an extremely rare postal document.

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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14

100 - 150

Schleswig

40178
40180

40178

C 

1920 Officials “C I S” overprinted 10m dark orange-red, n.h. nevertheless with small disturbance in the
gum, very fine; cert. Scheller (2021); Mi. €600.

Memel
40179

F / 280

37

150 - 200

1923 (March 12) Large cover from the judicial court in Kaukehmen (Germany, nowadays Yasnoye on
the border with Lithuania in Oblast Kaliningrad) to the. judicial court in Heydekrug (Memel), franked on
dispatch with 40pf pair and 100pf, redirected internally as registered mail at triple rate from Heydekrug
to Russ with part of the German franking removed and crossed out with red crayon, application of two
registration labels from Heydekrug (one mysteriously crossed out with blue crayon) and franked with
10m on 5c pair & single and 100m on 25c (2), tied by Heydekrug cds’s, backstamped at Russ; a very
rare combination franking, enhanced by the non-philatelic usage of the Memel high franking.

German WWII Occupation Issues
Alsace
40180

CC C 

4k, 5k

400 - 600

1940 6pf green and 8pf orange, inverted overprint, the lower denomination mint n.h. and with “3,60”
sheet margin, the 8pf with most of the o.g. (the 8pf, contrary to what it is stated in the Michel catalogue,
does not exist as never hinged, as the complete sheet discovered of the 8pf was stuck to a piece of
paper by the post administration in Alsace to be sent back to Berlin for a claim), a rare and very fine
complete set; signed Schott (hs in the 6pf and in ms in the 8pf), who discovered the two sheets with the
inverted overprints; Mi. €3’600.

German Occupation WW II Laibach
40181

C F 

100 - 150

1944 (00.01.) Postal stationery card 0.50l on 50c violet unused, fine & scarce

Fieldpost WW II
40182

F 
1942-43 5 Complete parcel addresses franked by brown admission stamp(s) with 1 x admission stamp
only (up to 250gr), 3 x 1 admission stamp + 1 x 20Pf (up to 1000gr) and 1 x 2 admission stamps +
40pf definitive (up to 2000gr) this to Gen.-Gouv. Warszawa, usual good quality for these and all with
complete addresses of sender and recipient, Mi €750 +++
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17, 18, 21

300 - 400

Greece
40183

F / 288

1862-67 Consecutive Athens Printing 5L green, 10L yellow-orange and 80L rose-carmine, applied on
arrival and tied by Kerkyra cds’s on cover sent unpaid from Venice on 3 November 1865 to Corfu,
bearing “Venezia” cds struck on front, blue crayon “10/15” corresponding to 10kr by land, 15kr Lloyd
free ship, equal to 25 kreuzer corresponding to 75 lepta, disinfection slits, Trieste transit on reverse; a
very rare mixed franking on mail from Lombardy-Venetia.
40184

F / 288

27, 29

300 - 400

1868-73 Cleaned Plates 20L blue and two singles of 80L rose-carmine, all with wide margins on 19
October 1869 double weight entire letter from London via Brindisi and Corfu to Patras, neatly tied by
Patras cds’s, with an equally fine strike of London square ds on departure at top, rare in this outstanding
condition.
40185

150 - 200

F / 288
1871 Folded letter with reduced text to Athens (arrival bs) franked 1871-76 meshed paper 20L deep
blue with inverted ‘0’ at the back, tied by blue MEGALOPOLIS cds, barely touching at bottom left with
frameline still visible, scissor cut in margin only, cert. Tseriotis

40186

100 - 150

F 
1888-89 ISLAND OF LEFKADA (SANTAMAURA) 2 covers franked Small Hermes Heads Belgium
prints (1 x 25l, 1x 20l + 5l), both with very fine postmarks of LEFKAS cds to Genova of a wine-dealer
correspondence.

40187ex

40189ex
40188ex

40187

500 - 700

CC C 
1896 Olympics mint set of 12, higher values lightly hinged with the smaller values mint n.h., very fine
and fresh.

40188

150 - 200

CC C 
1900 “AM” Surcharges on Olympics mint set of five, with only the 25l on 40l and 50l on 2D hinged, rest
mint n.h., very fine.

40189

150 - 200

CC C 
1906 Olympics mint n.h. set of 14, except for the 25c which is hinged, very fine and fresh.

40190

120 - 150

CC C J 
1932 1d50 on 5d black & carmine DOUBLE SURCHARGE corner block of 4 mint, 3 unmounted, slight
colour offset on reverse affecting 1 stamp, and corner sheet tab absent.
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40185

40183

40184

40197

40195
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40193

40196

40202

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Egyptian Levant Post Offices

40191

800 - 1’200

F 
ALEXANDRIA: 1866 Folded entire from Alexandria to Corfu, franked 1867 1pi tied by small neat circular
cachet, with Greek Office in ALEXANDRIA/6.NOV.66 cds alongside, with 80L carmine-rose, applied on
arrival and tied by Kerkyra cds, an attractive and scarce combination.

Ionian Islands
40192

180 - 240

F 
1850-1883 Selection of five covers, four with hooded scroll datestamps of Cefalonia, Zakyntos, Zante
(with additional “Posta Pagata” small circle) and one indistinct example, the fifth cover with stamp
missing, three sent to Great Britain.

Hungary
40193

300 - 400

F / 288
1839 Folded cover to Esseg bearing blue pictorial GOSPICH 14 JULY 1839 postmark, endorsed “PORT
PAYE” (postage paid), a very fine and rare postmark.

40194

100 - 150

F 
1844 (July 31) Entire letter to Treguier (France), endorsed “par Bade Wienne”, struck with “ALBAR 31/7”
postmark at upper left, charged “17” with red French entry cds at right, and receiving cds on back; a
rare mail from this small locality (in modern time Slovakia) to France.

40195

500 - 750

F / 288
1863-64 5Kr Red and 10Kr blue (reverse), perf. 9 1/2, tied by BELLOVAR 7.DEZ. 2-line datestamp
in RED on registered folded cover to Karlowitz, rare ornamental BELLOVAR / RECOMMANDIRT ds,
refolded for exhibition purposes, very fine & rare, signed Ferchenbauer; ex Ryan

40196

F / 288

Michel 1

100 - 150

1871 (08.10) 2kr orange tied to price-list of en-gros merchant by ‘PEST 8.10.71’ cds to Ipolzsagh, fine.

Iceland
40197

300 - 400

F / 288
1909 One cover and two postcards to Copenhagen and one of the postcards sent internally, franked
by 5a green or 10r red, all tied by numeral circle postmarks including 41, 103 and 157; a very fine and
scarce trio.
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40208
40205

40209ex

40211

40214
40215

40216
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40217

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

10 (var); Ferchenbauer 5HI

400 - 500

Italian States
Lombardy Venetia

40198

40203

40199

40198

H 

1850 45c blue, handmade paper, type I showing rare “deep 45” variety (Tiefe 45), excellent margins,
cancelled by Legnago cds; cert. (opinion) Weissenbichler (2019); Ferchenbauer 5HI.
40199

C J 

36

400 - 600

1863 2s yellow, block of nine (3x3), slightly centred to the left, excellent colour, hinges reinforcing some
perforations, a very rare multiple.
40200

C 

45

40 - 80

1864 15s brown, great freshness and well centred, mint o.g., very fine; cert. Steiner (2012); Sassone €1’650.
40201

No Lot.

Naples
40202

200 - 300

F / 288
1802 (March 25) Entire letter from Taranto to Montpellier, bearing very fine “N° I/CORPS D’OBSERVATION”
two-line postmark of the Armée d’Observation du Midi commanded by General Murat, during the
French occupation of the Apulia (Puglia in Italian), with light strike of red French control hs and “6”
decimes tax due, a rare postmark; signed Pothion.

40203

H 

14

100 - 200

1858 50gr brownish rose used, very fine; signed Brun, cert. Sorani (2001).

Papal States
40204

200 - 300

F 
1852-1870, 3 interesting covers: BOLOGNA 1852 to Modena with 1/2 Baj + 7 Baj; ROMA 1869 attractive
cover franked with two very fine perforated 5 cent stamps sent to Civitavecchia; ROMA 1870 very fine
cover to Paris, France franked with perforated 10c and 40c.

40205

F / 290

6

200 - 300

1852, 5 baj. strip of 5, only first stamp with touched margins, the others very fine and pair with touched
margins, tied by “ROMA 25 GEN 63“ cds on cover to Genova, Sardinia with Albenga transit backstamp
and 10 decime postage due. A spectacular multiple rate cover (Strip of five is priced in Sassone at €3’250).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

The Most Valuable and Important Item in the Issues of Papal States
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Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40206

CC C J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

11

120’ - 160’000

1852, 1 scudo carmine-rose, the extraordinary complete sheet of fifty, very fine impression, including
the rare interpanneau between fifth and sixth horizontal rows, excellently margined all around, with
outstandingly fresh original gum with only few light hinge remains in margins or in few marginal stamps,
exceptionally well preserved for an item of this large format with only one crease resulting in a tear
which has been closed in upper right corner, mentioned for accuracy as in no way is affecting the
designs. A unique item in an outstandingly fine condition representing a quintessential combination of
beauty and rarity, described by the highly renowned expert Enzo Diena in his certificate -in English- as
“the single most valuable item in the entire area of Pontifical States philately” (then it had not been
discovered yet the unissued 20 bajocchi complete sheet of 100 in private hands); one of the most
visually impressive and prestigious gems of all Italian States, to be considered with the complete
sheet of the 1858 20 bajocchi, as one of the two most significant items of the Papal States, the
20 bajocchi nevertheless being an unissued stamp.
Note: This item was the title page illustration of the very important “Alphonse” Pontifical States and
Sicily auction catalogue by Phillips, offered as lot 136 on 25 October 1990. Described then as “in
perfect condition and extremely well preserved” and confirming its importance with the statement of
Enzo Diena as the most valuable item of this State. It was then estimated at £150,000-200,000; in order
to compare this item with another important rarity of the Italian States offered then in the “Alphonse”
series of catalogues by Phillips, we can mention that the cover from Sicily including three examples of 50
grana in its franking (illustrated in Sassone on page 388), one of the most important gems of Sicily, was
then estimated at £15,000-20,000. The One Scudo Sheet was sold at £200,000, which was equivalent
in 1990 to around CHF500,000 (these figures do not include the 10% buyer’s premium additionally
charged then).
Provenance: Baron Arthur de Rothschild
Expertise: Certs. Enzo Diena (1990), Raffaele Diena (1993, “l’ho firmato “Raffaele maria Diena” in
quanto si può considerare come la massima rarità nell’ambito dei francobolli dello Stato Pontificio”).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

11A

30’000 - 50’000

The Most Valuable Single Stamp of Papal States

(Image at 2x actual size)

40207

DCE 

1858, 20 b. yellow, unissued, uncancelled without gum, good to very large margins displaying on three
sides the dividing lines between stamps, refulgent color. Two complete sheets of 100 are recorded,
of which one is in the Vatican Postal Museum, and only about ten single examples are known, this
being probably the finest. One of the rarest and most valuable stamps of all Italian territories. The
example presented here has the additional attribute of having been chosen to illustrate this issue
in the Sassone catalogue.
Provenance: Discovered by Enzo Diena and Renato Mondolfo, acquired later by Alberto Bolaffi.
Note: The Postal administration of the Papal States, intending to improve the postal service, proposed
on March 12th, 1858, the issue of a 20 bajocchi stamp which corresponded to the postal tariff for
franking letters to France, valid since April, 1853. For still unknown reasons the stamp produced was
never issued, although a certain quantity was cancelled and later destroyed.
Expertise: Enzo Diena (1990) and Raffaele Diena (1993, described then in the certificate, when only
this example was known in private hands, as the most important rarity of all Italian philately), signed
A. Bolaffi.
Exhibitions: Claridge’s (1997), Monaco ‘97.
Illustrated and Listed: Encyclopaedia of Rare and Famous Stamps.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40207A

40207A

C

40212ex

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

23

1’500 - 2’000

40213ex

1868 3c grey-rose, outstandingly fresh showing clear impression, mint o.g., an excellent example of
this charismatic and rare stamp; cert. "Qualità Bolaffi" 100% (1997); signed G. Bollaffi and A. Diena.
40208

F / 290

28d

200 - 300

1868, 20c lilac rose tied to entire letter with “ROMA 16 APR 69“ cds alongside sent to GENÉVE,
SWITZERLAND, underpaid with 35 centimes postage due and GENEVE 19 avril 69 arrival backstamp.
A very fine and fresh cover.

Romagna
40209

300 - 500

C H F / 290
1859, lotto composto dalla serie nuova con gomma, più 13 francobolli usati compreso un 8 b., la
maggior parte su frammento, ed una lettera da Ferrara per Cento affr. con un 2 b. frazionato a metà
annullato con griglia e segno di tassa, praticamente tutti con margini ampi, bel insieme.

Sardinia
40210

150 - 200

F 
1816 (March 23) Entire letter from Marseilles to Loano, with “12/Marseilles” postmark on front, showing
on reverse very rare “DÉB.85/VENTIMILLE” two-line déboursé handstamp of Ventimiglia, with Italic
“France” adjacent in transit, an appealing rarity of Liguria; ex Daniele Zanaria private collection.

40211

F / 290

2

200 - 300

1851 20c blue, a magnificent example in deep rich shade and with sheet margin at left, cancelled by
dotted grid on refolded and reused 11.1.1853 cover from Savigliano to Garzigliana, with Pineerolo cds
on back, and departure cds on front, superb; signed G. Bolaffi (1916) and cert. “Bolaffi 100” (1993).
40212

H G 

9, 8, 2

300 - 400

1851-54, Group of three stamps incl. 1854 40c brick red with a clear strike of the scarce Aix-les-Bains
(Savoy/Savoie) cds, cert. Cérès (2006) and signed A. Brun; 1851 20c blue used with special “Nodo
di Savoia” cancellation on small piece, signed E.Diena & Behr; and 1854, 20c light blue, wide and
balanced margins, with very fine Rumilly cds (Savoy), signed Behr and A. Brun.
40213

200 - 300

CC 
1855-63 5c to 80c, the five values “senza effigie” with centre missing, well margined, mint n.h.; cert.
Bolaffi (2007) and signed Colla.

40214

1’200 - 1’500

H F / 290
1855-62 Sardinia group of eight items incl. 20c dark blue on 2.9.1859 used in Parma on cover to
Piacenza during the second period of the Provisional Government (cert. Sorani), 1861-62 postal forgery
10gr. orange on cover from Naples to France (cert. Oliva), 1855-62 20c grey-blue tied by "Da Bologna
ad Alessandria" TPO cds on cover to Verona (cert. Sorani), 1855-62 20c cobalt-green on cover from
Calliano displaying this rare shade (cert. Sorani), 1855-63 20c greenish cobalt (scarce shade) on cover
(cert. Sorani); 1855-63 20c greyish blue tied by Castelnuovo Levante cds on cover (cert. Sorani), 185563 20c blue pair cancelled on arrival by Marseille 1896 numeral in dots (cert. Oliva); as well as 185563 20c indigo incorrectly thought (Sorani cert.) to be tied by Maissana rosette cds; a great lot for the
specialist and high catalogue value.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40215

F / 290

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

8

200 - 300

1855 (March-April) Two entire letters addressed to Celle and Nice, bearing single frankings of 1854 20c
in dark greenish blue and indigo shades, being corner examples from the top and bottom right of sheet,
tied by Porto Maurizio and San Remo cds’s, one with very slight few tone spots, of great appearance;
ex Daniele Zanaria private collection.
40216

F / 290

16A, 16D

100 - 150

1857-61 Two covers to France bearing well margined 40c single franking, one sent to Bordeaux with
framed “Francobollo/Insufficiente” hs and charged on receipt with “5” decimes, the other addressed
to Evian.
40217

F / 290

16Bb

200 - 300

1859 (Oct 3) Cover from Nice to Ferrara (Romagna), bearing 1859 40c carmine-rose, a delightful
example with large margins, tied by “NIZZA MARA/I s” cds, repeated alongside, with Genoa and Ferrara
backstamps, a rare postal rate sent during the “Governo Provvisorio” period; ex Daniele Zanaria private
collection.

Sicily

40218

40218

40219

40220

750 - 1’000

C H DCE 
1859 Selection of 31 stamps unused and used, including a number of very fine examples like Sassone
3, 1 grana bruno ruggine VF used (1750€); Sa 4, 1 gr verde oliva grigiastro plate II, VF mint original gum
(2000€); five VF 2 gr blue on piece etc... Also a interesting lot for plating; Sassone €15’000+.

40219

H 

13b

400 - 600

1859 20gr deep slate violet, good even margins, light framed cancel, very fine and scarce shade, cert.
Colla (1993), Sismondo (2001); Sassone €8’000.
40220

H 

14a

1’200 - 1’500

1859 50gr chocolate, pos. 70, good to large margins, cancelled by frame hs, a very fine example of this
scarce and desirable shade, cert. E. Diena (1984); Sassone €20’000.

40221

C H DCE collection 
1859 Mint & used selection (27) from 1/2gr to 50gr, very fine examples all with four margins, with 1/2gr
(1 mint, 1 used), 1gr (2 mint, 4 used), 2gr (1 mint, 3 used), 5gr (3 mint , 3 used), 10gr (3 mint), 20gr (1
mint, 3 used) and 50gr (2 mint), showing a range of shades, some unused, a lovely selection; Sassone
€32’000+ as cheapest shades.
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1’500 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2

300 - 400

Tuscany

40222

40222

40223

H 

1851-52 1s ochre on blue, good to large margins, neatly cancelled by Firenze cds, very fine; cert. E.
Diena (1984) and Vaccari (2002); Sassone €3’000.
40223

C 

2e

2’400 - 3’000

1851-52 1s orange on grey, very good even margins, mint o.g., a very fine example of this rare stamp
mint; cert. Sorani (2012); Sassone €38’000.

50 t
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

9

20’000 - 30’000

60 Crazie Single Franking on Cover

40224

F 

1851-52 60cr deep scarlet on grey, a very fine example with exceptional margins for the most part
displaying part of the neighboring frame lines on three sides, just slightly touched in part of the left
margin, used on large registered cover from Livorno (Leghorn) to Milan, tied by “3 Mar 1858/Livorno”
ornamental datestamp, with “P.D.”, “Per Consegna” straight-line and “Dopo/La Partenza” two-line
handstands, with receiving c.d.s. on reverse; one of the finest of only about five covers recorded
bearing a single franking of the highest first-issue denomination and rarest stamp of Tuscany
before the Provisional Government period; signed Enzo Diena and Alberto Bolaffi (“per esteso”).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40225

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

4, 5

1’200 - 1’500

1854 (Jul 27) Entire letter from Florence to Torphins, Scotland bearing 1851 1 cr. carmine (just touched
at right) and horizontal strip of four 4cr green on greyish with clear to huge margins, tied by Firenze ds’s,
2nd stamp from right affected by a light vertical crease and tear at base, boxed Torphins and Aberdeen
bs’s in green on reverse, an ink blob on obverse fails to detract from the appearance and very scarce
overseas franking.

40226

DCE 

20c

2’500 - 3’000

1860 Provisional Government 20c light greenish grey-blue, strip of three, unused without gum, usual
margins for this stamp being touched on three sides, fresh and well preserved; multiples of this
denomination are extremely rare, of even more scarcity in this case by possessing the rarest
shade; signed A. Diena and Raybaudi, cert. Avi (2019); Sa. €45’000 for the single stamp with o.g.
40227

F / 302

21

1’500 - 3’000

1860 40c carmine, three examples of which two touched in places (one with natural pre-printing crease
without significance and consequently not mentioned in the certificate), paying the double rate to Great
Britain on 25.4.1860 cover from Leghorn to London, tied by “P.D.” postmarks, one repeated alongside
together with dispatch ds, erroneously taxed twice in manuscript and cancelled as it was fully prepaid,
red “London/Paid” cds at right, some imperfections to cover, a very rare franking; cert. Bottacchi (2020);
Sassone €68’750.
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Cat. n°

Collections and Lots

1844-1865 The Most Important “Strade Ferrate” Collection
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Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40228

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

25’000 - 30’000

A most comprehensive and significant collection dedicated to early mail travelled by train in the
Italian territories, covering the Old Italian States of Tuscany, Sardinia, Lombardy-Venetia, Naples and
Papal States, mounted on 290 exhibition pages and comprising about 520 items also including few
documents.
Tuscany is presented on 120 pages illustrating the private and ducal postal services, with various
unique and relevant examples: two very rare covers travelled in 1844 along the “Strada Leopolda”
with one being unique from Pisa to Leghorn, the earliest usage recorded of a railway marking in the
Italian territories, a unique insured double weight cover franked by 4cr (2) & 9cr, the only newspaper
known bearing a 1q, Tuscany stamps tied by “SaFa” oval hs, straight-line town postmarks used during
the early period of the Kingdom of Italy, an attractive display of postage-due labels of the “Strada
Ferrata Leopolda” (including six Enzo Diena certs.). Papal States include the Roma-Frascati and RomaCeprano lines, with straight-line numeral handstamps including the only example recorded bearing the
number of the 10th journey, one of two first-day covers known from the Roma-Ceprano line, from this
line also the highest franking recorded tied by the traveling cds, a wide range of different octagonal
origin postmarks incl. items from towns with one or two examples known. Sardinia comprises a good
display of the rare Italic postmarks on stampless covers or franked mail with the 3rd & 4th Sardinianand the early Kingdom of Italy issues, as well as traveling P.O. cds’s. It continues with Naples and a
good assembly of localities with the small “S.F.” circle handstamp. Lombardy-Venetia displays rare
handstamps from the stations of Mestre, Verona and small towns along the Milan-Venice line. Viewing
is essential and recommended.
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40227

40254

40230ex1

40230ex2

40241

40248

40251
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40252

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Italy
40229

200 - 300

C DCE 
1863-89, Small mint/unused group incl. unused 1863-77 5c, 10c (corner perf. crease) and 2L, and two
mint 1889 5c, fine.

40230

F / 302

L20, L21, T20, T21

600 - 800

1864-74 Group of five covers bearing four different De La Rue or Turin frankings, all sent to transatlantic
destinations including Peru, Mexico, United States and Argentina, a very interesting and unusual display.
40231

100 - 150

F 
1894 International Philatelic Exhibition decorative card in blue perforated CAMPIONE at base,
presumably an essay or prepared for presentation

40232

100 - 120

CC J 
1924-25 50C violet with ‘De Montel’ advertising in blue in 3 mint n.h. blocks of 10 & 2 block of 6, very
fine and fresh; (Sassone €735).

40233

400 - 600


De Pinedo: 1925 Set of 15 telegrams congratulating de Pinedo on his 1915 Sesto-Calende-MelbourneTokyo-Roma flight sent by various officials, royals and soldiers incl. Alberto Bonzani, Admiral Giuseppe
Sirianni, General Ugo Cavallero, Alverto Geremicca, Giuseppe Bastianini, Rear-Admiral Amedeo Acton,
Mayor of Milan Mangiagalli, Tommaso di Savoia, Countess Pes etc. Included are several type written
responses from de Pinedo and 2 hand written congratulations written and signed by Emilia de Brono &
A.Teruzzi. Wonderful group.

40234

400 - 600


De Pinedo: 1925-28 Collection with 5 notes, 2 hand-written with wishes from Tahon of Revel and
Giacomo Acerboto de Pinedo with 1926 type-written letter signed by de Pinedo to Mattiolo and 7
telegrams sent by Pinedo to Cobianchi. Also included 22 photographs covering events in Rome, picture
of Pinedo with Balbo & a large group of air force commanders, banquet at the Plaza in South America,
several photographic portraits of de Pinedo, de Pinedo with Navy commanders, distant image of Balbo
on a small vessel heading out to the “Santa Maria”

40235

400 - 600

F 
De Pinedo: 1927 Various publications and photographs relating to the Oceanic Flight of Santa Maria
incl. 9 original photographs of the ceremonies held at Buenos Aires with one rare photograph of the
15th March Asuncion of Paraguay, two 1927-30 booklets titled “I Voli di de Pinedo” by Piero Bianchi,
one other titled “La Canzone di Francesco de Pindedo” by Elio Bientinesi, 2 printed maps, one of the
Passo Grande with an illustration of the “Santa Maria” landed in the port, the other of the Bay of Rio
de Janeiro. Also set of 15 telegrams congratulating Pinedo on the cross-Atlantic flight, senders include
the Mayor of Rome Belloni, General Assinari of Bernezzo, Giuseppe Bellanca, Admiral Solari, Giurati,
Grand Admiral Thaon of Revel, Denti, Duchess of Aosta, Paolucci, Ferdinand of Savoy, Luigi of Savoy,
Tommaso of Savoy. Also copies of telegrams sent from De Pinedo. Fascinating group.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40238

40236

40236

500 - 600

DCE P 
1930 L7,70 Balbo Transatlantic Crossing proof in lower marginal vertical pair, signed Raybaudi (Sass. 30).

40237

F 

413, 412, A100-A102

150 - 200

1937 Registered airmail envelope from Milano to Prague franked Colonial summer fair & children welfare
25c, 50c, 1L00, 1L25 & the rare 1L75, fine and scarce cover.
40238

CC P 

1936 var.

1986 United Europe 800L Palazzo delle Poste Venezia with variety: totally shifted colours, MNH, very fine.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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100 - 120

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

The Giorgio Palumbo Collection of Italian Postage Dues
Including the Most Significant Rarities

40239ex1
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40239ex2
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Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40239

C H G F J P 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

120’000 - 150’000

The extraordinary postage dues collection mainly focusing on the first three issues, elegantly mounted
on 97 exhibition pages including multiples and mint complete sets and with predomination of postal
history. All issues are well and comprehensively represented, with highlights being, in the first issue, an
extremely rare gutter pair applied on fragment -over a Papal States franking- (unpriced in the Sassone
catalogue), the first day of issue cover, other postal history examples bearing a block of four (2, one
accompanied by an additional single) and one cover taxed with a strip of eight; the second issue
includes a used block of 12, a block of four on cover (in mixed franking with the third issue and exhibited
in that section), and a very rare telegram cover; it chronologically continues with the third issue, starting
with the complete set mint and in plate proofs, abundant postal history with mixed postage-due
issue frankings, large multiple frankings, incoming mail originating from Albania, Austria, Argentina,
France, Germany, Great Britain, Haiti, Peru, Russia, Turkey, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela, Victoria
(Australian State), and highlight frankings on cover being: 30c with interpanneau margin, 2L block of five
(the largest known) +50c+1L, 10c (2)+30c block of six+50c (5) & block of eight+1L block of four, three
items bearing the 5L including 40c+50c+1L+5L, 10c+30c+50c+2l pair+very rare 5L pair (unpriced in the
Sassone), 30c+50c+1L+5L, and one of the three covers known with the 10L (1L+2L pair+10L); later
issues are also represented with some few items and also including varieties and the 1870-74 5L+189094 10L pair on parcel form. The collection includes the most important item of the Italian postagedue issues, the only franking recorded comprising the three first issues, being the key item for
the most advanced collection on this subject, as well as a very significant gem of the Kingdom of
Italy classic issues (illustrated on page 517 in the 2021 Sassone catalogue). Throughout we can find
interesting postal documents such as acknowledgements of receipt, parcels, money order, telegram
cover (the above mentioned in the second issue), newspaper shipment subscription, “rinnovazione dei
vaglia” and “cartolina postale economica” forms. The collection was awarded a FIP Gold Medal; 24
items are presented as single lots in this sale, as these are more relevant for their origin than for their
postage-due frankings, consequently the most important postage-due usages are preserved in this
extraordinary lot. In predominantly very fine condition and with viewing being highly recommended.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Aegean Islands
40240

200 - 300

CC J 
1934 20c and 5l+2.50l in MNH bottom margin (with watermark ‘letters’) blocks of 6, very fresh and
beautiful thematic (Sassone € 3600).

Dodecanese
40241

150 - 200

F / 302
1912 (May-June) Cover carried locally at Patmos, franked by Italy 20c tied by bold strike of bilingual
"MUNICIPIO LEROS/POSTE/DIMOGER LEROU" circle hs without date (Tchilinghirian-Bernardelli fig.
467), which was into use from mid may to late June 1912 only, during the operation of the P.O. by the
Municipal Council in the very early period of the Italian occupation; a very rare legitimate usage.

San Marino
40242

100 - 150

CC P 
1916 Red Cross UNISSUED 10+5c red and 20+5c orange, mint n.h. marginal examples, very fine; (CEI
no. 50A,B).

Italian Colonies
Italian Somaliland
40243

140 - 180

F 
1948 Refuge Post airmail cover to Italy with Mogadishu 22 JA 48 cds, hs s/l ‘SERVICE DES POSTES’
in violet , blue triangular cachet of the Refugee Post, sent free under the Anti-Italian riot scheme, fine
and scarce.

40244

CC J 

39

500 - 700

Parcel Post: 1926 10L brown-lilac part sheet of 30 with complete margins on 3 sides unmounted mint,
few light creases (Sass. €12’000+)

Liechtenstein
40245

100 - 150

F 
1888-1906 Kleines Lot von 5 Briefen aus der Frühzeit der Textilindustrie aus Triesen (4 Briefe von F&C
JENNY) mittels Boten zur Bahnpost 25,26 & 56 Chur - Zürich nach den USA (1x mit US- Nachporto),
alle mit Stehender Helvetia oder Ziffern frankiert, alle m. transit- bzw. Ankunftsstempeln, versch., meist
gute Erh., Spezialistenlos

40246

C 

1a

280 - 340

1918 Botenpost Vaduz-Sevelen, zwei ungebrauchte Exemplare mit Falzresten bzw. Falzspuren, davon
eine marke nachgummiert.
40247

CC 
1960 (ca.) Zucker Rocketmail stamps 2+3 in se-tenant sheetlets (5) ZUCKER-RAKETENFLUG
FüRSTENTUM LIECHTENSTEIN, all mint n.h. and with original signature of Zucker, very fine.
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120 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Luxembourg
40248

100 - 150

F / 302
1842 (Feb 18) Large envelope to Paris, bearing dispatch cds, “L.P.B.1.R.” straight-line hs and French
entry cds, all in red, endorsed “port de 6f.=80c.”, this being a very high postage due on arrival confirmed
with large figures in ms on front. blue arrival cds on back.

Netherlands
40249

F 

5, 6

180 - 260

1865 (June 23) Cover from Amsterdam to New York, bearing 1865 10c and 15c pair & single, each
tied by framed “FRANCO” hs, correctly paying the single rate according to the 1864 American-Dutch
Convention, alongside showing red dispatch cds, “London/Paid” transit and “N.YORK/5/Br. PKt.” cds,
and “10” red crayon denoting credit to U.K., with involvement of the Cunard SS “China” in its carriage;
horizontal fling fold to cover.

Netherlands Colonies
Curacao
Incoming Mail

40250

120 - 150

F 
1946 5c Airs USA tied to US postal stationery envelope 5c from Chicago to CURACAO and returned
with Curacao airmail 15c with postmark VILLEMSTAD 5.11.46 alongside red ‘RETURN TO SENDER’,
so-called PANAM test cover to check the airmail transport duration, very fine, scarce.

Netherlands Indies
40251

200 - 300

F / 302
1838 (July 31) Entire letter from Padang to Nantes, endorsed “Per ‘Solide’ “, with interesting market
news “gold thread is unsaleable and Turkey opium low”, a scarce origin for direct ship mail to France.

40252

100 - 150

F / 302
1838 (Dec 31) Entire letter from Batavia to Nantes, with “14” ms charge, red “BELGIQUE-PARVALENCIENNES” circle and blue framed “B4R” hs struck at Brussels, on reverse showing crossed out
“Par faveur du Capr. Etin. Salaun” mention in ms and arrival cds; a rare mail sent to France via Belgium
with entry marking in transit.

Norway
40253

100 - 150

F 
1798-1801 Two entire letters from Christiania and Moss to France, with endorsements denoting via
Hamburg, struck with “DAENNEMARK straight-line hs, with interesting contents related to the French
Revolution and Wars.

40254

150 - 200

F / 302
1918 10ö Definitive tied to Fram/Amundsen picture postcard (Fram in the pack-ice) bearing ‘POLHAVET’
ship postmark of 13.9.18 alongside same postmark but dated 6 years later 4.8.24, also manuscript
markings : ‘abgesandt aus Hannover Oktober 1913, angekommen in Hannover 5.3.1926 + manuscript
postal marking ‘Empfänger nicht angetroffen 27.2.(26)’, a very unusual Polar expedition item.
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40256

40259

40260

40263
40271

40274
40280
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Poland

40255

140 - 180

H G 
1858-1875 Selection of Russia used in Poland including a few fragments, also 1 fragment with 5 x 30k
with VILNIUS cds, mixed to mostly fine to very fine.

40256

500 - 750

F / 310
1862 (Feb 9) Cover to St. Petersburg, franked by 1858 10k brown and blue, perf. 12 1/2, previously
used with dotted cancellation used in Russian territory, but used in polish territory on this letter , tied
by blurred strike of concentric rings numeral “282” of Kibarty (in present day Kybaartai, Lithuania),
with corresponding bilingual cds at top right, adjacent sender’s cachet from the neighbouring town of
Wirballen (Virbalis, also in Lithuania), struck on reverse with St. Petersburg receiving cds; a rare postal
fraud exhibiting a stamp used in two different territories, Poland and Russia.

40257

100 - 150

H G 
1879-1915 Selection of Russia used in Poland on 6 stockcards, loose adhesives and a few fragments,
also noted fragment of court document franked delivery adhesive 15k + 7k definitive bearing LUBLIN
9.3.11 cds, also diverse Ruble values, etc., mixed to mostly fine to very fine.

40258

100 - 150

F 
1942 (23.8) Complete parcel cut-out with complete sender and addressee bearing admission stamp in
brown + 20pf definitive postmarked ‘RADZIONKAU (OBERSCHLESIEN) 23.8.42’ to fieldpost-number
37479 D, very fine and scarce.

Portugal
40259

100 - 150

F / 310
1812 (March 13) Entire letter from young French military man enlisted with the English to fight the
Napoleonic troops in Portugal, sent from Barba to Buckinghamshire, rated “2/3” with London cds’s on
reverse, including contents in French in which the sender writes that they will have to face the French,
a very rare usage.

40260

F / 310

Y&T 8

300 - 400

1852 (May 1st) Entire letter to Paris franked by 1851 wmk. 40c red, external frame line missing in small
places, tied by “13” with small “DOUR” cds at lower right on departure, backstamped on arrival, scarce.
40261

100 - 120

CC J 
1946 Castles mini sheets set of four plates, mint nh, very fine

40262

CC J 

1441y-1442y

80 - 100

1979 Europa phosphor set of 2 in mint nh complete folded sheets of 50, very fine (Mi. €1’500).

Romania
40263

200 - 300

F / 310
1852-66 Group of 4 stampless covers, one with blue oval Agencia del Lloyd Austriaco Galatz,
1852/4entires with s/l Gallatz in black and blue respectively, both disinfected by spiking, 1862 cover
with Gallatz cds, s/l FRANCO & RECOMANDIRT disinfected by slitting at sides.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1

6’000 - 8’000

40264
40265

40264

H 

1858 27 parale black on rose, remarkable colour being outstandingly rich and excellent even impression,
clear to mainly large margins, used with red “JASSY 18.9.” cds, uncommonly without any of the fault
which plague this issue, a delightful and very fresh example of this charismatic classic of worldwide
philately, undoubtedly exhibiting one of the best available impressions of this design; illustrated on
page 283 (no. 8) in the Heimbüchler handbook; signed Bloch, cert. Diena and Roumet (2007).
40265

H 

2

2’000 - 3’000

1858 54 parale green on blue green, exceptional margins all around and quite balanced impression,
used with blue “FOKSCHANI 9.9.” postmark, trace of red crayon which has been removed, a very fine
example of this charismatic rarity, being difficult to find sound; about 20 used examples are recorded
from this locality, illustrated on page 313 (no. 11) in the Heimbüchler handbook; signed Schlesinger and
Bühler, certs. Pfenninger (1965) and Roumet (1990).

One of the Finest 108 Parale Examples Known

40266

G 

4

1858 108 Parale blue on pink, an exceptional used example displaying a magnificent and balanced
impression in deep blue, very large even margins on all sides, neatly tied to fragment by “GALATZ/6.9/
MOLDOVA” cds in blue with part stright line “RECEPISSE” alongside, extremely fine and one of the
most beautiful examples of this rarity in existence (apart from the exceptional margins, featuring
an unusually strong impression); originating from the Kunzi collection, where exceptional quality in
the “Bull’s Heads” was a must; fewer than ten examples are known with similar margins and quality
(illustrated in the Heimbüchler census on page 384, no.7); signed G. Bolaffi and A. Diena (both “per
esteso”), cert. Fulpius (1947) and Hunziker (1959).
Provenance: Caspary (1957), Christine Hassel (1959), Tomasini (1969) and Kunzi (David Feldman
auction 2006, sold for €26’070 incl. buyer’s premium)
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9’000 - 12’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40267

40267

C 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

7ayK

900 - 1’200

40268

1858-61 80 Parale red on white paper, a magnificent tête-bêche pair with sheet margin at side, full
original gum with small gum soak not affecting the design, a very fine and quite elusive showpiece;
signed Friedl.
40268

F 

10Ix

1’000 - 1’500

1862 30pa pale blue, cut into at left, otherwise clear to large margins, on entire letter to Galatz tied by
“JASSY/28 8-64” ‘Curtain Drapery’ cancel, this being a late usage in this period, struck with “Galatz/
Moldova” receiving cds on reverse, two vertical filing folds, one passing diagonally through the stamp,
of little significance for this, the only cover recorded in this issue with a ‘Curtain Drapery’ postmark;
ex “Cornelia” collection and Heimbüchler.
40269

C H DCE 

8-10

90 - 120

1862-64 United Principalities, small selection of seven examples including 3pa & 6pa mint hinged and
unused, the latter also used, and 30pa mint hinged & used; fine to very fine.

40270

F 

13x

2’000 - 3’000

1865 20pa red, a very fresh example with excellent margins, used on 26 May cover to Roman, tied by
‘Curtain Drapery’ ds of Jassy, repeated at top; a very late usage of this cancellation and the only
recorded usage recorded in this issue; ex J. J. Odor.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40271

F / 310

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

13x

300 - 500

1860 Scarce group of four waybills in Cyrillic (postal form no. 5) bearing four different departure stright-line
handstamps, including the very rare “Bacau” in blue, but also Fokschani, Galatz and Jassy, all very fine.
40272

F 

20

100 - 150

1868 18b carmine-rose, close to large margins, on wrapper from Bârlad to Galatz tied by blue “GÊRLAD”
cds, reverse with Tecuciu and arrival cds, fine.

40273

F 

22a, 23

2’000 - 3’000

1869 10b blue and two examples of 15b red, all showing very good margins, tied by blue “Galatz/22-7”
cds’s, paying the single rate on envelope to Constantinople carried by Lloyd steamship with
corresponding Austrian Lloyd receiving cds on back, framed “P.D.” on dispatch on front, one 15b
vertical crease mainly in right margin as a result of overlapping the edge, otherwise an extremely fine
and attractive franking; cert. Heimbüchler (2008).
40274

DFE / 310

22a, 24

1869 10b blue, just touched in lower right corner, and 25b blue and orange, very slightly cut into at
base, otherwise good margins, both cancelled by Bucharest cds on 6.11.1870 cover front to Geneva
preserving one back flap on reverse, where Vienna and Geneva cds’s were struck on 7 and 9 November,
a rare destination to the French Switzerland, and related to horology (addressed to a manufacturer of
glasses for watches).

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40275

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

21, 22a, 24

3’000 - 5’000

1869 5b orange, 10b blue and 25b orange and blue, only the 10b touched at top left, full to mainly
large margins in other respects, tied by clean “Braila/Dim” cds’s on 19 December 1869 entire letter
to Constantinople, with Austrian backstamp on arrival; the only cover recorded paying the 40 bani
rate to Turkey exhibiting this franking (the usual franking being 15b and 25b); signed Heimbüchler.

40276

F 

Sassone 2, 10

1’200 - 1’600

1871 (Sept 20) Cover from Braila to Messina, bearing “BRAILA/DIM” cds, charged on arrival with “7.”
collected with postage dues 1869 10c and 1870-74 60c, tied by Messina cds’s, backstamps of Vienna,
Verona and Naples; a very rare combination franking on mail originating from Romania; ex Palumbo.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40277

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

27, 28; Sassone 7, 8

4’000 - 6’000

1871 10b orange and 25b olive-brown, both showing good margins, cleanly tied by dispatch cds on
12 October 1871 cover from Craiova to Venice, with “Affranchissement/Insuffisant” two-line hs at right,
charged on delivery for the single rate with 1870-74 30c & 40c postage dues tied by receiving square
ds, with part Art-Orsova transit on reverse; most probably a unique combination in this issue with
Italian postage dues, enhanced by the very visually appealing and clean franking; ex Palumbo.

40278

F 

14y

1866-67 2pa black on thin yellow paper, clear to large margins, used on 12 November 1867 cover
carried at printed matter rate in Bucharest, tied by “Bucuresci” cds, two filing creases well clear of
the stamp; an extremely rare local printed matter franking, of which we have only recorded one
additional example; signed Zoscsak; ex “Cornelia” collection.
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10’000 - 20’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40279

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

27

4’000 - 6’000

1871 10b orange, four examples, including one well margined and with huge sheet margin at top, the
other three just touched in very small place on one side, otherwise good margins, tied by very good
strike of “Galati” cds’s on 16 March 1872 entire letter from Galatz to Rutschouk (Bulgaria), showing
framed “P.D.” at right; we record only one similar cover with the same franking from this same
correspondence (Nicolau archive), Bulgaria being a rare destination; the other item, with all stamps
being well margined, being sold for CHF 16’000 hammer price in 2007.
40280

F / 310

27

400 - 600

1860 (ca) Registered money order from Bakau to Jassy, bearing three neat strikes of fancy “FRANCO/
BACAU/4 Lei Par” with the figure inserted in ms, “BAKEU/11-2/MOLDOVA” inclduing the “2” partly in
ms, and “RECEPISSE” straight line, all in blue, three back flaps missing and reinforced tear not affecting
the main hs; a superb strike of this rare postmark; signed Heimbüchler; ex “Moldavitza” collection.

40281

H 

83 DG

100 - 300

1890-91 1 1/2 bani lilac-rose, per. 13 1/2, printed on both sides variety, cancelled by Bucharest cds on
6 February 1892, one light diagonal crease, otherwise very fine and extremely rare, one of only three
examples recorded (all seem to originate from the same cover, as they show the same date and a
similar charge of ink in the cancellation).
Note: The variety is mentioned in the Dragomir handbook of 1974 as being perf. 11 1/2; the mistake was
made as he never examined the original stamp. In his handbook he valued the stamp at a coefficient
of 800, this being the highest for any item of this issue. The Michel catalogue registers this stamp but
without price, due to its rarity.
40282

120 - 150

F 
1900 Colour picture postal stationery card 5b green with picture on back-side for turn of the century :
‘LA MULTI ANI 1900’, sent from Bucharest to Braila, corner crease otherwise very fine and rare.
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A MUST-HAVE BOOK FOR COLLECTORS
OF RUSSIAN POSTAL HISTORY
OR CLASSIC PHILATELY

GUIDO CRAVERI

GUIDO CRAVERI

CENSUS OF THE 1857 10-KOPECK
IMPERFORATE STAMP OF RUSSIA
CENSUS OF THE 1857 10-KOPECK
IMPERFORATE STAMP OF RUSSIA

An extensive reference, with more than 500
items illustrated in colour on over 400 pages.
CHF or USD 200.–
Order by email: info@investphila.com

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40283

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

120 - 150

1943 (Apr 28) Picture post card of Bucharest bearing at address side Italian fieldpost cancel POSTA
MILITARE N.113 SEZ.A + military cachet AEROTAPPA FRONTE ORIENTALE UFF. PRO VISTO DI
BOLLO to Gorizia (Italy), scarce & very fine.

40284

40284

40287

CC 

40287A

40288

40289

1564I

120 - 180

1956 1L75 featuring “inverted family” variety, quite well centred, mint n.h., a popular modern Romania
rarity; Mi. €900.

Romania Austrian Levant Post Offices
40285

100 - 150

CC collection 
1917-18 Lot of Austrian fieldpost WWI 1917 2l, 3l and 4l in blocks of 20 and 1918 3l and 4l in blocks of
24, pristine mint n.h.; ANK 15-17, 33-34 €700+.

D.D.S.G. Post Offices
40286

150 - 200

F / 320
1867 Folded letter to Galatz, franked by 1866 10kr dull lilac bearing blue circle datestamp “12.8.”, with
blue “GALAZ 13.8.” oval hs on reverse, usual slight perforation irregularities, otherwise very fine.

Russia
40287

DCE / XYZ_40286A

1

500 - 700

1857 10k Brown & Blue unused, just about touched at lower right, otherwise good to large margins, with
copy of Ferchenbauer certificate which states that it has original gum and very rare as such (although
stamp not signed), very fine, ex “Nikolai”.
40287A

H 

1

300 - 400

1857 10k with good to large margins cancelled part straight line POLTAVA showing plate variety “Broken
Posthorn”, very fine; ex “Nikolai”.
40288



1

120 - 160

1857-58 10k brown and blue, plate II, ample even margins, used with indistinct framed hs, very fine;
cert. Roumet (1990).
40289

H 

1 PF III

500 - 750

1857 10k. brown and blue, showing the very spectacular “dot after ‘10’ of ‘10 KOP’ “ variety, showing
very decorative and centrally struck “DINABURG” circle hs in red (today Daugavpils in Latvia), small
light thin spot at top, otherwise very fine and certainly unique with the combination of this variety and
this red postmark, as well as one of the most appealing examples known of this rare prominent plate
flaw; signed Scheller; Mi. €3’000 (for the variety only).
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40295

40286

40296
40297

40338

40315ex

40303
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40354

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40290

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1

2’500 - 3’000

1857 10k brown & blue, outer frameline cut into at top, on 1858 (Jun 23) wrapper from Odessa to
Tagenrog with tied by “6” oval of dots cancellation, with despatch boxed ds on reverse, stamp showing
variety “sloped serif of 1” at top right, very fine and rare; cert. British Soc. of Russian Philately (1977);
ex “Nikolai”.

40291

40292

40291

H 

3y

300 - 400

1858 20k blue and orange on thin paper, used with dotted numeral, watermark variety featuring “2”
shifted to the right, top left corner slightly rounded, otherwise very fine; certs. Hovest (2006) and
Roumet (2008); Mi. €3’500.
40292

F 

1

1’500 - 2’000

1858 10k brown and blue, a very fresh example with wide balanced margins all around, tied to cover from
Libau to Riga by dotted square “239” hs, with matching “LIBAVA/5 Avgust/1858” three-line ds at left,
arrival “Polucheno” hs on back dated 8 August; one of the finest examples of only six covers recorded
with this usage (based on the Guido Craveri’s handbook of Russia no. 1); cert. J.-F. Brun (2015).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40293

40293

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

9-11

300 - 400

18y-23y

1’200 - 1’500

40294ex

C 
1864 Perf. 12 1/2 1k, 3k and 5k mint og set of three, very fine; ex “Nikolai” (Mi. 9-11).

40294

C DCE 

1868-75 Vertically laid paper mint set of 6 from 1k to 30k, 3k with fault at top right, 5k with part gum and
thin, the 20k & 30k regummed, a very rare and presentable set; ex “Nikolai”.
40295

600 - 800

F / 320
1870 10k Brown postal stationery envelope with reverse showing very rare Krasnoe Selo railway mark,
sent from St. Petersburg to Borgo (Porvoo), Nylandsk province, Finland, cancelled by Cyrillic “S.P.B”
oval hs with transit bs, very fine, one of only a few recorded; ex Fabergé.

40296

F / 320

19x, 18x

300 - 400

1870 Entire from St. Petersburg to Germany with 1866 3k block of four showing error “V” in background
instead of “3”, and 1k pair, some cover staining, very rare block with this error on cover.
40297

250 - 300

F / 320
1874-1901 Selection of 12 stampless letters (mostly money value letters) to Mont Athos including
originally donations for the church, noted several with better postmarks.

40298

C 

29-33

40 - 60

55y

600 - 800

1875 2k to 20k complete set mint on horizontally laid paper, with five duplicates, very fresh.
40299

CC C J 

1889-92 3r50k Black & Grey, wmk horiz., horizontally laid paper, in mint sheet of 25, stamps mint nh
with some hinges and perf. separation in margins, missing two portions of selvedge at foot, very fine
and fresh; ex “Nikolai” (Standard 64, Mi. 55y).

40300

F 
1901 Printed illustrated envelope sent registered from St. Petersburg to Austria, with reverse showing
fishermen by the sea in front of a boat and a windmill and franked with 10k, 7k, 3k stamps, very fine
and attractive; ex Bodily.
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900 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40301

CC J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

61

1’200 - 1’500

1906 5r green and blue on vertically laid paper perf.13 1/4 in mint nh complete sheet of 25, couple of
small adhesions in the margin corners, very fine and fresh; ex “Nikolai” (Zverev 79, Mi. 61)
40302

CC J 

62A

4’000 - 5’000

1906 Vertically laid paper 10r red and grey on yellow perf.13 1/4 mint nh complete sheet of 25, small
fault in margin at lower right corner, very fine and rare; ex “Nikolai” (Zverev 80, Mi. 62A)
40303

300 - 400

CC / 320
1908-22 20k, half sheet of 50 with interpanneau between the two panes of 25, showing shifted
background variety (about 7/8 mm), mint n.h., scarce (Standard no. 103 III, Zverev & Gilmanov 90 II).

40304

CC 

72

150 - 200

1908-22 20k in bottom right pane of 25 (with plate no. 4), showing strongly shifted background variety
(about 7/8 mm), mint n.h., decorative and scarce (Standard no. 103 III, Zverev & Gilmanov 90 II).

40305
40306

40305

CC 

68U

1’000 - 1’500

1909-11 7k Blue Imperial Eagle mint nh imperforate pair, insignificant gum wrinkle, very fine and scarce
variety, signed Mikulski; ex Fabergé and “Nikolai”.
40306

CC 

80DyF3

600 - 800

1910-19 7R type II (1917 printing) mint nh imperforate left marginal pair without varnish lines, very fine
and rare; ex “Nikolai” (Mi. 80DyF3; Zverev 151, U$5500).

40307

P 

84

800 - 1’200

1913 Romanov Tercentenary 3k vignette only die proofs (4), with die A in three states incl. two in
carmine on chalk surfaced paper (one with tiny thin) and third in orange (small thins), and die B proof
in carmine on buff card, all possibly from the Tsar collection sold by Robson Lowe auction in 1935 –
Lot 16 described as “ 3 kopeks, Die A:…. Die proofs of head in carmine, four states” published in the
Yamschik-Post Rider 1983, No 12, page 12-13. An exceptional group; ex “Nikolai”.
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40308

40308

DCE P 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

91

400 - 500

40309

1913 Romanov Tercentenary 25k photographic essay with engraver markings in red pen which look
like they are highlighting changes which were made for the final design (cross above crown, dot under
corner ornaments and wider “5”), without the names of designer and engraver beneath the picture,
very fine. Exceedingly rare, not mentioned in the Yamschik-Post Rider 1983, No 12 & 13; ex “Nikolai”.
40309

DCE P 

97

600 - 800

1913 Romanov Tercentenary 3 Ruble proof with partially completed engraving in black on yellowish
card, without the names of designer and engraver beneath the picture and showing only the outline of
the building. Possibly from the Tsar collection R. Lowe 1935 sale “3 roubles: An extraordinary set of die
proofs in various colors showing the different states of the die – state 1, 2, 3 (3), 4, 5 (3), 6, 7 (3) and 8
(5)”, published in the Yamschik-Post Rider 1983, No 12, page 15; ex “Nikolai”.

40310

P 

98

1913 Romanov Tercentenary 5 Rouble, nine complete die proofs in shades of brown and 1 in black,
without the names of the designer and engraver beneath, with states 8, 9, 11A, 12, 13, 16, 19A and 19B,
all possibly from the Tsar collection published in the Yamschik-Post Rider 1983, No 12, page 15. Mostly
very fine and a unique group; ex “Nikolai”.
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5’000 - 6’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40311

P 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

98

2’000 - 3’000

1913 Romanov Tercentenary 5 Rouble state 4 complete die proofs in 3 different shades of brown
on wove paper without the names of the designer and engraver beneath, all possibly from the Tsar
collection published in the Yamschik-Post Rider 1983, No 12, page 15; ex “Nikolai”.

40312

DCE P 

98

750 - 1’000

1913 Romanov Tercentenary 5 Ruble frame only, state 3 with portrait lightly etched, die proof in dark
blue on card, without the names of designer and engraver beneath the picture, very fine. Possibly from
the Tsar collection published in the Yamschik-Post Rider 1983, No 12 page 15; ex “Nikolai”.

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

RSFSR 1918-23

40313

4’000 - 6’000

CC C 
1922 Consular Airmails mint set of 8 values, different types incl. type I 1200m on 50k mint (Mi. €12’000,
pulled perf. at lower right corner)), 1200m on 3R mint l.h (Mi. €1’200), 1200m on 2.25R mint l.h. (Mi.
€950), and the rest mint n.h. with 12m on 2.25R (Mi. €80), 24m on 3R (Mi. €80), type III 120m on 2.25R
(Mi. €90) and type V 600m on 3R (Mi. €130) and 1200m on 10k (Mi. €480), very fine, variously signed
and cert.A. Diena (1966) and Nussbaum-Bisser (1966).

40314

120 - 160

CC 
1922 Hunger Issue for Odessa, complete set of seven, each in unmounted sheets of 100, the 1000R &
5000R showing one row with double perforation, 250R with variety: strong misprint due to torn paper
during the printing process, fine to very fine.

40315

CC J / 320

212a-214a

1’000 - 1’500

1923 “Philately’s Contribution to Labour” , the three values with bronze overprint, ten sets in blocks of
four/six or pairs, mint n.h., four 1k stamps show the usual very light gum bends (not visible through the
light), rare as multiples; S.C. €9’700+.

40316

40316

C 

40317

40318

213a

120 - 150

1923 Philately for Workers 2R on 250R with bronze inverted surcharge, mint hr, minor handling bends,
fine (Zverev. 103v, Mi. 213a).

Soviet Union
40317

C 

249 IU

900 - 1’200

1923 “Golden Standard” 8k grey-olive no watermark imperforate, wove paper, mint hr (slightly heavy),
fine and rare stamp (Zverev 42b, Mi. 249 IU).
40318

C 

250 IU

1923 “Golden Standard” 9k orange-red no watermark imperforate, wove paper, mint hr, very fine and
rare stamp (Zverev 43b, Mi. 250 IU).
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700 - 1’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40319

40319

40320

C 

Cat. n°

40321

40323

Estimate (€)

40324

255 IU

300 - 400

1923 “Golden Standard” 30k dark lilac no watermark imperforate, typograph printing on wove paper,
mint lh, wrinkles at right, fine and rare stamp (Zverev 48b, Mi. 255 IU).
40320

C 

256 IU

400 - 500

1924 “Golden Standard” 40k grey no watermark imperforate, wove paper, mint with only trace of
disturbance, light bend at upper left, fine and rare stamp (Zverev 49b, Mi. 256 IU).
40321

C 

261 IU

300 - 400

1923 “Golden Standard” 5R blue & grey no watermark imperforate, wove paper, mint hr, very fine and
rare stamp (Zverev 54b, Mi. 261 IU).
40322

100 - 150

CC J 
1924 Postage due 1k surcharge on 100 Rub on pelure paper in complete mint nh pane of 25, showing
both types of overprint, minor creasing, scarce in complete printing panes (Mi.10).

40323

C 

249 IB

400 - 600

1924 “Golden Standard” 8k dark olive no watermark perforation comb. 12 x 12 1/4, wove paper, mint
lh, very fine and rare stamp (Zverev 42A, Mi. 249 IB).
40324

CC 

258IU

2’500 - 3’000

1924 Definitives (typographed) NO WMK, 1r carmine & brown mint nh imperforate top left corner
marginal, small gum disturbance, very fine and rare stamp (Zverev 51b, Mi. 258IU).

40325

CC C J 

268II

1’500 - 2’000

1924 10k on 5r green showing wide “5” variety in mint block of four, lightly mounted on the left pair, gum
bends, fine and scarce, signed Mikulski (Zverev 64, Mi. 268II).
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40326

40326

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

278 II AXII

400 - 600

40327

C 

1925 “Golden Standard” 3R green & brown (2), watermark Greek border, perf. line 12 1/2, types I and II,
both mint lh, type II being an extremely rare stamp in mint condition (Zverev 121, Mi. 278 II AXII), plus
type II imperf.
40327

C 

354U

500 - 600

1928 Red Army 10th Anniversary 8k imperforate mint hr pair, tone spot on gum, very fine and scarce
variety in multiples, signed Mikulski (Zverev 220a, Mi. 354U).
40328

80 - 100

F 
1931 Propaganda postal stationery card 5k brown ‘kupi bilet 03et loterei’ with MOSKVA cds, at bottom
left printers imprint ‘No.1 GOZNAK 1931’, corner crease otherwise fine and scarce card

40329

CC J 

402B-405B, 402C-405C

400 - 600

1931 Graf Zeppelin Polar Flight mint n.h. imperf. set of four in lower right corner marginal blocks of four,
some faint handling bends mentioned for accuracy, very fine; plus mint n.h. perf.12x12 1/2 set of 4,
very fine (Mi. €1’350+).
40330

C 

406A, 407B

60 - 80

1932 Zeppelin 15k grey-black, small study of perforations and cliché sizes, three perf.12 1/2 and two
perf.14, all mint nh and fine to very fine (Zverev 304, 304A, Mi. 406A&7B).
40331

F 

80 - 120

1933-44 Propaganda illustrated postal stationery including 1944 20k with Soviet Hero, three 20k items
with Vozduschnoj pochtoi', 'fire' propaganda imprints on back, and 1943 illustrated field post letter.
40332

H 
1933-35 Group of six sets used, including Anti-War, airmails, Spartacist Games, etc.

40333

No Lot.
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80 - 120

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40334

CC J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

587U

500 - 700

1938 (Feb 25) “NORTHPOLE I” station 80k mint nh imperforate block of four, minor bends, very fine and
scarce (Zverev 502a, Mi. 587U).

40335

C 

595U-598U

8’000 - 10’000

1938 First Trans-Polar Flight from Moscow to USA 10k to 50k mint lh imperforate set of four in pairs,
the 20k with 1cm tear at left, extremely rare in pairs, a philatelic rarity of the Soviet Union (Zverev
511a/514a, Mi. 595U-598U).
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

825C

500 - 700

40336

40340

40336

CC 

1941 “Be A Hero” 30k carmine line perf.12 1/2, mint nh, faint gum crease not showing through, plus
normal comb perf. mint nh (tone spots) (Standard 726A, Mi. 825A, 825C)
40337

250 - 300

H 
1944-45 Stalingrad and Leningrad Victory miniature sheets used, each including 48 examples, partly
with different types (many on glassine paper); Mi. at least €3'840.

40338

H / 320

5ya DD II

1’000 - 1’200

1945 Stalingrad Victory 3R miniature sheet on glossy paper, clearly showing double impression of the
red colour, used with posthumous cancellation, rare; Mi. €6'000.
40339

100 - 150

F 
1946-47 Three 20k postal stationery cards from exclave KALININGRAD to Bavaria, one with German
KÖNIGSBERG (PR) cds from a German speaking war displaced family, all with US or British censorships.

40340

CC J 

1116BF

400 - 600

1947 Moscow Council Building 30k imperforate with blue omitted, in mint nh lower left corner marginal
block of four, very fine, signed Stolow (Standart 1049Ta).
40341

C 

1190Uu

50 - 70

1948 Surikov 30k mint lh top marginal showing variety imperforate at top, hinged in margin only, very
fine (Standart 1145Pa).
40342

CC H 

2474A II

100 - 150

1961 Gagarin flight 6k, "dark blue dot after 196" variety, mint n.h. and used (this appeared only on the
small sheetlets printed but not on the counter sheets (Standard 2469Ka).
40342A

F 
1987 (Oct 4) MIR Orbital Station cover numbered 953 of 1,000, with 10k tied by "30 Years Sputnik
1", Baykonur departure and Arkalyk arrival cds's, MIR cachet in centre, signed by Romanenko and
Alexandrov, with signature of Dunaev on reverse, very fine; cert. Bolaffi (1987).
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Fee Postage for Exchange
40343

140 - 180

F / 332
1924 Registered envelope franked at front 10k litho imperf. (4) postmarked MOSCOU 7.5.24 + at back
exchange stamp 3k on 3r type I alongside Reutlingen arrival marking, Standard nos. 19 + PE2I, very
fine.

Foreign Intervention in the Civil War
40344

F / 332

Fiscals

100 - 200

1918 (Nov) Picture U.S. postcard of Cleveland sent to Paris by a member of the French Military Mission
in Siberia in transit in the United States during the trip to Vladivostok, bearing very fine “MISSION
MILITAIRE FRANÇAISE EN SIBERIE/Service Postal” cachet in violet, with faint strike of French arrival
cds at lower left; the French Mission left New York by train on 24.11 to San Francisco (29.11) via
Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha and Sacramento; a rare usage in the United States.

Soviet Military Mail in WWII
40345

80 - 100

F 
1943-44 Small group of 9 triangle fieldpost covers, noted Nov. 1943 Stalingrad, also Tashkent, etc.

Zemstvos
40346

F / 332

400 - 500

CC C H J DCE 

500 - 700

Ardatov: 1888 & 1895, two locally sent envelopes with 1888 cover franked 5k rose tied by pictorial
Zemstvo cds in blue (Ch.9), and 1895 cover franked 5k brown with Zemstvo cds in black (Ch.17), fine
and scarce.

40347

Ardatov: 1880-1916, Accumulation of stamps mint/used on 7 pages in mostly good condition with
range of issues including complete sheet of Ch. 40, multiples, colour varieties, printing types, têtebêche pair, misplaced perforations varieties, etc., an interesting lot.
40348

CC J / 338

200 - 300

Bakhmut: 1901 1k brown and 3k green in mint nh complete sheets of 25, very fine and rare in this
format (Ch. 1, 2)
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40343

40344

40360ex
40346

40353

40382

40397
40391
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40349

40350

40349

300 - 400

C 
Belebey: 1902 2k red imperf. mint pair, minor gum bends (Ch.8a), scarce; and 1905 5k blue & rose perf.
with inverted background variety, mint part o.g., slightly ragged perfs (Ch.14b).

40350

400 - 500

C J 
Berdyansk: 1868 10k mint h.r. rigth marginal block of four (Ch.1), plus a single mint h.r. showing plate
flaw, minor tone spots, scarce variety.

40351

2’000 - 3’000

C H DCE 
Bobrov: 1875-79, Selection of rare stamps incl. 3k black on green mint vertical strip of five (all five
types) and a single stamp type 6 as printed vertically, adhesions, one stamp with surface abrasion, a
rare multiple (Ch.4); 1878 3k black on lilac selection of 3, incl. type 1 mint cut to shade, type 2 mint cut
square and type 2 used with pen cancel cut to shape, fine to very fine, exceedingly rare (Ch. 2); and
1879 3k black on blue unused selection of all three types printed vertically, types 2 and 3 with small/
very small thins, type 1 with minor toning, exceedingly rare (Ch. 7).

40352

C H G A P 

2’000 - 2’600

Bogorodsk: 1876-96, Group of 155 stamps with mint and used incl. varieties, an essay, proof, mostly
fine and useful selection (Ch.11/148).
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Cat. n°

40353

F / 332

300 - 400

F / 320

400 - 600

Estimate (€)

Bogorodsk: 1892 Imperial Eagle 2k postal stationery newspaper wrapper from Moscow to Bogorodsk
with arrival ds, uprated with 1k violet for local delivery tied by Zemstvo cds, fine, an exceedingly rare
and attractive printed matter rate (Ch. 58).
40354

Bugulma: 1883 (Jun 17) Envelope sent locally in Bugulma district, franked with imperf. 2k light blue
tied with blue oval Zemstvo ds, minor backflap faults, ex Fabergé (Ch.5); in addition an 1884 wrapper
(no sideflaps) to Bugulma city franked 2k black imperf., creased, tied by oval violet “Bugulminiskaya
Zemskaya Pochta” ds, not listed by Chuchin.

40355

40355

40356

H 

300 - 400

Bugulma: 1883 2k Dark Blue crudely redrawn fourth issue, used with blue cancel, thinned and slight
stain, very rare, ex Thompson & Fabergé (Ch. 4).
40356

H 

400 - 500

Chistopol: 1907 2k black, green and pink WITH OUTER FRAME LINE, used and cancelled by partial
violet Zemstvo cds and black cds, slight toning otherwise fine, a great Zemstvo rarity (Ch. 2)

40357

C 

100 - 150

Griazovets: 1873-1878 First Issue 2k blue in strip of 5, mint, fine and scarce (Ch. 2).
40358

C DCE 

80 - 100

Griazovets: 1880 2nd Issue 2k red, lot of six incl. one with bottom perf. 13 1/4 (from middle of sheet),
one perf. 13 1/4 all around (status unknown), all mint or unused, very fine group.

40359

C H J DCE 
Griazovets: 1885 4k red violet, two exhibition pages with full description of types and printing showing
selection of singles, multiples showing different types and plate varieties, two tête-bêche pairs, in
mostly good condition, attractive group (Ch. 9).
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300 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40360

C H J DCE / 332

200 - 300

CC C J 

240 - 300

Estimate (€)

Griazovets: 1884 4k red on two exhibition pages with selection of singles, multiples – pairs and block
of eight showing different types and plate varieties in good condition, a nice group (Ch. 7).
40361

Griazovets: 1885 4k violet in two different shades in mint vertical blocks of twelve stamps showing all
12 types both with typical variety no stop after “UPRAVI” position 6 and different number “4”, central
horiz. fold between stamps on both, fine (Ch. 8).
40362

120 - 150

C H J DCE 
Griazovets: 1885 4k violet, exhibition page with selection of eleven singles, showing different types and
plate varieties, slightly mixed condition, a nice group (Ch. 8).

40363

120 - 150

C H J DCE 
Griazovets: 1887 4k ultramarine, two exhibition pages with selection of singles, multiples, tête-bêche
pairs (2), showing different papers, types and plate varieties, mixed condition, useful group (Ch. 10).

40364

600 - 800

C H J DCE 
Griazovets: 1889 Issue on four exhibition pages with selection of singles, multiples, mint/used, têtebêche blocks including Ch. 22a & 25a pair, showing different types and plate varieties, slightly mixed
condition, an exceptional group (Ch. 18/25a).

40365

150 - 200

C DCE 
Griazovets: 1893 Selection with 4k red se-tenant tête-bêche pair and two strips of three perforate and
4k blue imperforate pair, plus Ch. 36 imperf., an exceptional group.

40366

120 - 150

C H DCE 
Griazovets: 1893 Issues on four exhibit pages with selection of singles, mint/used, perforated and
partially imperforate 4kop in shades of lilac, blue and red an interesting group (Ch. 34/39).

40367

120 - 150

C J 
Griazovets: 1893 4k blue mint tête-bêche block of 16 (four tête-bêche strips of four), some light toning
and lower row rejoined, top right stamp with thin, a scarce multiple (Ch. 35, 38).

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, davidfeldman.com
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40368

C H J DCE 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

Griazovets: 1894 Issue on seven exhibition pages with selection of singles, mint/used, perforated
and partially imperforate, se-tenant prints incl. scarce mint Ch.76, an excellent study of this interesting
issues (Ch. 58/76).

40369

40369

40372

C 

240 - 300

Griazovets: 1897 4k brown & black with inverted black frame variety, mint hr, a scarce stamp in good
condition (Ch. 91a).
40370

CC C J 

200 - 300

Konstantinograd: 1913-14 1k green and 3k carmine rose in complete mint sheets of 25 stamps with
original gum, very fine and scarce in this format
40371

F 

70 - 100

1912 Cover with Kotelnich 5k Arms tied by undated circular cancel, ms date above, local usage so no
Imperial franking, slightly reduced at one side else fine and legitimate usage towards the end of the
Zemstvo period.
40372

C 

500 - 700

Krasny: 1912 “Nevsky” 3k mint hr tête-bêche gutter pair on pale pink paper, fine and extremely rare
Zemstvo (Ch. 10 var)
40373

CC C / 338

Kutelnich: 1892 3k bronze mint o.g. vertical strip of six showing types “УПРАВ” and “УПРаВ” with
lower stamp tête-bêche, very fine (Ch.15, 15a), plus two 1916 5k on 2k showing different formats of
“5” surcharge in violet (6mm and 9mm), both mint og., 9mm with crease at upper left corner otherwise
fine pair (Ch.30).
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200 - 300
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40374

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’200 - 1’500

Novomoskovsk: 1896 Envelope cover to Kharkov, franked on back with local 3k black and rose,
imperforate at the top, cancelled by faint violet “Zemskaya Pochta” handstamp, in combination with
Imperial Eagle 7k on front tied by Novomoskovsk cds, with Kharkov arrival cds on back, very fine and
extremely rare, one of only 9 covers recorded from this Zemstvo; ex Dr Nikitin (Ch. 1).

40375
40376ex

40375

400 - 500

C 
Orgeev: 1879 3k with horizontal net, mint og. imperf. in vertically rejoined pair (lower stamp torn in half),
nevertheless exceptionally rare, not listed by Chuchin and Schmidt, ex Ferrari and Fabergé (St.71); plus
1885 3k yellow-green mint h.r. (heavy hinge), listed by Schmidt as no.16 from the early printing, rating it
RR, an interesting and elusive stamp (Ch.16).

40376

120 - 150

C H G 
Osa: 1890-1892 Group of 1st issue on 2 small stockcards, noted colour shades, 5 fragments (incl. one
with BISECT), mostly used, 2 scarce mint, some different types, 2 items ex Fabergé, fine to very fine
group (Ch. 1-3).
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40348ex

40392
40384

40373
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40385

40389ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40377

C H G 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Osa: 1890-1893 Group of 2nd issue on 3 exhibition leaves, noted mint and used, with diverse varieties,
shifted backgrounds, misperf., one with large oval scarce ‘UINSKOE VOLOSTNOE PRAVLENIE’
postmark (detected first by Fabergé), also rare plate error ‘broken crown’, several ex Fabergé, fine to
mostly very fine specialist group (Ch. 4-6).
40378

120 - 150

F 
Osa: 1893 Local envelope franked 4k 2nd issue type I oval violet OSINSKI ZEMSKAYA POCHTA 25.2.93
ds from Malyi Aman (from a Tartar named A. Khafisov) to the Osa Zemstvo Administration, very fine &
scarce.

40379

400 - 600

C H DCE 
Perm: 1872-1918, Small accumulation of over 40 mint & used stamps, all Chuchin numbers represented.

40380

500 - 700

C 
Poltava: 1904-12 group of 4 fine mint stamps incl. 1904 6k rose perf. with lilac “3” surcharge, mint o.g.,
scarce with only 400 surcharged, ex Dimanshtein (Ch.6); 1911 1k black surch. on 3k blue, mint o.g.,
faint toning, only 175 printed (Ch.33); 1911 1k red surch. on 6k brown, mint o.g. (heavy hinge), only
125 printed (Ch.36); 1912 3k black & carmine on bluish paper, mint o.g., tiny thin spot, only 50 printed
(Ch.77).

40381

CC C J / 338

300 - 400

F / 332

100 - 150

Saransk: 1905-06 5k black on green marginal large part sheet of 40, split horizontally with perf.
reinforcements, fine and rare multiple (Ch. 1).
40382

Solikamsk: 1913 Envelope sent registered locally to Solikamsk District Assembly, with 5k brown on
reverse tied by a large Zemstvo “S.Rodzdestvench” serrated oval datestamp, very fine (Ch. 19a).

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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40383

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

Totma: 1894 envelope (petition/application) addressed to the general meeting of the Zemstvo of the
Totma district, sent from Kurakino volost (“from the Rezhsk community of the village Monastyrskaya
among the 18 homeowners”), franked with multicolour 3k perf. 11 1/2 (narrow margins), cancelled by
manuscript date, fine and beautiful cover, a great rarity; ex Fabergé (Ch. 1b).
40384

F / 338

500 - 700

CC J / 338

180 - 240

Urzhum: 1901 Envelope sent registered to the Viatka District Court bearing on reverse pair of 2k
carmine Zemstvo stamps cancelled by Urzhum Zemstvo post cds, in combination with vertical strip of
three 7k Imperial stamps, to make correct rate for double weight registered internal mail letter, Viatka
arrival cds, very fine and attractive cover, cert. Terry Page (2004) (Ch. 6).
40385

Velsk: 1902-16 6k green mint nh complete sheet of 25, margins all around, a little adherence in corner
margin, very fine and rare multiple, not listed in Chuchin (Strebulaev 27).

40386

C H 
Vstsysolsk: 1915-17, Group of 6 stamps incl. 1915 2k green perf.12 1/2 right marginal pair, faint trace
of a hinge with full o.g., a rare multiple (Ch.27); same stamp used with small faults; 5k carmine mint, light
corner crease upper right (Ch.28); 1917 lilac “5” surch. on 2k green, fine, a rarity, not listed by Chuchin
(Strebulayev 48); and 1917 lilac “10” surch. on 5k carmine perf.13 1/4 mint, minor gum wrinkles, very
rare and not listed by Chuchin (Strebulayev 49).
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900 - 1’200
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40387

C H 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 2’600

Zadonsk: 1891-4, Group of 5 rarities; two mint o.g. incl. 1891 5k blue & brown showing printing
separation lines in all corner, faint small gum bend (Ch.19) and 1893 5k, very fine and rare (Ch.28); 1893
5k red used (2) with blue cds’s, according to Schmidt apparently less than 15 stamps known; finally
1894 5k yellow-orange with neat blue cds, extensive thinning but rated RR by Schmidt (Ch.32).

40388

700 - 1’000

C H DCE 
Zadonsk: 1878-1914, Accumulation of over 90 stamps showing variety of printings and issues starting
from Ch. 1-5, incl. pairs, blocks, mint & used, two tête-bêche pairs (both rejoined), perf. varieties,
imperforates, shades, etc., a good lot with high catalogue value.

40389

700 - 1’000

CC C H J DCE / 338

Zolotonosha: 1880-90 Selection on eight pages showing variety of printings, types, couché multiples,
Ch. 1/5 incl. two complete sheets of Ch. 4b and Ch. 5b, an attractive and rare assembly.

40390

1’000 - 1’500

C DCE collection 
Group of better stamps incl. Alexandria 1881 10k red-orange on light purple paper with lilac surcharge
in mint (Ch.66); Arzamas 1874 5k indigo mint pair (Ch.2); Belozersk 1887 2k lilac vertical tête-bêche pair
mint (Ch.31a); Bezheck 1893 3k black on grey paper vertical tête.bêche pair mint (Ch.9a); Dukhovchinsk
1874 3k black on blue paper mint (Ch.2) and 6k black on lilac unused (Ch.4) both with “Духовщин.”,
both with a tiny pinhole; Novgorod 1872-8 3k lilac (3) mint/unused (Ch.3-5) and Yegorevsk 1872 4k
black on white paper mint (Ch.4).

40391

750 - 1’000

F collection / 332
Group of 3 covers incl. Sarapul 1898 envelope franked 2k blue, faults (Ch.3); Tula 1911 (May 28) envelope
with local 5k red & blue (Ch.1); and Viatka 1896 envelope franked 25 lilac-brown, cover repaired (Ch.1).
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Russia Post in China
40392

160 - 240

F / 338
1903 German 10Pf “China” postcard to Denmark, franked with pair of “KITAI” 2k tied by Tientsin
16.04.03 cds (T&S type 4X, characterised by damaged year numerals), Moscow and Copenhagen cds,
slightly soiled.

Russia Post in China - Manchuria
40393

40 - 50

F 
1905 Picture postcard (of Tsitsikar) bearing viol. military unit negative cancel alongside ‘KHARBIN
ZHELYEZD-NODOR P.O. 21.5.05’ cds, with arrival marking Byelostok Grodn. 8.6.05 cds, small card
fault at bottom otherwise very fine

Russo-Japanese War
40394

100 - 150

F 
1904 (Nov 8) Red band cover sent unfranked, showing “GLAVNAYA KVARTIRA” cds on dispatch,
backstamped in St. Petersburg on arrival, small part of back flap missing, scarce.

40395

120 - 160

F 
1905 (ca.) Envelope to 22nd “Sibirsky strelecky pluk” in Chabarovsk with violet negative army cachet of
“1st rota Czar Mihail Nikolajevic” during the Russo-Japanese War, scarce.

40396

60 - 80

F 
1905 Pair of picture postcards (one of of Oural, other of Taiga na r.Pisannoi) bearing violet military unit
cancel of the 23rd artillery brigade, 4th battery, fine

Russian Post in Levant
40397

F / 332

5

100 - 200

1863 (April 2) Cover from Constantinople to St. Petersburg, bearing 1858 10k brown and blue, perf.
12 1/2, vertical pair with each stamp cancelled by pen cross, showing neat blue “KONSTANTINOPOL”
cds in blue (Tchilinghirian fig. 9) on the upper back flap which opens well for display, and receiving
“Polucheno” cds in black adjacent; one stamp apparently missing at top of the pair, still though a very
rare usage of this stamp in this office (Tchilinghirian ‘RR’, stamps being compulsory from January 1863).

40398

G 

1

1865 10pa brown and blue, a magnificent vertical pair from the bottom of the sheet, types 16 / 23, in
deep shade displaying excellent margins enabling to see most of the surrounding frame lines, tied to
piece by blue cds, a superb exhibition piece; cert. B.P.A. (1964); ex Fabergé and Mehrtens (sold for
CHF2’200 in 1996).
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600 - 900

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

3I

200 - 300

40400

40399

40399

DCE 

1866 10pa rose and blue with traces of vertical lines, vertical block of 12 (4x3) showing two sheet
corners and huge margins on three sides, just touched ta bottom left, unused without gum, four stamps
affected by crease, a spectacular multiple.
40400

DCE 

3I

150 - 200

1866 10pa rose and blue with traces of vertical lines, a spectacular horizontal block of eight from the
lower right corner of the sheet, unused without gum, extremely fine; ex Gordon Torrey.

40401

G 

3II

150 - 300

1866 10pa rose and blue, type II, pair and single bisect (vertical two thirds of the stamp) on tied by 1867
“ROPIT SMYRNA” cds in blue; this franking, if complete, would not have paid any rate, but after our
examination we can state that it is a genuine usage; very rare and desirable.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40402

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

4I

4’000 - 6’000

4II, Russia 18x

5’000 - 7’500

Undated cover from Alexandria (Egypt) bearing two delightful examples of 1866 2pi blue and rose
(traces of vertical lines), large margins for the great majority, attractively tied by pentagonal “785” dotted
postmarks in blue corresponding to Alexandria (Tchilinghirian fig. 255); a very rare cover in this exquisite
exhibition quality; cert. Mikulski (1998); ex (Herbert Block stock).

40403

F 

1868 (March 2, Julian calendar) Cover from Mersina (Turkey) to Taganrog, franked by Russia 1866
10k brown and blue on horizontally laid paper, used in conjunction with Ropit 1866 2pi blue and rose,
tied by “retta” blue cancellations, showing superb strike of “Ropit/Konstantinop. Agent.” cds in blue on
reverse (27 February, Gregorian calendar), an extraordinary Ropit - Imperial Russia mixed franking,
with fewer than ten examples recorded in the whole Levant territories; signed Mikulski; ex Mikulski
and Herry W. Schäfer.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40404

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

4II

2’000 - 3’000

7x

400 - 600

1868 (March 13) Cover from Alexandria (Egypt) to Beirut endorsed “p Vape. Russo” (per Russian
steamer), bearing 1866 2pi blue and rose, tied by “PORT ALEKSANDRIYA” cds in blue (Tchilinghirian
fig. 256); one of the finest Russian Levant covers known -also stated by Mikulski in his certificate-,
supported by the large margined and outstandingly fresh stamp displaying a strong colour, as well as the
neat cancellation, (harmoniously matched by the clean sender’s cachet and the attractive calligraphy);
cert. Mikulski (1997, “Es ist einer der schönsten Levante-Briefe”); ex (Robson Lowe Basle sale in 1981,
sold for CHF3’610) and Gordon Torrey (1997).
40405

F / 346

1880ca. (Feb 13) Envelope from Smyrna to St. Jean d’Acre (today Akko in Israel), franked by 1872 3k
green on horizontally laid paper in vertical pair, tied by “SMYRNA” cds in bluish green (Tchilinghirian gig.
154), repeated alongside; a very rare incoming mail to Palestine; cert. B.P.A. (1997); ex Gordon Torrey.
40406

F / 346

14x

250 - 400

1882 (Oct 4) Cover from Smyrna to Alexandretta, franked by 1879 7k carmine and green on horizontally
laid paper, tied by “SMYRNA” cds (Tchilinghirian gig. 155), with an additional strike at right, and Russian
“ALESANDRETA” receiving cds on reverse; cert. B.P.A. (1997); ex Gordon Torrey.

Ship Mail
Ship Mail in the Baltic Sea
40407

100 - 150

F 
1879 (Jun 18) Envelope from Russia to Sweden with 7k cancelled on arrival in Stockholm with “FRAN
RYSSLAND.” hs adjacent, very fine.

Russia Areas
Georgia
40408

F / 346

Mi. 36A, 46a

150 - 300

1923 Picture post card franked with rare semi-postal famine relief stamp 1000r on 50r and 15000r on
2000r with violet handstamp surcharge cancelled “TIFLIS 19.2.23” sent to Lille, France via Moscow and
Berlin. The semi-postal stamps of Georgia used on commercial mail are EXTREMELY RARE, very fine.
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40405

40408

40406

40410ex

40419

40446

40425ex

40434
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Latvia
40409

80 - 100

F 
1938-39, Group of five Latvia (3) and Lithuania (2) covers to Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, fine, unusual
destination.

Lithuania
40410

300 - 400

/ 346
1926-30 Five Bulletin d’éxpedition cards addressed to USA with diverse multiple frankings from Prienai,
Seta & Vilkaviskis, fine.

Tajikistan
40411

150 - 200

CC P 
2001 CHESS se-tenant sheets M.Botvinnik and Bobby Fisher perforated, imperforate and with 2016
handstamp surcharge, all MNH, scarce

40412

150 - 200

CC 
2013 WWF Issue Mountain Weasel in se-tenant sheetlets of 4 x 4 sets with and without WWF imprint,
MNH, very fine, beautiful thematic & scarce.

40413

200 - 260

CC P 
2017 WWF Issue Wild Cats in se-tenant sheetlets 3.50s+4.50s and 5.10s+8.70s (per each denomination
9 values) with strong missperforation, MNH, very fine, beautiful thematic & scarce.

40414

100 - 150

CC P 
2017 Cats World Wildlife Fund se-tenant double sheetlets of the 4 values with total MISSPERFORATE,
MNH, very fine, scarce.

40415

100 - 150

CC P 
2017 Cats World Wildlife Fund se-tenant double sheetlets of the 4 values IMPERFORATE , MNH, very
fine, scarce.

40416

100 - 150

CC P 
2017 WWF Issue Wild Cats - the 4 values (3.50s, 4.50s, 5.10s & 8.7s) in strongly misperforated setenant half sheet of 16, mint n.h., very fine & scarce.

Tannu Tuva

40417

C 

Scott 31a

100 - 150

1932 3k on 70k, surcharge inverted, lightly hinged with o.g., accompanied by an example with the
regular overprint; a rare and very fine variety; Scott $300.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40418

CC C H J DCE collection 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

1926-43, Small mint accumulation of sets and odd values on 3 stockpages & album page from the
first set, 1927 pictorials, 1934 air mail, 1935 animals, 1943 strip of five 25 kop grey-black, 1943 22nd
Anniversary of Independence set on buff and white paper, printed in strips of five (2) and pairs (3),
perforated one or two sides, no gum as issued, one pair with light crease otherwise very fine (Mi. 13336)., etc., a nice assembly.

Ukraine
40419

300 - 500

F / 346
1918 Formular card from Nikolaev with 1918 Trident INVERTED OVERPRINT on imperf. 1R in two vert.
pairs, Russia 10k on 7k pair on arrival, fine and scarce usage.

Serbia
40420

100 - 150

F 
1912 Group of 6 complete parcel cards from Vienna, Brno, Kolomya, all franked with Serbian fiscals on
arrival in Pozarevac, fine group.

40421

100 - 150

F 
1916 Postal stationery card for Serbian Military 10pa red (issued for the withdrawn troops on Corfu)
used with ‘VOJNA POCHTA no.92 3.11.16’ cds, also showing violet boxed censor marking, usual
corner bends, scarce used stationery.

Spain

40422

H 

Edifil 9ec

1851 5r dark reddish chestnut instead of rose, error of colour, good to large even margins, with traces
of “Araña” cancel which has been removed, preserving a great freshness, a remarkable and desirable
rarity; cert. Comex (1976, stating this stamp to originate from a block of four); Y&T 9a €7’500, Edifil
€18’500 for an unused example.
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750 - 1’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40423

CC 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

NE1e

600 - 800

1855 Isabel II 12c dark orange (unissued) in mint nh tête-bêche pair, good even margins, light gum
wrinkling, very fine and rare, signed Galvez, cert. Graus (Edifil €4’650).
40424

F 

Edifil 73

150 - 200

1865 (Jul 22) Cover from Malaga to Halifax, carried at single rate with involvement of the Cunard SS
“China” with 1865 2r pair, clear to large margins, tied by “rueda de carreta” cancel, dispatch cds and red
London transit in centre, offsets of blue Madrid cds at left, with normal strike on reverse, toning around
vertical crease, not detracting from the great freshness of the franking; a rare destination.
40425

F DFE / 346

Edifil 73, 107, 108, 109

200 - 300

1865-71 Entire from Malaga to Buenos Aires with 1870 50m, 100m and 200m tied by dotted cancels
and thimble cds, “via Lisboa” with Badajoz transit, put aboard RMSPC SS “Boyne” to Buenos Aires,
the 50m with light crease, fine; and front of Valentine envelope with embossed surroundfrom Barcelona
to Buenos Aires, with 1865 2r pair, fine to large margins, cancelled by “2” numeral with despatch cds
adjacent, endorsed “Ultramar via Lisboa” but routed via France and London on 24th February and
most likely put aboard RMSPC SS “Oneida” leaving Southampton for Buenos Aires (very rare usage of
a Valentine from Spain to South America).
40426

100 - 150

F 
1898 (08.02) Postal stationery card 10c violet with rare PERFIN ‘DöRR’ postmarked MALAGA to
German Empire (Fürth) with arrival marking at front, very fine.

40427

CC J 

Edifil 453

100 - 150

1929 Airmails Sevilla & Barcelona exhibitions 4p in MNH margin block of 10, Edifil € 780.
40428

150 - 200

CC DCE P 
1930 Pro Union Iberoamericana - selection of 52 COLOUR PROOFS perf. or imperforate (incl. maybe
2-3 double prints & some imperforate originals), incl 18 for the airmails, 1 adhesive sign. ROIG, mostly
MNH or some unused, fine to mostly very fine, nice specialist group on 4 A4 stockpages.

40429

CC J 

Edifil NE58

120 - 150

1938 Unissued 50C ‘Fernando el Catolico’ bluish green in MNH margin block of 6, very fine; Edifil
€1’008.
40430

100 - 150

CC J 
1936-38 Definitives Personalities 60c Salvoechea in mint n.h. margin block of 8 with sheet inscription at
top and 3 x blpcks of 4 with plate numbers.

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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40436

40444

40449
40450

40454ex1

40454ex2

40454ex4
40454ex3
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40431

CC J P 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Edifil 726s

80 - 120

1937 Gr. Fernandez 30c red in MNH IMPERFORATE mgn. blk of 10 with inscription in margin, Edifil €
880.
40432

CC J 

Edifil NE28

100 - 150

NE52

150 - 200

1938 UNISSUED 45c on 2c Ibanez in MNH blk of 12, very fine; Edifil, €1’060.
40433

CC J 

1939 Unissued Forces Airmail 70c mint, 50 examples in blocks of differing sizes, fine to very fine (Edifil
€3’000)

Sweden
40434

150 - 200

F / 346
1854 (May) Envelope to Boston, paying the 1 rigdaler 6 skilling banco rate, routed via “Ystad” and
“Stralsund” with ds on reverse along with blue “f13” crayon indicating that all transit fees beyond
Prussia (13sgr, equal to 30c) had been paid, “AUS SCHWEDEN” hs, red “Aachen” cds, “Americ/Packet”
semi-circle on reverse, “PAID/25 cents” hs noting fully paid and 25c to the USA, carried via Ostende
and London to Southampton and put aboard American Ocean Line “Hermann”, arriving in New York
with cds for the fully paid 30c rate, minor cover imperfections; a rare pre-philatelic cover from Sweden
to the USA (no Swedish pre-philatelic cover to the US was included in the Richard Winter collection).

40435

100 - 150

F
1872 Folded lettersheet franked 24ö orange + 3ö lion type in brown bearing ‘PITEA 8.2.72’ cds to
Slesvig, at back Kiel-Hamburg boxed TPO postmark, fine.

Schweiz / Switzerland
Vorphilatelie
40436

200 - 300

F / 350
1790-1792 ca „COPET“ (Waadt) sauberer Abschlag des sehr seltenen Einzeiler auf Faltbriefhülle (ohne
Datum) nach Havre de Grace, Frankreich. Dieser Stempel der Fischerpost wurde nur zwischen 179092 in schwarz verwandt, siehe Richard Schäfer Handbuch Nr 27 dort als „ausserordentlich selten“
beschrieben. Eine Vorphilatelie Stempel-Rarität der Alten Eidgenossenschaft.

40437

150 - 200

F 
1801-1803 ca „B“ besonders schöner Abschlag auf Faltbrief von BERN (7 germinal) mit vollem Inhalt
nach Autun, Frankreich. Siehe Andreas Grünewald „die Helvetische Republik“ Nr 392.

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Kantonalmarken

Das Einmalige Jean De Sperati Fälschungs-Archiv Schweiz /
The Unique Archive of Sperati Forgeries from Switzerland

40438ex1
352 | All World and Collections

Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40438ex2
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40438ex3
354 | All World and Collections

Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40438ex4
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40438ex5
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Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40438ex6
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Lot n°

40438

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°


1843-50. Es handelt sich hierbei um den grössten existierenden Bestand der Arbeitsunterlagen des
genialen französischen Fälschers der klassischen Schweiz Ausgaben. Insgesamt enthält das Archiv ca
310 Objekte davon mehr als 120 Glasklichees inklusive viele Unikate mit Notizen zur herstellungsweise
des Meisterfälschers. Alleine die Zürich 1843 Ausgabe ist mit vielen einmaligen Klichees und Entwurfen
zu den Unterdruck Linien vertreten, diverse gedruckten Versuche zur Zürich 6 (teils Unikate), mehrere
Glasklichees zur Zürich 4 und 6, davon einige mit Herstellungsdaten aus den 50er Jahren, DruckfarbenVersuche die durch Fingerabdrucke von Sperati herstellt wurden, Stempelklichees auf Glasplatten,
sowie Entwertungsproben mit den reichhaltigen handschriftlichen Notizen des Fälschers. Die Genfer
Ausgaben sind ähnlich spektakulär enthalten, die 1845 Basler Taube die Sperati nie als fertige Fälschung
herausgegeben hat und entsprechend seine seltenste Fälschung darstellt ist mit einem Schwarzdruck
des Rahmens und einem extrem seltenen Glasdruckklichee enthalten (dieses in März 1952 hergestellt),
die Marken der Übergangsperiode Waadt, Neuenburg und Winterthur sind auch mit diverse sehr
seltenen bis einmaligen Druckklichees vertreten. Die Sammlung endet mit den Ortspost und Rayon
Ausgaben in ähnlich spektakulärer Weise. Dieser einmalige museale Schweiz bestand von Sperati
Druckunterlagen ist mit Sicherheit der grösste der jemals angeboten worden ist. Die Besichtigung
dieses Loses ist alleine für sich ein grosses Erlebnis und wird jedem erfahrenen Philatelisten empfohlen
um die faszinierenden Welt des berühmtesten Briefmarkenfälscher aller Zeiten kennenzulernen.
An extraordinary assembly representing the largest and most comprehensive archive of Classic Swiss
issues forged by the French genius Jean de Sperati. It contains about 310 items, of which 120 are the
spectacular clichés on celluloid, including many unique examples with his notes for the printings. The
1843 Zurich issue displays several unique clichés on celluloid for the 4Rp and 6Rp denominations, of
which some with his annotations about the printing dated in the 1950’s, essays of the background lines,
several impression or colour essays, the latter including the fingerprints of Sperati testing the colours,
clichés of the cancellations on celluloid on glass and the corresponding printed proofs of these clichés,
with the interesting manuscript notes of the forger. The Geneva issue is of a similar spectacularity. The
Basel Dove, which forgery was not completed by Sperati, includes material which is consequently the
scarcest and probably the most interesting, featuring a black impression of the frame surrounding the
dove and an extremely rare cliché on celluloid on glass (dated March 1952). It follows with the later
issues of Waadt (Vaud), Neuenburg and Winterthur, also comprising various clichés with degrees of
rarity ranging from very scarce to unique. The collection is further enhanced with the Ortspost and
Rayon issues, to complete the early classic period, with other similar spectacular items. This is without
a doubt the largest and most important assembly ever formed of the preparatory archive for
forgeries of Classic Switzerland by Sperati, which constitutes an extraordinary documentation
for a museum or an advanced collector of classic philately. The viewing of this lot is a must and
highly recommended, not only for the collectors of Sperati material and classic Switzerland, but for any
serious philatelist keen to discover or know more about the fascinating and incredible work executed by
the most renowned forger in the history of worldwide philately.
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Estimate (€)

75’000 - 150’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2S

600 - 800

Zürich

40440

40439

40439

H 

1843 Zürich Kantonalpost 6 Rp mit senkrechten Unterdrucklinien, type III, 68 Marke des Bogens,
sauber gestempelt durch schwarze Zürcherrosette, vierseitig gut bis breit gerandet, ein sehr schönes
tadelloses Exemplar mit sehr gut sichtbaren Unterdrucklinien; Fotoattest J.C.Marchand (2021) und
Robineau-Menozzi (2018); SBK 2500 CHF.

Genf
40440

H 

7

400 - 500

1848 Genf Grosser Adler dunkelgrün, dreiseitig gut gerandet, unten links an die Randlinie geschnitten,
schön zentrisch entwertet mit roter Genfer Rosette, ein schönes farbfrisches Stück. Attest Rellstab
(1988) und BPB (2010); SBK CHF4’000.
40441

H 

7

500 - 600

1848, Genf Grosser Adler, 5c schwarz auf dunkelgrün, dreiseitig breitrandig nur links leicht berührt und
sonst tadellos, sauber mit roter Rosette gestempelt. Fotoattest von der Weid (1979). SBK 4.000 CHF.
40442

Kein los.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

12

750 - 1’000

“Waadt”, “Neuenburg”, “Winterthur”

40443

40443

40445

H 

40447

1850 Winterthur 2 1/2 Rp., allseitig regelmässig und breit geschnitten, mit Teilen der Trennungsornamente
an allen Seiten, sauber gestempelt mit “P.P.” (VIII.Postkreis) und leichter Stempeldurchschlag, eine
saubere und sehr farbfrische Marke. Signiert Moser und Schlesinger, Atteste Marchand (2016), Rellstab
(1992) und Moser-Räz (1964).

Orts-Post und Poste Locale
40444

F / 350

14 Ib

600 - 900

1850, 2 1/2 Rp tiefschwarz/braunrot poste locale mit Kreuzeinfassung im Paar (Typen 9 & 10), die
rechte Marke rechts oben leicht berührt, sonst gut gerandet und fehlerfrei erhalten, gestempelt „PD“ auf
vollständigen Faltbrief aus PERROY, geschrieben vom „inspecteur de la paroisse de Commugny“ mit
Abgangsstempel von „ROLLE 12 JUIN 1851“ nach Coppet gesandt. Ein seltener Brief aus dem Kanton
Waadt in guter ursprünglicher Erhaltung. Fotoattest Jean-Claude Marchand (2021).

Rayonmarken
Rayon II, gelb, ohne Kreuzeinfassung (STEIN B)
40445

H 

16II

80 - 120

10 Rp. gelb Type 7 B RU, sauber gestempelt mit roter Raute, die Marke ist farbfrisch, normal bis gut
gerandet (links vollrandig) und fehlerfrei erhalten. Signiert Rellstab, Befund Marchand.

Rayon II, gelb, ohne Kreuzeinfassung (STEIN D)
40446

G / 346

16II

80 - 120

10 Rp. gelb Typen 23, 30 & 39 D LO, auf Briefstück, sauber gestempelt mit schwarzer Raute. Die
Marken sind farbfrisch, gut gerandet und fehlerfrei erhalten. Signiert Berra, Befund Marchand.

Rayon II, gelb, ohne Kreuzeinfassung (STEIN E)
40447

H 

16II

60 - 80

10 Rp. gelb im Paar, Typen 33 & 34 E LU, sauber gestempelt mit schwarzer Raute. Die Marken sind
farbfrisch, gut gerandet und fehlerfrei erhalten. Signiert Moser, Befund Marchand.

Rayon I, hellblau, ohne KE (STEIN C1)
40448

H 

17II

5 Rp. hellblau Type 3 C1 RO, sauber gestempelt mit blauer Raute. Die Marke ist farbfrisch, gut gerandet
und fehlerfrei erhalten. Befund Marchand.
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40 - 60

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

26C, 23Ca

1’500 - 2’000

Sitzende Helvetia Ungezähnt
1856-57 Berner Druck (II)
40449

F / 350

1854 (May) Envelope to Boston, paying the 1 rigdaler 6 skilling banco rate, routed via "Ystad" and
"Stralsund" with ds on reverse along with blue "f13" crayon indicating that all transit fees beyond
Prussia (13sgr, equal to 30c) had been paid, "AUS SCHWEDEN" hs, red "Aachen" cds, "Americ/Packet"
semi-circle on reverse, "PAID/25 cents" hs noting fully paid and 25c to the USA, carried via Ostende
and London to Southampton and put aboard American Ocean Line "Hermann", arriving in New York
with cds for the fully paid 30c rate, minor cover imperfections; a rare pre-philatelic cover from Sweden
to the USA (no Swedish pre-philatelic cover to the US was included in the Richard Winter collection).

Weltpostverein UPU
40450

100 - 120

F / 350
1900 (12.11) Rosalila Kuvert mit grossformatiger Firmenansicht der Destillerie Xavier Fischlin & fils in
Arth am Zuger See frank. mit 10rp UPU und 2x glasklare Abschläge des Zweikreisstpl. ‘ARTH 12.11.00’,
wunderschöner Heimatsammlerbeleg.

Portofreiheit für das Rote Kreuz
40451

100 - 150

P 
1870, Probedruck auf dünnen Seidenpapier des Rotkreuz Portofreiheits-Stempel „COMITÉ
INTERNATIONAL SECOURS AUX BLESSES GENÈVE“. Vermutlich ein EINMALIGER PROBEABSCHLAG
aus den Archiven der Croix-Rouge. Dazu beiliegend einen ähnlichen Abschlag von Grenoble.

Ganzsachen
Postkarten
40452

70 - 100

F 
1897, 10 Rp. Ganzsache nach Tebing Tinggi (Ned. Westindien) adressiert, mit Batavia, Weltevreden,
Barat und Tebing-Tinggi Ank-Stempel, gut erhaltene Frankatur für diese ungewöhnliche Destination.

40453

70 - 100

F 
1895, 10 Rp. Ganzsache nach Tandjongpoera (Ned. Westindien) adressiert, mit “N.I. POSTAGENT
PENANG” und Tandjongpoera Ank-Stempel, leicht bügig, aber seltene Destination.

Sammlungen
40454

5’000 - 10’000

CC C H F J DCE / 350
1806-2018, Interessanter Sammler-Bestand in 13 Alben, beginnend mit etwas Vorphila, es folgt eine
Abteilung Kantonalmarken und Rayon, dabei auch Postgeschichte, z.B. “Zürich 6” auf Brief von
Winterthur nach Marthalen, “Kleiner Adler” auf Ortsbrief von Genf, Rayon I 5Rp blau im Dreierstreifen
auf Nachnahmeteil, Rayon II+III 5Rp+15Rp auf Brief mit blauem Aufgabestempel “Bern/Vorm”, Rayon I
5Rp+10Rp auf Einschreibebrief (alle diese Stücke sind mit Attest oder Befund Jean-Claude Marchand),
sowie gestempelte Briefmarken u.a. Orts-Post mit und ohne KE, Poste Locale mit KE, einige bessere
Abstempelungen auf Rayon, einige Strubel auch auf Brief mit einem paar besserer Abstempelungen,
Dubletten ab Rayon (dabei z.B. 1Fr Strubel neun Exemplare gestempelt, Sitzende Helvetia 1Fr, etc) und
auch bessere semi-moderne Ausgaben (“Pax” ungebraucht und gestempelt); es folgt Flugpost, dabei
1913 Vorläufer auch mit Lugano ungebraucht, 1919-20 30Rp auf Brief mit Attest Hersch und andere
zahlreiche Flugpostbriefe, Pro-Juventute mit 10cmi gestempelt (sehr leichte dünne Stelle), Blocks
(NABA ungestempelt und auf zwei Briefen), Ganzsachen, einige Militär-Vignette, Frankaturwaren, etc.
Eine gehaltvolle und vielseitige Partie mit entsprechender Substanz und Wert, teils in unterschiedlicher
Qualität, aber mehrheitlich sauber und guter Erhaltung. Eine Besichtigung ist sehr empfohlen.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40455

H L 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

1843-1851, neun gestempelte KANTONALMARKEN meist mit Qualitätseinschränkungen, dabei 1843
Zürich 6 (SBK 2W 3 Stück davon 2x mit Attest), Genf 1845 kleiner Adler mit berührten Rändern sonst
tadellos (SBK 5), Grosser Adler dunkelgrün mit Eichele Befund „rechts an die Randlinie geschnitten
sonst einwandfrei“ (SBK 7), 1845 Basler Taube mit Fotoattest Eichele (SBK 8), 1851 Neuenburg 5c
x 3 Stück gestempelt mit Attest, weiterhin 3 Fälschungen der Zürich Ausgabe (SBK Katalogwert
CHF49’600).
40456

CC C H 

200 - 300

1849-1997 Sammlung gestempelt und ungestempelt in vier Alben mit Frankaturwaren.
40457

C H F 

300 - 500

1850-1941 Sammlung auf Vordruckseiten ab den Rayon Ausgaben, dabei eine Ortspost mit KE,
bessere Strubel, die 1882 Ziffernmuster Ausgabe auf dem guten weissen Papier, Stehende Helvetia
u.a mit kompletten Satz der gesuchten 9 1/2 Zähnung, weiterhin diverse interessante Spezialitäten
sowie eine Kiste mit ca 100 oder mehr Briefen u.a mit Dienstmarken; die Qualität ist wie gewöhnlich
unterschiedlich in der Klassik und eher gut ab 1900.
40458

CC C H F DCE 

10’000 - 15’000

Switzerland/Schweiz: 1850-1960 und nur mit wenig späteren, großer sehr interessanter Bestand in 11
Alben ab den Rayon Ausgaben dabei auch viele gestempelte Ortspost und Poste Locale Marken mit
Attesten dabei auch eine schöne Ortspost (SBK 13 I) mit Fotoattest Eichele „einwandfrei“; die STRUBEL
Ausgaben sind auch gut vertreten mit vielen 1 Franken und 2 Rp Wertstufen; die Sitzende Helvetia
Ausgabe ist auch mit einer Menge von besseren Werten vorhanden, den PAX Satz gibt es auch vielfach,
besseren Pro Juventute und Pro Patria Briefe sind auch zu finden, von den FLUGPOSTMARKEN ist
die gute 1919 30 Rp auf Brief zweimal mit Attesten vorhanden (SBK F1) und mehrfach gestempelt
auch mit Attest, weiterhin diverse Zeppelin Post. Einige hochwertige Stücke von Lichtenstein sind auch
enthalten. Die Qualität der klassischen Ausgaben ist deutlich unterschiedlich danach meist gut. Eine
spannende Partie mit vielen Attesten und Briefen, in der es sicherlich einiges zu entdecken gibt.
40459

CC C H 

300 - 500

1850-1989 Sammlung gestempelt/ungestempelt Schweiz in einem Leuchtturm Album, dabei Flugpost,
Blöcke, Pro Patria and Pro Juventute.
40460

CC C H F DCE 

150 - 200

1862-1990 Kleine Sammlung im Karton gestempelt und ungebraucht oder Postfrisch, dabei auch
Steckbücher mit Dienstmarken und Frankaturware.
40461

F 
1895-1930, ANSICHTSKARTEN GENF: Mehr als 300 Ansichtskarten, gebraucht und ungebraucht,
mehrere “Gruss Aus” Karten, versch. Sätze, usw., ungewöhnlich.

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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1’500 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40462

CC C H F J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 4’000

1900-30 Sammlung auf Ausstellungsblättern mit Schwergewicht auf Zusammendrucken, Leerfelder
ZD m. Lochstanzungen, Markenheftchen, Briefen mit Zusammendrucken, aber auch bessere Einzelw.
u.a.Flugpost, Internationale Aemter, Viererblöcke, etc., ungebraucht, postfr. und gestplt., auch viele
Briefe, ein spannendes Los.
40463

50 - 100


“Collection Militaria” - Box mit allen 25 Reproduktionen von Schweizer Soldatenmarken aus dem 2.
Weltkrieg in vergoldetem Silber; ein extravagantes Objekt für den Soldatenmarken Sammler.

Turkey
40464

100 - 150

F 
1846 Folded entire from Chios to Constantinople with oval “P.P. / CONSTANTINOPLE” hs, minor soiling,
fine & scarce, cert. Guy de Vachat (2010)

40465

300 - 400

F / 364
1851 Folded entire from Constantinople to Bursa bearing extremely rare oval “C.O.P. / P.P. /
CONSTANTINOPLE” hs, very fine, cert Guy de Vachat stating ONLY TWO EXAMPLES RECORDED

40466

100 - 150

F 
1876ca. 20pa stationery card to Philippeville (Algeria), cancelled by barred oval hs on dispatch with
matching Constantinople cds adjacent, framed “Paquebots/De La/Mediterranée” hs in red and French
arrival cds at left, a rare destination.

40467

100 - 150

F 
1897-98 Greco-Turkish War Occupation group of five covers, incl. two from Larissa (violet and black
cancels), Tournavos and Domokos with 1pi frankings, and one from Volos with four 10pa to Baghdad
(minor toning), a fine group.

Yugoslavia
40468

100 - 150

C 
1918 Special delivery adhesives & 1919 War handicapped complete set, all with INVERTED overprints,
all mint hinge traces, scarce, very fine, certs Bilandzic & Sips.

Find the bid form on the last page of this catalogue.
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40465

40474

40476
40477

40479A
40480

40489
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40490

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40469

CC 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

166F

200 - 300

1922 9din instead of 8din overprint error on 15pa violet-brown, four marginal examples, mint n.h., all
signed on the sheet margin at left; Michel €1’200.
40470

100 - 150

CC 
1928 Airmail vignette 2d, group comprising varieties including block of 50 with slightly misplaced perfs.,
ordinary block of 50, and three stamps with green colour offset on reverse, all mint n.h.

40471

100 - 120

F 
1928 Envelope to Nordhausen (German Empire) franked by 3gr red (4) postmarked GALATA 24.2.28,
burning traces allaround and at back large label : ‘Durch Brand in Nisch beschädigt. Bahnpostamt 20
Dresden -A’, with return cover as enclosure, scarce.

Peoples Republics Montenegro

40472

CC 

1-11, Dues 1-2

200 - 300

1945 Complete set including rare postage dues, all mint n.h., very fine; signed Bar; Mi. €760.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Overseas

Overseas

40473 - 40693

Argentina

40473 - 40478

Bahrain40479
Bolivia
Brazil

40479A - 40481
40482 - 40498

Cameroon40499
Chile

40500 - 40504

China

40505 - 40555

Colombia

40556 - 40567

Costa Rica

40568

Cuba

40569 - 40570

Democratic Republic of Congo

40571 - 40573

Dominican Republic
Ecuador

40574
40575 - 40576

Egypt40577
Ethiopia

40578 - 40579

Haiti

40580 - 40583

Japan

40584 - 40590

Korea

40591 - 40601

North Korea

40592 - 40601

Mali40602
Mexico

40603 - 40606

Mongolia

40607 - 40616

Peru

40617 - 40628

Puerto Rico

40629 - 40630

Qatar40631
Salvador40632
Saudi Arabia

40633

Syria40634
Thailand40635
United Arab Emirates

40636 - 40644

United States

40645 - 40657

Local Stamps
USA Possessions

40654 - 40654
40655 - 40657

Uruguay40658
Vietnam

40686 - 40689

Yemen

40690 - 40693

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1, 1a, 1b

150 - 200

Argentina
40473

CC C 

1858 5c red, half vertical sheet of 108 including the full plate A, mint o.g., some usual creasing and one
stamp affected by tear; cert. APS (2019).
40474

F / 364

Sassone 4, 5

500 - 700

1873 (Dec 30) “Revista Comercial” newspaper from Buenos Aires to Milan, pre-printed “Por Paquete
EBRO” at upper right, charged on arrival according to the tax for printed matter mail from South
America with 1870-74 postage due 2c and 5c strip of three, tied by “Milano” cds’s, a rare transatlantic
usage; ex Palumbo.

40475

F 

Scott 22; Sassone 4, 6

1’000 - 1’500

1875 (Sept) Commercial envelope from Buenos Aires to Turin, paying the internal printed matter rate with
1873 1c purple (irregular perfs. at right), exceptionally tied by the Italian “Da Buenos-Aires/coi Postali
Italiani” two-line hs, charged on arrival with “12cmi” hs paid with 1870-74 2c & 10c tied by “Torino” cds;
illustrated in the handbook of Italian usages abroad by Zanaria-Serra-Dal Negro on page 302; the only
cover recorded bearing this combination franking, further enhanced by the exceptional usage of
the Italian maritime cancellation on an Argentine stamp; signed A. Diena and Sorani; ex Palumbo.
40476

F / 364

Scott 32; Sassone 11

200 - 300

1877 (April 26) Cover from Buenos Aires to Genoa, franked internally with 1877 8c on 10c green, tied by
departure cds, alongside with Italian “Da Buenos-Aires/coi Postali Italiani” two-line hs, “10” tax mark
collected on delivery with 1870-74 postage due 1L, very fine; signed Enzo Diena; ex Palumbo.

Corrientes
40477

DCE / 364

5

100 - 150

1867 2c black on yellow, left half sheet of 16, pos. 9-16 / 25-32, disposition I composition 2, unused
without gum, some usual creasing and few tone spots; cert. Del Mazo (2020); (Kneitschel 6).

Tierra del Fuego
40478

CC 
1891 10c, reconstruction of vertical part sheet of 50 from the left of the sheet, including upper left
corner block of 20 with “KIDD y Cia Limd S...” marginal imprint, block of 10 and lower left corner block
of 20; the blocks have been rejoined by using tape on back affecting 12 stamps.
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

292U-95U

300 - 400

Bahrain
40479

DCE P S 

1980 50f to 200f “Hejra”, complete imper. set tied to presentation folder of Harrison & Sons Ltd., very fine.

Bolivia
40479A

150 - 200

F / 364
1876 (May 16) Cover to Valparaiso struck with rare "CORREOS DE BOLIVIA / LA CHIMBA / MAYO 16
76" three-line ds in blue and oval "CANCELADO" hs in blue, Valparaiso arrival on reverse; the envelope
with faults but very scarce, with the street of the address cancelled with pencil and annotated on back:
"No se conose dicha calle " (that street is unknown) and signature "Hoyo" of the postal clerk.

40480

CC C / 364

2b

200 - 300

1867 5c dark green, fourth re-engraving, part sheet of 50, pos. 14-23 / 26-35 / 38-47 / 50-59 / 62-71,
part o.g., two vertical creases between stamps, very fine; cert. APS (2020).

40481

F 

S.G. 17; Sassone 7, 12

1’000 - 1’500

1875 (Jan) Envelope to Milan, franked by ‘Eleven Stars’ 5c green (2) and 50c blue, tied by indistinct red
cds’s, carried via Peru with Tacna and British Callao cds’s on reverse, Arica British P.O. cds on front
before being embarked for onward maritime transmission, charged with “23” due marking also tying
one 5c and the 50c denominations, stamped 1870-74 30c & 2L postage dues tied by “Milano” cds’s,
additionally backstamped in London and Turin; the 50c is the highest denomination in this issue used on
cover; an extraordinary exhibition piece for being one of only two or three covers recorded bearing
the ‘Eleven Stars’ 50c value, of greater importance with a red cancellation and as combined with
Italian postage dues and the British P.O. usage; ex Palumbo.

Brazil
40482

C / 369

2

300 - 400

1843, 60r black, early impression, unused with o.g., good to huge margins with portion of neighboring
stamp at base, slightly toned, nevertheless a rare stamp with gum.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40482

40483

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2

300 - 400

40484

40483

DCE 

1843, 60r black, intermediate impression, unused without gum, ample even margins all around, faint
corner crease in lower right corner not impinging on the design, very fine appearance; RHM 9’500 UFS.
40484

DCE 

2

300 - 400

1843, 60r black, early impression, a well margined example unused without gum, very fine; signed
Kneitschel.

40485

40485

H 

40486

2

300 - 400

1843, 60r black, intermediate impression, thick paper, clear to large margins, vertically cancelled by
framed “BANANAL” hs, small faint corner crease confined to a marginal corner clear of the design, a
rare usage; RHM 2c.
40486

H 

2

250 - 300

1843, 60r black, early impression, a well margined example with frame line at base, cancelled by
indistinct (Cuiabá?) rimless circular hs in purple, attractive.

40487

H 

8

1845 30r black, type II, block of four, showing the lower right cliché slanted to the bottom left with the
consequence of the bottom designs being joined in between, used with “Correio Geral Da Corte” cds,
part of frame line missing at top, otherwise good margins, usual slight tone spots, very fine.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Detail of the inside.

40488

500 - 750

F 
1855 (May) Entire letter from DOM PEDRO (Pedro II of Brazil, Dom Pedro “the Magnanimous”, last
Emperor of Brazil), dated in his Palace at Rio de Janeiro, addressed to “Ao Illustrissimo Reverendissimo
em Christo Padre Cardeal Ugolini Meo como Irmão muito Amado” Cardinal Ugo Ugolini in Rome, with
large part of paper seal displaying the Brazilian coat of arms on reverse, with the letter personally signed
“Imperator” by Dom Pedro; a very rare transatlantic mail carried by diplomatic means and related to the
popular philatelic issue of “Dom Pedro”.

40489

300 - 400

F / 364
1858 (Feb 18) Entire from the Swedish & Norwegian Consulate in Bahia with crisp sender’s cachet on
reverse, sent to Stockholm from the British P.O. with green Bahia despatch on reverse, carried on the
RMSPC SS “Tyne” arriving in Southampton, then London, with ms “1/4” for 8d sea carriage and 8d UK
& Belgian share), on to Hamburg 18th March with Danish and Swedish exchange office datestamps, ms
“17” Hamburg schilling, very fine and fresh; a scarce pre-philatelic cover from the GB. P.O. in Bahia
to a very rare destination.

40490

F / 364

37

300 - 400

1861 (Dec 23) Entire from Rio de Janeiro to Lisbon, Portugal, with 1860 “Coloridos” 10r block of six
on the backflap good to large margins (one small tear), tied by mute cancels paying the internal rate,
placed onboard French Ligne J “Estremadure”, with violet “P. TRANSATLANTICO” cds struck on arrival on
reverse, with “450” reis hs for triple rate for weight up to 3oz; a scarce and desirable “Coloridos” franking.

40491

H 

56

100 - 150

1866 50r blue, pair with partial vertical perforation, lightly cancelled by black dotted lozenges; perforation
varieties are very rare in the Dom Pedro issues; ex Bopp.
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40494

40493

40500ex

40495

40503
40526

40502
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40521

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40492

H 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

58

100 - 150

1866 5100r green, a corner example from the upper left of the sheet, showing spectacular misplaced
perforation as a result of a paper fold, used with cork cancel; perforation varieties in the Dom Pedro
issues are very rare.
40493

F / 372

Scott 61, 65

300 - 400

1877 (July 14) Envelope (opened for display) from Rio de Janeiro to Marseilles, franked by 1876-77 10r
horizontal block of six and 100r pair, the block tied by small cds on dispatch, the 100r by indistinct circle
hs, showing on reverse part of “Rio-Janeiro/Paq. Fr. J N°3” denoting carriage by the “Orenoque”, some
minor faults to cover and diagonal crease passing through one 100r; an extremely rare franking to pay
the single 260r rate as per the Bern Treaty, and one of just ten 10r block of six on or off cover recorded
(according to Comelli).
40494

F / 372

Scott 72

300 - 400

1881 (Jan 14) Cover from Rio de Janeiro endorsed Pr. “Orenoque”, addressed to the Princess Januaria,
Emperor Dom Pedro’s sister at the Brazilian Legation in Paris, franked by 1878-79 100r vertical pair,
tied by cork cancel with dispatch cds below, blue French entry cds at left, and Ligne J maritime cds on
reverse, a very rare and interesting usage with the stamps connected to the addressee.
40495

F / 372

Scott 69

250 - 300

1883 (Feb 21) Cover from Santanna to Maranhao, franked by 1878-79 20r violet in vertical strip of five,
with each stamp cancelled by two pen strokes, vertical filing fold affecting the multiple; according to
Comelli, one of just five used strips of five on or off cover recorded; it is interesting to note that each stamp
has two diagonal slits at right, which were most probably applied to avoid the stamps to be removed.

40495A

C H G / 40495A

53/76

800 - 1’200

Brazil: 1866-79 Dom Pedro assembly comprising 88 stamps, including multiples with 300r used block
of four, marginal ABN imprints, 100r with misplaced perforation, 50r blue used featuring the cracked
plate variety, cancellations -also including complete strikes- with framed Formiga, Santa Branca,
Butucatu, Iguassu, Amparo in red, “Depois da Partida”, ovals with Pouso-Bello de Cantagallo, S. Jose
d’Alem Parahyba, cds’s of Passo Fundo (red), Porto de S. Antonio (blue), Laguna (blue), Itaqui, Ribeirão
Preto, French type cds’s, etc; a choice lot with few faults and several delightful examples, with the very
fine and choice quality being the norm, viewing suggested.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40496

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

1938 Group of 10, mostly airmail registered envelopes, all but 1 from same correspondence, nearly all
franked with high values of the tourism set 1937/38 5000r (8 covers), 10000r pair (top adhesive corner
fault), mostly via CONDOR Lufthansa, one via AIR FRANCE, an interesting and scarce specialist group,
etc. + vignette of ASA (Aerovia SA de Minas Gerais) in 5 different colours
40497

120 - 150

F 
1946 5c airs USA tied to US postal stationery envelope 5c from Chicago to Rio de Janeiro and returned
with Brazil 2.20cr UPU South America Congress, so-called PANAM test cover to check the airmail
transport duration, very fine.

40498

150 - 200

F 
1948 Money value postal stationery envelopes on transparent paper, 2 different imprints, both with
value vignette at back, seldom seen.

Cameroon
40499

150 - 200

CC J 
1969 Famous People with Moon Landing overprint mint nh mini sheets, 8 examples, very fine (Mi.
€2’240)

Chile
40500

500 - 700

F / 372
1849-53 Correspondence comprising 15 entire letters from France, originating from Paris or Nogent-leRotrou, all addressed to the famous painter Clara Filleul in Santiago, including four items paid in cash
and the rest with their valuable French frankings missing; various items show arrival markings including
“Ultramar Valparaiso” and postage dues.

40501

150 - 200

F 
1851-52 Four stampless covers from Santiago via Panama to France, bearing British double-arc ds of
Valparaiso on back, all taxed with “21” marking on receipt, two with red oval “Santiago/De Chile” and
one with ms “Panama Transit” in red uncommonly applied in Panama.

40502

F / 372

12

200 - 300

1866 (Aug 24) Entire letter from Valparaiso to Lima, franked by 1862 London Last Printing 10c single
and pair, touched in one place, tied by “Inutil” barred ovals with red dispatch cds alongside and “2”
reales red crayon charge on receipt, backstamped on arrival, with contents mentioning that this letter
should have arrived to Callao with the ship “Dorade”.
40503

F / 372

Scott 17; Sassone 8, 11

1871 (Jan 27) Cover from Santiago to Rome franked by 1867 5c red, tied by cork cancel with dispatch
cds in blue in centre, red French transit , ms “14” tax paid with 1870-74 postage dues 40c & 1L on
arrival, transits of Lisbon and Turin on reverse, very slight toning around perforation mentioned for
accuracy, a rare usage; signed Bottacchi and Colla; ex Palumbo.

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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250 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Y&T 32; Sassone 11, 12

600 - 1’000

French Consular Agency

40504

F 

1872 (Nov 15) Cover from Valparaiso to Florence, presumably carried at triple rate but insufficiently
franked with “Empire Lauré” 80c strip of four , tied by anchor lozenges with accompanying
“VALPARAISO” octagonal hs (Salles fig. 1381) adjacent, red boxed “Affranchissement/Insuffisant” hs,
“F.*56” Franco-Italian convention marking in blue, “Ligne F” on reverse and carried by the “Ville StNazaire” to Panama, taxed on arrival with ms “30” also tying the French franking collected with 1870-74
1L & 2L postage dues, tied by “Firenze” cds’s; some tone spots not detracting from an extremely rare
usage from the French Consular agency in Valparaiso (Salles ‘RR’, “pièce d’amateur”), exhibiting
a unique partially paid franking; signed Hassel; ex Palumbo.

China
Local Post
Shanghai

40505

40505

40506

40507

DCE 

Chan LS3

200 - 300

1865 4ca yellow-bister, printing 57, a magnificent example with large balanced margins all around ,
extremely fine.
40506

DCE 

Chan LS3

200 - 300

Chan LS3

200 - 300

1865 4ca yellow-bister, printing 57, very fresh with large margins on all sides, extremely fine.
40507

DCE 

1865 4ca yellow-bister, printing 57, a largely margined and extremely fine example; signed Benzinger.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40508

40508

Cat. n°

40509

40510

DCE 

Estimate (€)

40511

Chan LS3

150 - 200

Chan LS4

200 - 300

1865 4ca deep yellow-bister, printing 57, wide even margins all around, very fresh and fine.
40509

DCE 

1865 8ca olive-green, printing 59, oily impression barely displaying the details of the head of the dragon,
and very good margins, very fine.
40510

DCE 

Chan LS4

200 - 300

Chan LS4

200 - 300

1865 8ca olive-green, printing 59, quite clear impression and good margins, very fine.
40511

DCE 

1865 8ca olive-green, printing 59, blurred impression hiding details of the design as in the head of the
dragon, large margins all around, very fine.

40512

DCE 

Chan LS8

1865-66 Shanghai Local Post - “Large Dragons” group of 21 unused stamps, all classified according to
the Chan catalogue (over $10,000) and including the useful information of the printings, in very fine to
extremely fine condition; ex Max J. Mayer.
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2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40513

40513

Cat. n°

40514

40515

DCE 

Estimate (€)

40516

Chan LS8

100 - 150

1865 1ca deep blue on laid paper, printing 23, excellent impression, slightly touched in places,
otherwise fine.
40514

DCE 

Chan LS17

150 - 200

1866 3ca reddish brown, printing 50, showing the variety “I.P.O.” instead of “L.P.O.”, well margined;
in the Fortune Wang collection only three examples are found; extremely fine and displaying an
outstandingly fresh impression; signed Pfenninger.
40515

DCE 

Chan LS18

100 - 150

Chan LS18

100 - 150

1866 6ca red-brown, printing 58, a large margined example, very fine.
40516

DCE 

1866 6ca red-brown, printing 58, strong colour and impression, good to large margins, very fine.

40517

40517

40518

DCE 

40519

40520

Chan LS21

100 - 150

1866 12ca orange-brown, printing 61, detailed impression and wide even margins, very fresh and fine.
40518

DCE 

Chan LS22

100 - 150

1866 16ca orange-brown, printing 62, with interesting plate flaw featuring two dots in lower right square
(no example included in the Fortune Wang collection), intense shade and wide balanced margins,
extremely fine; signed Fulpius.
40519

DCE 

Chan LS31

100 - 150

1866 3ca dark red-brown, printing 53, featuring broken “L” in “L.P.O.”, ample margins, very fresh and fine.
40520

DCE 

Chan LS35

100 - 150

1866 4ca yellow, printing 72, mesh paper, very fresh showing clear impression and good margins, very fine.
40521

2’000 - 3’000

F / 372
Shanghai local post 1/2 cent postal stationery wrapper sent locally and then redirected to Bern,
Switzerland with a franking of the German Post 5 Pfg Vorläufer cancelled “SHANGHAI 23.5.97” and Bern
arrival backstamp (4.7.97). A very fine and attractive mixed franking, PROBABLY UNIQUE ON WRAPPER.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Chan 2; S.G. 2

240 - 300

Chinese Empire (1878-1949)
1878-83 Large Dragon

40522

40522

40523

C 
1878 Large Dragon 3ca brown-red, 2 1/2mm spacing on thin paper, mint hr, very fine.

1894 Dowager
40523

5’000 - 6’000

C 
1897 60th Birthday of the Dowager Empress “Mollendorf” special printing on un watermarked paper
1cn. to 24cn. set of nine with large part original gum; a superb set and very rare in such superb quality.

1897 Dowager Small Surcharges

40524

40524

CC C 

40525

Chan 42e

2’000 - 3’000

1897 Empress Dowager, first printing, small figure, 8c on 6ca brown in vertical strip of three with error
IMPERFORATE HORIZONTALLY IN BETWEEN mint left marginal, very fine and scarce

1897 (Mar) Dowager Large Wide Surcharges
40525

C 

Chan 56d; S.G. 57a

1897 Large figure, wide spacing 1/2c on 3ca Dowager Empress (2nd printing) in mint vertical strip of
three showing variety imperf. horizontally, hinge remnants on each stamp, very fine.
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900 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40526

CC C J / 372

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Chan 57

200 - 300

1897 Dowager Empress 1c on 1ca, second printing wide spacing, in mint left marginal block of 8, very
fine multiple.

1897-1911 Imperial Post

40527

40527

C 

40528

40533

Chan 92-103

1’500 - 2’000

1897 Tokyo printing 1/2c to $5 mint set of 12, some short perfs as usual and some a little heavily hinged,
part to large part og, fine to very fine.
40528

C 

Chan 117s; S.G. 122c

400 - 600

1902-03 1c Brownish Orange 1c, without wmk, in mint hr horizontal pair with variety imperf. between,
a trace of thinning otherwise very fine and scarce.
40529

F / 380

Michel 48, 49

250 - 300

1902 (Mar 8) CIP 1c postal stationery card from Canton to Brussels, showing Tombstone postmark at
top centre, uprated with 1898-1909 1c pair and 2c, tied by Canton cds, in combination with Hong Kong
4c tied in transit and French Ligne N octagonal d.s., a scarce combination with Tombstone hs.
40530

F 

Michel 52

150 - 200

1905 (June 1st) Cover from Peking to Vienna, bearing Imperial Post 1898-1909 10c green, showing
at right interpanneau, tied by dispatch cds via the French P.O. at Shanghai with corresponding cds in
centre.
40531

400 - 600

F / 380
1906 (Aug) “Red band” envelope from Paoting to the New Modderfontein Gold Mine at Benoni,
bearing China C.I.P. 10c, with French P.O. Shanghai, Shanghai bi-lingual, Colombo and Benoni arrival
datestamps, envelope split open along seem, very scarce destination mail from China.
Note: Due to the 1899-1902 Anglo-Boer War, most of the gold mines were taken out of production. After
the war, the highest economic priority for the new Transvaal Colonial government was to get the mines
producing gold again. For this purpose Chinese labourers were imported.

40532

F 

Michel 60

100 - 150

1910 CIP 1c postal stationery card with printed advertising clothing message, sent from Shanghai to
Hankow, uprated with 1902-08 1c tied by Shanghai cds, with Hankow arrival cds at left, very fine.

Chinese Republic
40533

C 

Chan 208-226; S.G. 268-286

1’000 - 1’500

1913 London Printing 1/2c to $10 mint set of 19, mint lh or mint hr, the $2 with part gum, very fine
and fresh.
40534

H 

Chan 343a

40 - 50

1932-34 Martyrs of the Revolution, Peking printing, 40c orange showing major re-entry with much of
the design doubled, particularly visible in the ‘sun’ above Gen Hsing’s head, Shanghai cds, fine and
scarce (SG 420a £250).
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40531
40529

40540

40543

40542ex

40547

40546ex1 (front)

40546ex2 (reverse)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40535

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

1933 (Jul 16) Italian Navy envelope from the R. Esploratore “Quarto”, originating from China and
redirected inland in Italy, bearing Dr. Sun Yat Sen 25c tied by “LLOYD TRIESTINO/Pto. CONTE VERDE”
cds, arrival bs, fine and scarce.

1948-49 Gold and Silver Yuan Issues

40536

DCE 

Chan S113-S138; S.G. 1244-1269

200 - 300

1949 Silver Yuan Domestic Unit stamps for West Szechwan, set of 26, unused without gum as issued,
very fine.
40537

150 - 200

F 
1948 Commercial envelope inscribed “sample of no value”, originally containing tea, sent registered
from Shanghai to Sweden franked on the reverse with $92.50 franking, very fine and scarce registered
sample mail.

China Provincial Issues
China Province Manchuria
40538

80 - 120

F 
1927 2c junk issue overprinted horizontally with Manchuria overprint tied to printed matter of Harbin
drug company by HARBIN cds to drug store in Esslingen / German Empire.

North East Provinces

40539

J DCE 

Chan NE56, NE59 & NE61; S.G. 34, 37 & 39

500 - 700

1947 $22, $65 and $109 in mint blocks of four, no gum as issued, very fine and scarce multiples of these
difficult values from this issue.
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Szechuan
40540

300 - 400

F / 380
1933 (Sept) Red band airmail cover to Shanghai, franked on reverse Szechuan 1st issue 1c orange
together with 2nd issue 2c green (17) and 3rd issue 10c lilac (2), all tied by “PAHSIEN/(CHUNGKING)”
cds, on front with receiving Shanghai roller postmark on 8 September, an interesting and scarce mixedissue franking.

Yunnan

40541

C 

Chan Y29-Y35; S.G. 29-35

100 - 150

1932 Yunnan overprint on Dr. Sun Yat-sen first London printing 1c to $5, mint lh, very fine and fresh.

Foreign Post Offices
British Post Offices
40542

F / 380

S.G. 33

150 - 200

1899 (Nov 20) Postcard to Dollnstein (Germany), franked by China 1898 1/2c (6) and 1c, tied by ‘Pa-kua’
hs, Shanghai Local post and Hong kong cds’s at tight, additionally franked with Hong Kong 1884 2c
carmine (2) tied by Br. Shanghai cds, arrival at base, some toned perforations but an interesting Local
Post usage.

French Post Offices
40543

F / 380

Y&T 8

200 - 300

1895 (April 19) Cover to England franked by overprinted Sage 25c, tied by “SHANG-HAÏ/CHINE” cds,
redirected from Dover to Canterbury with application of 1881 1d violet tied by Dover “258” duplex, with
receiving cds on back, an unusual combination.
40544

F 

Y&T 5

1899 (Nov 24) CIP 1c postal stationery card to Charlottenburg (Germany), uprated with China 1898 1c
and 2c, tied by bilingual Hankow cds, transferred to the French mail with overprinted Sage 10c type II,
tied by French Shanghai cds, German receiver at lower left and bilingual Shanghai cds on back, very fine.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Michel V47

800 - 1’200

German Post Offices

40545

F 

1898 (Jan 4) Envelope from Kiang Yin Forts to Bethel bei Bielefeld (Germany), showing Shanghai Large
Dollar dater on reverse, franked on front by 1897 Empress Dowager redrawn design 1/2c on 3ca (Chan
82) in two vertical pairs, including one stamp with”2” of the “1/2” denomination almost completely
missing, cancelled by “Pa-kua” hs of Shanghai, in mixed franking with 1894-98 10pf pair and two
singles, tied by “SHANGHAI” cds’s; a very rare combination franking with the sender only paying
the single 2ca internal rate with Chinese stamps in order to make the cover more attractive for the
addressee, who was a stamp collector (see “Markenfreund” in the address).
Provenance: 1. Merkur (Stanley Gibbons) auction in Frankfurt (May 1972, lot 569), and Max J. Mayer.
Expertise: Signed Mansfeld (active in the 1958-1970’s) and Horst Pröschold (1922-1989).
40546

F / 380

Mi. V47

400 - 600

1892 (March 22) Cover to Dresden with German “GESANDTSCHAFT DES DEUTSCHEN REICHES/
PEKING” paper seal on reverse, where also the “I.G OF CUSTOMS/PEKING” (22.3), violet “CUSTOMS/
TIENTSIN” (23.3, faint strike) and “CUSTOMS/SHANGHAI” (28.3) cds’s where applied, with Chinese 3
candarin stamp missing besides the area where a blue barred oval hs is visible, with the franking on
front incl. 1890-96 10pf in pair, tied by “KAISERLICH/DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds,
three vertical folds not affecting the stamps, a rare combination franking; ex Max J. Mayer.
40547

F / 380

Mi. V41, V46, V47

300 - 400

1893 (March 24) Cover to London bearing 1890-94 5pf and 20pf, each in vertical pair, tied by
“KAISERLICH/DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, and additionally 1886-90 10pf which
remained uncancelled (except for three perforations at top) and was not accepted for postage as this
issue was valid until 31.1.1891, being framed on three sides by blue pencil to highlight the erroneous
usage and consequent tax to apply, paid with British “2 1/2/F.B.” due marking, framed “T.” at top left;
two horizontal creases, one affecting the franking at top, a very rare postage due cover in a most
unusual combination franking; ex Max J. Mayer.
40548

100 - 150

F 
1903 (Oct 3) Incoming postcard from Karlskoga in Sweden franked by two 5ore, addressed to The Great
Northern Telegraph Co. in Shanghai, showing “Shanghai/Deutsche Post” cds in centre.

Kiautschou

40549

100 - 150

F 
1905 (March 6) 5c postal stationery card with rare printed illustration of the first international art
exhibition in Tsingtau (25.2.05) on reverse, sent to Hamburg and cancelled by “DEUSTCHE SEEPOST/
SHANGHAI-TIENTSIN/b” oval ds, arrival cds at left, very fine.
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Cat. n°
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Italian Post Offices

The Finest Example Known of the “2 Dollari” on 5 Lire

40550

CC 

Sassone 30

1919 2d (“2 DOLLARI”) on 5L ultramarine and rose, the extraordinary never hinged example displaying
an outstandingly good centring and exhibiting balanced margins, remarkably fresh with full original
gum; according to the expert Helmuth Avi in his certificate this example “can be considered the best
of the only 15 items known”, with only 15 stamps issued; a gem of the Italian post Offices Abroad;
Sassone €300,000 (without considering the premium for the centring).
Expertise: cert. Helmuth Avi (2021).
Provenance: King Carol of Romania
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40’000 - 50’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Japanese Post Offices
40551

100 - 150

F 
1902 (24.11) Japanese blue framed postal stationery card 1 1/2s + additional 3sn adhesive, both
postmarked bluish grey ‘SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. 24.11.02’ cds via Nagasaki and German P.O. Tsingtau to the
German Post office director of Weihsien /Kiautschou, some stains otherwise fine & scarce destination.

40552

100 - 150

F 
1922 (07.10) Postal stationery card 4s for use in China + additional franking 4s red with black overprint
for use in China postmarked ‘TIENTSIN I.J.P.O. 7.10.22’ to German Empire (Fürth / Bavaria), slight
corner crease at top right otherwise very fine.

Macao
40553

F 

Y&T 117

80 - 100

1910 (Aug 26) Cover to Hong Kong bearing Portuguese Macao 1902 6a on 200r vertical bisect, tied by
Macao cds, backstamped on arrival, very fine.

Manchukuo
40554

100 - 150

F 
1910 (14.7., native date) Picture postcard franked 1 1/2s booklet adhesive with native MUKDEN
postmark, picture side showing the Imperial Mausoleums of Pei-Ling, very fine.

Collections and Lots
40555

2’000 - 3’000

CC C 
1967-1986 Attractive and valuable assembly of some of the medium sets and singles from this popular
collecting period, all housed in attractive Chinese style stockbooks, plus a fine array of later miniature
sheets, generally fresh and extremely fine, a wonderful group (100’s)

Colombia

40556

CC C 

6

1’000 - 1’500

1859 20c deep blue, stone B, horizontal block of 18 from the upper right corner of the sheet, positions
6-11 / 17-22 / 28-33, original gum and without the remarkable traces of tone spots usually encountered
in multiples of this value, one stamp cut into in lower right corner, showing oval embossed seal in
right margin (not mentioned in the certificate), small thin spot only affecting one design and couple of
vertical creases not detracting; to our knowledge, the only multiple recorded of this stamp showing an
embossed seal; cert. Club Filatélico de Bogotá (2019, not mentioning the variety).
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40565

40566ex

40560ex

40586

40575ex

40567

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40557

40564
40561

40557

Estimate (€)

40562

H 

26b

300 - 400

1862 50c red error of transfer, instead of 20c, type II (smaller “0”), error occurred in the fourth or fifth
horizontal rows of the sheet, marginal example from the left of sheet, touched at base, otherwise good
to large margins, cancelled by “MEDELLIN./FRANCA.” oval hs in blue, closed tear at base, small thin
spot in margin and vertical soiling spot, still though a desirable one of just three marginal examples
of this very significant error of classic Colombia; cert. Estudio 20 (Solari, Imbelloni, Jacubowicz);
(Yvert 22a, €10,000).

40558

200 - 300

CC 
Revenue Stamps. 1878 20c black in complete sheet 88 with the bottom row of seven printed sideways
and pointing to the right, very fine and fresh (faint hor. crease of no significance), and 1906 40c rose
on bluish green, horizontal block of 14 from the right of the sheet, showing spectacular misplaced
perforation as a result of a paper fold before the process to perforate the stamps; a very rare and
visually impressive duo, both with full o.g.

Colombia Compania Colombiana de Navegacion Aérea
40559

180 - 240

J DCE 
1920 CCNA 0.10$ (pilot & airplane) green in block of 6 (showing both types), 0.10$ (2 designs) brownishred in tête-bêche pair, 3 se-tenant pairs and 2 singles, all unused as issued, very fine; Yv 11, 13, 14 €
3’500++; Mi 10, 15, 16 €1’020 for loose singles, specialist group.

40560

600

CC J / 386
1921-23 (01.04.23) 60c orange perf. 11 1/2 in 3 MNH sheetlets of 25, Mi no.35 for MNH € 15000, Yv
for hinged € 8250.

States - Bolivar
40561

C 

Scott 35 (var)

100 - 200

1882 5p blue and rose, rouletted 6, mint o.g., a very rare example of unknown status; unlisted in the
Scott and Y&T catalogues.
40562

H 

Scott 36 var

100 - 200

1882 10p brown and blue, perforated 14, used with probably bogus cancel of Cartagena, fewer than ten
examples known with this perforation, which is unlisted in the Scott and Y&T catalogues.
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Yvert 10

15'000 - 20'000

States - Cundinamarca

40562A

F 

1883 5c black on green, a largely margined example sanctioned with signature of the postal administrator,
used on undated cover to Neiva, tied by manuscript "Porte pagado/Octubre 10 de 1883" cancellation;
some discoloration caused by humidity, of aboslutely no significance for this, the only cover recorded
bearing this provisional issue and the most significant of Cundinamarca; cert. Calves (2008); Yvert
€75'000; ex Gene Scott.
40563

DCE 

11+11a

100 - 150

1884 5c blue (redrawn), complete sheet of 100, including the inverted cliché in position 1, without gum, in
outstanding state of preservation for this large multiple with only one small tear affecting one stamp only.
40564

150 - 200

H / 387
1884 Provisional “$1” surcharges hand-stamped on 10c red, and applied due to a currency reform
where “$1” equalled one gold peso (valued at one US$), with each element of the surcharge applied
separately, well margined and cancelled in ms, one of the very few genuine examples known.

States - Santander
40565

DCE / 386

Scott 4

150 - 200

1886 1c blue in an uncommon pale shade, block of ten from the bottom of the sheet, showing part of
the row at base which was printed sideways, unused without gum, corner crease not affecting designs
and faint tone spot, a rare multiple.
40566

H / 386

Scott 4-6

200 - 300

1886 Second Issue group of 24 stamps displaying 16 different cancellations, including very rare
examples of ms Cochalema, Campú, Nicolás and Salazar, with other ink usages being Bucaramanga,
Cúcuta, Pamplona, Ocaña, San Andrés and San Gil, postmarks of Bucaramanga (on 5c pair), Ocaña
(black and violet), Cúcuta (three diff. types incl. oval and straight lines) and Socorro, as well as two fiscal
handstamps, few examples with usual faults; an extremely rare assembly.
40567

DCE / 386

Scott 5 (var)

1886 5c red, unused block of 22 without gum; the absence of some of the frame lines between stamps
and the overall coarseness may indicate that it originates from late printings from new stones, where
the bottom row was printed sideways pointing to the left instead of to the right (no reprints are
recorded for this issue); a fascinating and very rare multiple.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Scott 2; Sassone 7, 8, 11

2’000 - 3’000

Costa Rica

40568

F 

1873 (Aug 4) Envelope from San José to Rome, bearing 1863 3r scarlet, tied by “4 AGT 73” octagonal
ds, carried by British steamer via Colon with corresponding cds in centre, struck with “17” marking on
arrival following application of 1870-74 30c, 40c & 1L postage dues; a highly eye-catching usage and,
according to our records, unique exhibiting a combination of three different Italian denominations
with the first issue; signed Holcombe; ex Palumbo.

Cuba
40569

H 

14

200 - 300

1857 2r dull rose, full sheet reconstruction of 170 made up of strips and blocks, with largest having
15 and 20 units, all stamps cancelled by vertical pen stroke typically denoting that they were used on
newspapers, some faults, scarce; cert. Sarrias (2019); (Edifil 9).
40570

100 - 150

F 
1896 Paquebot envelope franked 10c 1896 issue bearing oval bar numeral ‘12’ alongside violet
PAQUEBOT (N.Y.-2D DIV.) via New York to Vienna (transit & arrival at back), from tobacco correspondence

Democratic Republic of Congo
40571

1’200 - 1’500

CC 
Zaire 1980 Olympics UNISSUED (due to the boycott of the Moscow Games) complete perf. set of 9
values in complete sheets of 30 each, mint n.h., rare.

40572

1’000 - 1’200

CC 
Zaire 1980 Olympics UNISSUED (due to the boycott of the Moscow Games) values 50s (runner), 1.50K
(horse riding), 10K (football) & 75K (shooting) in mint n.h. IMPERFORATE sheets of 30, apparently only
those 4 imperf. values reached the philatelic public, rare.

40573

150 - 200

CC 
Zaire 1980 Olmypics UNISSUED (due to the boycott of the Moscow Games) complete perf. set of 9
values + miniature sheet 10Z basketball, mint n.h., scarce.
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40577

40579

40588

40583

40587

40589

40590
40592
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Michel 596 var.

100 - 150

Dominican Republic

40574

CC 

1957 OLYMPIC GAMES MELBOURNE 5c with INVERTED SCOUT JUBILEE OVERPRINT for BadenPowell, MNH, rare.

Ecuador
40575

250 - 300

M / 386
1865 4 reales, group of four different sheets of reprints printed on quadrillé paper, each comprising eight
units, in blue (slight toning), green, red and yellow, as well as five singles in black (two), green, yellow
and blue, of which four with violet circle hs; these reprints were nevertheless considered to be of proof
status by Brian Moorhouse, although we believe they are not.

40576

CC C J 

2

120 - 180

1869-73 1/2r blue on bluish surfaced paper, third printing, four mint blocks of four, two with marginal
rules, including positions 7-8 / 19-20, 23-24 / 35-36, 31-32 / 42-43 (thin spots) and faulty 61-62 / 73-74,
each block with 2019 APS certificate.

Egypt
1872-75 Penasson
40577

180 - 240

F / 390
1872 (Sep 24) Envelope from Mansura to Cairo with 1pi tied by blue Mansura cds, arrival bs, fine.

Ethiopia

40578

CC P 

Yvert 200a

150 - 200

1931 Definitives 1/4g in IMPERFORATE block of 4, MNH, scarce, € 1000.

Collections, Lots etc.
40579

180 - 240

F / 390
1911-85 Group of 27 covers, cards, postal stationery incl. diverse unusual items (incl. 1 wrapper), noted
1930 H. Selassie mass franking, 1962 values on blank covers with signatures of designer Afewerk Tekle,
1911 cover with blue HARAR pmk, etc., mixed to mostly very fine.
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Haiti
40580

150 - 200

F 
1789 (Feb 6) Entire letter from Cap to the South West of France, charged “10” in ms with “COL/BORDX”
circle ship entry postmark.

40581

100 - 150

F 
1803 (May 17) Entire letter from Cap to Bordeaux, carried across the Atlantic by a passenger or a
member of a ship and posted on arrival with framed “Petite-Poste/Bordeaux” hs, and local charge of
1 decime in ms.

40582

C J 

2

70 - 100

1881, 2c violet/pale lilac, reconstruction of the pane of 50 stamps, including blocks of 15, 10 and 6 (2),
very fine.
40583

F / 390

21, 22

200 - 300

1889 (June 6) “Administration des Postes D’Haïti/Carte Postale” red-brown card to Bremen (Germany),
franked by 1887 1c & 2c, each tied by Jacmel dispatch cds, repeated at left, where also the German
arrival cds was struck, a scarce formular card.

Japan

40584

H 

Mi. 4 IIx

1’500 - 2’000

1871, 500 mon greenish blue, rare plate 2 on wove paper, with full to wide margins all around, cancelled
by UNRECORDED FANCY HANDSTAMP in red. A very fine example of this rarity (Scott 4g, Michel 4
IIx €6000)
40585

100 - 150

C P 
1960ca., Folder with 10 printing proofs of Japanese stamp production of Government printing bureau
Tokyo, very fine.

Foreign Post Offices
French Military Mail
40586

F / 386

Y&T 29

400 - 600

1871 (April 15) Cover to Bourg-sur-Gironde franked by 1863 20c, tied by “5118” lozenge with
“CORR.D.ARMÉES/YOKOHAMA” cds in centre, a very fine cover rarely sent during the period of the
“Commune” uprisings in Paris; ex Max J. Mayer.
40587

F / 390

Y&T 53, 57, 59

1874 (Feb 13) Incoming envelope from Paris addressed to Captain Lebon (Chief Artillery Instructor of
the Military Mission to Japan) in Yedo (the old name for Tokyo before the Meiji Restoration), and sent by
his mother, bearing perf. ‘Cérès’ 5c, 15c (bistre) & 80c, tied on dispatch, struck in transit on reverse with
“YOKOHAMA/BAU FRANÇAIS” cds, scarce; ex Max J. Mayer.
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Y&T 23

250 - 400

French Post Office
40588

F / 390

1866 (Feb 1) Single rate envelope to Bordeaux, bearing 1862 40c vertical pair cancelled by “5118”
dotted lozenge, showing “YOKOHAMA/BAU FRANÇAIS” and red French entry cds’s alongside, two
vertical creases clear away of the franking, a rare mail in the year of the Great Fire of Yokohama; cert.
Roumet (2002), signed Calves; (Yv €700); ex Jun Ichi Matsumoto and Max J. Mayer.
40589

F / 390

Y&T 24

200 - 300

1866 (Feb 28) Cover to Lyon, paying the single rate with 1862 80c, tied by “5118” dotted lozenge, with
superb “YOKOHAMA/BAU FRANÇAIS” and red French entry cds alongside, bs on receipt, very fine,
carried by the British mail with involvement of the “Cadiz”, “Baroda”, “Delhi” and the “Tanjore” ships,
sent some months before the Great Fire of Yokohama; cert. Roumet (2002), signed Calves and Pothion;
(Yv €1’000 for the franking); ex Jun Ichi Matsumoto and Max J. Mayer.
40590

F / 390

Y&T 38

150 - 200

1878 (Feb 4) Envelope via Brindisi to Offranville carried at single GPU rate, bearing ‘Siège’ 40c, tied
by “YOKOHAMA/BAU FRANÇAIS” cds, repeated alongside, red French entry cds, a couple of toned
perfs., scarce; ex Max J. Mayer.

Korea
40591

800 - 1’000

DCE / 394
1956 Olympics 20h and 55h imperf mini sheets, faint handling bends, very fine and rare (Mi. €8’000)

North Korea
40592

200 - 250

F / 390
1954 (21.09) Registered airmail propaganda picture postcard to Huskov u Loun (Czechosl.) franked
1951 10w ‘fighting soldiers’ + 40w medal high format + 1952 70w lilac brown + 20w peace propagand
+ 1954 5w red-brown Taedong-Mun bearing Chungzin pmk alongside registered postmark, rare
registered postcard, Mi nos. 50B, 51bB, 52aB, 53bB & 84B

40593

150 - 200

F / 394
1953 (17.12) Illustrated propaganda enveloppe from a member of the Czech. DKNS delegation franked
scarce 1951 5w on 6w surcharge issue + 70w Partisan issue + 1952 peace propaganda issue 20w
bearing Kesong pmk, rare

40594

150 - 200

F / 394
1953 (15.12) Picture postcard (female horserace) via airmail to Praha franked scarce 1951 5w on 6w
surcharge issue + 40w small format in hoizontal pair bearing Kesong pmk, rare, Mi nos. 46b + 49B

40595

200 - 250

F / 394
1954 (5.07) Registered airmail propaganda picture postcard to Huskov u Loun (Czechosl.) franked 1949
6w general elections + 1951 10w General Tang Hu-shan + 40w medal large format + 1952 70w Partisan
Li Su Dok + 20w Korean-Chinese friendship, all imperforate, postmarked Chungzin 5.7.54, scarce, Mi
nos. 19xbA, 48B, 50B, 52aB & 57B, scarce franking

40596

150 - 200

F 
1954 (10.9) Registered airmail envelope to Ujezd (Czechosl.) franked 6 different values, noted scarce
1951 6w order of Admiral Li Sun-sin and 1950 Korean order 1w yellowish-green, postmarked CHUNGZIN
10.9.54, top back flap missing, attractive & scarce item, Mi nos. 52B, 38aB, A29, 50B, 51B & 53B
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40605
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40595
40599

40606
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40610

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40597

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

1955 (24.02) Airmail propaganda picture postcard to Huskov u Loun (Czechosl.) franked 1951 10w
General Tang Hu-shan + 40w medal low format + 1952 20w peace propaganda + 1954 10w chocolade
reconstruction + 1954 5w red-brown Taedong-Mun + 1955 10w peoples army, all imperforate, sent from
Kaia, scarce, Mi nos. 48B, 49B, 53aB, 84B, 87B & 88B
40598

150 - 200

F 
1956 (19.05) Airmail envelope to Praha (Czechosl.) franked 1951 40w medal large format + 1954
5w Taedong Mun + 10w reconstruction iron works + 1955 20w Korean-Soviet friendship (pair) , all
imperforate, postmarked Kesong 19.5.56, at back transit Phongjang, scarce, Mi nos. 50B, 84B, 86B,
97B

40599

200 - 250

F / 394
1957 (26.5.) Registered envelope from Czechoslovak Embassy Phyongyang to Czechoslavak Embassy
Moscou (with arrival marking at back) franked 1956 40w Moranbong-Gukjang theatre imperf. (rare on
cover) + 3 other values, unusual and scarce item, v. fine, Mi nos.105B, 53bB, 52B, 93aB

40600

150 - 200

F 
1957 (08.03) Decorated registered airmail envelope to Praha (Czechosl.) franked at front and back
6 different values, noted 1952 60w Female Partisan fighter Li Su Dok and Peace Propaganda 20w,
attractive & scarce item, Mi nos. 53B, 52bB, 49B, 115B, 84B & 93aB,

40601

150 - 200

F 
1957 (01.11.) Registered decorated propaganda airmail envelope from Chungzin to Brno (Czechoslovakia)
franked 1951 40w (pair) military medal, high format + 1952 70w Female Partisan Li Su Dok, very fine &
attractive cover, scarce, Mi nos. 50B, 52B

Mali
40602

180 - 240

CC P 
1986 WWF Issue ‘worldwide nature protection’ complete set in mint n.h. IMPERFORATE sheets of 20
each, scarce.

Mexico
40603

150 - 200

F 
1810 (Nov 3) Entire letter from Mexico City to Veracruz, bearing “MEXICO” straight-line hs in black,
including very interesting comments about the War of Independence which broke out one month and
a half before the date of this letter (spelling and grammar erros in the original text): “Aqui dudamos el
destino que han tomado los ynsurgentes, se cree ayan retrocedido sobre Toluca pero otros opinan
ayan desfilado por tierra (...?) sobre Puebla: de todos modos años van de vida; esta capital oy es el
mejor puesto de seguridad (...?) que ayer el Reyno un sin igual jefe bela sin cesar, dos mil Patriotas
ymbencibles no cesamos en nuestras fatigas y el Pueblo esta muy adecto a la justa causa; esta capital
(...) todos seguimos guarnecidos con tropas (...?) artilleria Patrioticas e Yndias entusiasmados que
balen por mil cada uno (...) estoy de guardia y boy a salir de Patrulla, ace cinco dias que solo me apeo
del caballo pa. comer” (sic); a fascinating historical letter.

40604

F 

Scott 94

80 - 120

1873 (Apr 27) Entire from Tampico to Bordeaux, France, with 1872 no wmk 12c with Tampico district
overprint and “40 73” consignment number, good margins, paying the single internal rate, tied by oval
“Franco/Tampico” cancel, carried to Veracruz and put aboard RMSPC “Corsica” to St. Thomas and
transferred to RMSPC “Moselle” to Plymouth, with Anglo-French Treat 1F60c accountancy hs, with
“12” decimes charge, Calais transit and Bordeaux arrival bs, very fine.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40605

F / 394

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

109

200 - 300

1876 Mourning cover (opened for display with part of back flaps at top missing) from Mexico City to
Aix (France), franked by 25c dark blue, lightly tied by dispatch cds, with 10c “Porte de Mar” on reverse
(damaged at top), “T 1-10” credited to the British and “17” decimes due on delivery struck on front,
London cds uncommonly tying the “Porte de Mar” in red, arrival alongside, scarce; signed Baudot.
40606

F / 394

Scott 109; Sassone 8, 12

250 - 300

1878 (Feb 19) Cover from Veracruz to Genoa, with printed “Via St. Nazaire” endorsement at top left,
franked by 1874-80 25c blue, tied by dispatch cds, showing “Vera Cruz/Paq. Fr. B N°2” octagonal ds
denoting carriage by the “Ville de Bordeaux2, marked with “T” tax marking following application of
1870-74 40c pair and 2L postage dues according to the ms “28”, tied by Genoia cds’s, minor cover
imperfections; ex Palumbo.

Mongolia

40607

F 

2’000 - 3’000

1912 (Apr 5) Envelope sent registered from Urga to Sweden with Arms 4k (5) and 10k (2) tied by Urga
Cyrillic double circle ds, Cyrillic registration label adjacent, reverse with St. Petersburg and Stockholm
arrival, very fine and very rare usage in Mongolia.
40608

C H DCE 
1924 Sceptre of Indra, nice mint and used selection on 5 pages with range of all perforations incl. fine
used 5c perforation 11 1/2 & used $1 perforation 10, imperforate and double print varieties. Perforated
horizontally 1c, 2c, 10c, 20c, 50c & $1 perf. 13 1/2 with 50c perforated vertically, and perf.10 2c, 20c
and $1 horizontally perforated 13 1/2 (Mi. 1/7, STC €1’500 as hinged without counting the varieties).
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500 - 700

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40609

CC J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

3D

500 - 700

1924 Sceptre of Indra 5c perf.11 mint nh block of four, folded along perfs, a very fine and rare multiple
(Mi. 3D).
40610

200 - 300

F / 394
1926 Native cover to Kalgan franked on reverse 1m strip of 4 on top of 2m block of 10 cancelled boxed
TSETSERLING ds’s, a 1m stamp has fallen off, attractive commercial cover (Mi18, 19).

40611

F / 398

12a

300 - 500

1926 Envelope sent registered from Altanbulak to Ulan Bator, correctly franked at internal double weight
with vertical strip of three fiscal stamps with bilingual “POSTAGE” overprint in purple, all cancelled
with boxed ALTANBULAK date stamp, alongside boxed provisional registration Altanbulak handstamp,
arrival bs, fine (Mi. 12a).
40612

F / 398

6, 11

500 - 800

1926 Envelope sent registered from Tseterlig to Ulan Bator, bearing on reverse a strip of three Sceptre
50c with violet boxed handstamp in combination with 10c green revenue hand stamped “Postage”
in violet, all tied by boxed Tseterlig date handstamp, alongside Ulan Bator arrival, very fine (Mi. 6, 11)
40613

700 - 1’000

F / 398
1928-30 Pair of covers sent registered to COSTA RICA, franked with six and seven stamps respectively,
from Ulan Bator via Vladivostok and New York to San Jose, Costa Rica, fine pair of covers to an unusual
destination, with New York transit and San Jose arrival cds.

40614

500 - 700

F / 398
1931 Single rate red band cover sent registered to China (opened for display) franked on reverse with
Provisional Fiscal overprint ”Postag” 1c, pair of 2c and two 10c all cancelled by Ulan Bator cds, taxed
on arrival at Kalgan with Chinese postage due blue 20c & 30c both tied by bilingual Kalgan cds, very
fine and very attractive combination (Mi. 35, 36, 38).

40615

50 - 70

CC C 
1932 definitive issue, State Printing work Moscow, complete set mint (mostly hinged) with values in
different shades, mostly fine to very fine (Mi. 46-58) (29)

40616

120 - 150

F 
1960-88 Group of 7 covers (mostly via airmail) to Czechoslovakia, noted 1 cover franked 1955 1t
landscapes, also 2 blank items, fine to very fine.
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40620

40625

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1

300 - 400

Peru

40617

40617

H 

40621

1857, 1r blue, touched on two sides, clear to large margins in other respects, cancelled by “LIMA/ENE
12/58” cds, being one of 14 recorded by Moll cancelled in Lima; cert. R.P.S. (1945); ex Brahms.

40618

H 

3

900 - 1’200

1858 1d blue, a remarkable strip fo six from a valuable location in the sheet showing the connection of two
panes of twenty subjects including types 9-10 and 6-7-8-9, good to huge margins, cancelled by “CHACH”
dotted oval hs of Chachapoyas, illustrated in the Moll catalogue on page 102 and listed as one of the few
outstanding items for this issue; a very rare cross-pane multiple; cert. Moorhouse (2013); ex Eitner.

40619

F 

4

1’800 - 2’600

1858 (Mar) Envelope from Lima to Genoa, Italy, with 1858 1p rose, very large even margins, tied by Lima
oval of dots cancellation, overpaying the single inland letter rate, with clear Genoa 22nd April arrival bs
indicating that the cover must have left Callao on 12th March (2 days after issue), which was the date
the PSNC northbound steamer departed to Panama, then on to Colon on 25th March and put aboard
RMSPC SS “Atrato” to St. Thomas, and transferred to SS “Magdalena” arriving in Southampton 19th
April, before transiting France and arriving in Genoa with “15” decimes (single rate) charge on arrival,
very fine; the unique earliest record date of use of the 1 peseta red, a major exhibition item of the
First Issue of Peru; signed A. Bolaffi, cert. E. Diena (1981) and Moorhouse (2010, who gives a detailed
explanation of the potential confusion of the rate at this very early time, and the route).
Note: The earliest recorded date of the 1 dinero blue is also 12th March 1858, of which three covers
are recorded.
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40620

F / 398

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Scott 10

150 - 200

1861 (May 7) Cover from Huacho to Lima, franked by 1860-61 1p rose, tied by “HUAURA” straight-line
hs (Emsing 125 points); one of the scarcest straight-line postmarks in black.
40621

H / 399

14

100 - 150

1868-72, 1d green, well margined exhibiting “IZ/CUCHA/CA”hs, virtually complete and ideally struck
(Lamy-Rinck 80; Emsing 125), a delightful and rare usage.

40622

F 

Scott 14; Sa. 2, 12

800 - 1’000

1871 (Jan 27) Entire letter from Callao to Genoa (Italy), franked by two well margined examples of 186872 1d green, each tied by “C38” barred oval hs with matching Callao British P.O. cds on reverse, taxed
on arrival at triple rate with “42” in ms and postage dues 1869 10c pair and 1870-74 2L vertical pair
(upper left corner perf. missing), each tied by Genoa cds, red London transit on back; an exceedingly
scarce combination franking paying a higher rate than usual and featuring two different Italian issues;
signed Enzo Diena and Holcombe; ex “Stork” (March 1975, lot 490 sold for CHF 425) and Palumbo.

40623

F 

Scott 19; Sassone 7, 12

1871 (April 28) Cover from Callao to Genoa, franked by two singles of 1871 5c scarlet, one just very
slightly touching at top, otherwise good to large margins, tied by “C38” barred oval of the British P.O.
at Callao, charged on arrival with ms “23” collected with 1870-74 postage dues 30c and 2L, each tied
by Genoa cds, British Callao and London bs; to our knowledge, the finer of only two covers recorded
with this combination franking, of great visual impact with this fascinating “Trencito” issue and used
with a British P.O. cancel; signed Holcombe and Enzo Diena; ex Palumbo.
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1’500 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40624

F / 398

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Scott 18; Sassone 6, 12

400 - 600

1871 (Oct 21) Entire letter from Lima to Genoa, bearing 1866-67 20c very lightly cancelled by dispatch
cds, British “Panama/Transit” three-line ds, “F.*58” Franco-Italian convention marking, reverse with
British Callao cds, French “Aspinwall/Paq. Fr. A N°1” octagonal ds with involvement of the “V. Bordeaux”
in the maritime carriage from Panama to France, taxed on front on receipt with 1870-74 10c pair and
2L pair thus paying the “42” annotated adjacent; a rare combination franking; (Sassone €4’750 for the
2L pair on cover); ex Palumbo.
40625

F / 398

Scott 14; Sassone 8

300 - 400

1874 (Jan 20) Envelope from Lima to Rome, bearing 1868-72 1d green, full to large margins, tied by
dispatch cds, with alongside “Aspinwall/Paq. Fr. A N° 3” octagonal ds (Salles fig. 1416) and carried by
the “Louisiane”, British three-line Panama transit ds, “F*58” Franco-Italian Convention marking and
“28” due hs paid with 1870-74 postage dues 40c (2) used with receiving cds, very fine and scarce; ex
Palumbo.

40626

F 

Scott 25; S.G. Z31, Z39; Sassone 6, 11

1’000 - 1’500

1878 (Dec 2) Cover from Lima to San Remo (Italy), bearing 1874-84 10c green, tied by dispatch cds
and Great Britain 1858-69 2d blue and 1877 4d sage-green pl. 16, both cancelled by “C38” barred oval
hs with matching Callao British P.O. cds on reverse, blue crayon “50” credit, taxed on arrival with “T” &
“11” markings paid with 1870-74 postage dues 10c & 1L; an exceedingly scarce combination franking
with three countries, further enhanced by the rare usage of the 1877 4d sage-green and the very good
state of preservation; signed Holcombe; ex Palumbo.
40627

150 - 200

F / 402
Triangle Overprints. 1883-85 Group of eight transatlantic covers to Italy and France bearing seven diff.
frankings, a rare and interesting assembly, mainly very fine.

40628

100 - 150

P 
1897, Telegraphs, three ABN stamp-size cut die proofs in black affixed to cards with upper margin
showing die numbers and ABN imprint at base, rare.

Puerto Rico
40629

400 - 600

F / 402
1854 (Aug 20) Cover to Torigny-sur-Vire (France), struck with neat “Guayama” & “AGOS. 20” straightline hs as well as framed “FRANCO” in blue, red “Colonies/&c Art.13.” exchange marking, “15” collected
on delivery, transit and arrival bs (small portion of paper loss on back), some soiling, but very rare origin
postmarks on foreign mail.
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40630

40629

40635

40648
40653

40653A
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40654

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40630

F / 402

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

1855 (April 11) Cover to La Rochelle (France), bearing blue “GUAYAMA/PUERTO RICO” fancy cds and
framed “FRANCO” in blue, Art. 13 Anglo_french accountancy marking in red, “15” decimes charge,
reverse with ‘Baeza’ type of San Juan, British “San Juan Porto-Rico” cds, Paris and arrival cds’s; a
similar cover was offered as part of the Gaspar Roca collection with a US$ 3,000-4,000 estimation;
according to Gaspar Roca, fewer than ten cover recorded with this dispatch postmark.

Qatar
40631

200 - 300

CC J 
1957 World Scout Jubilee Jamboree overprint for Qatar, Muskat and Bahrain, each set in complete
sheets (incl. blue and red value with “white pearl” plate error and shoulder/neck retouch), all nine sheets
folded as usual and n.h.

Salvador

40632

F 

Scott 13, 16; Sassone 9

1’200 - 1’600

1885 (Feb 17) Large envelope from the Ministry of Finance, War and Navy (red paper seal on reverse)
addressed to the Salvadorian Consul in Naples, bearing 1879 1c green and 10c black, tied by negative
“star” cancel with red “Correos de San Salvador/C.*A.” cds and black French “Panama/Lig. A. Paq. Fr.
N°1” octagonal ds alongside, carried by the “Washington” to St.-Nazaire, insufficiently franked for the
double foreign rate via Panama and only paying the 11c single rate up to 15 grams, consequently taxed
on arrival with 1870-74 postage due 50c tied by receiving cds, vertical filing fold in centre and toning
around the stamps caused by the gum; a unique combination franking; ex Palumbo.

Saudi Arabia
40633

100 - 150

F 
1959 (Aug 26) Decorated airmail cover franked definitives 1/4g + 7/8g +3g violet-blue + airs 1949 1g
green bearing RYAD 26.8.59 cds to Germany, a lovely cover.
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Syria
40634

180

CC J 
1955 Euphrat set in miniature sheets, MNH, scarce, Mi MS nos.29-31 € 1050, YV € 1125.

Thailand
40635

300 - 400

F / 402
1911 Thailand used in Laos, 6s on 4a red postal stationery card to Vienna, dated 6 December, used with
bilingual “Ubon” cds in blue, with Laos transit on alongside, dated on textside Oubone (Laos) 6.12.11,
a very fine and rare postmark.

United Arab Emirates
Fujeira
40636

CC 

Mi. 248B, 250B-51B var

240 - 300

1968 1r to 3r Grenoble Games in horizontal imperforate margin pairs with overprint for Mexico Games
showing right adhesives overprint error: '1968 OLYMPIC GAMES' double ovpt, n.h., rare & very fine.
40637

CC 

Mi 214A-216A

240 - 300

1968 25d to 75d Grenoble Games in perforate corner margin blocks of 4 with UNISSUED overprint for
Mexico Games, mint n.h., rare & very fine; unissued.
40638

CC 

Mi 20B var

200 - 300

1968 50np Tokyo Games in 2 horizontal imperforate margin pairs with UNISSUED overprints for Mexico
Games showing each pair overprint errors: 1x 'October 12-27' double ovpt, other '1968 OLYMPIC
GAMES' double printed, all n.h., scarce & very fine.
40639

CC 

Mi 27A var

200 - 300

1968 7.50r Tokyo Games top values in 2 horizontal perforate pairs with UNISSUED overprints for Mexico
Games showing each pair overprint errors: 1x 'October 12-27' double ovpt, other '1968 OLYMPIC
GAMES' double printed, all n.h., rare & very fine.
40640

150 - 200

CC 
1968 2r Olympics Tokyo with ovpt for MEXICO games in horizontal strip of 5 showing 2 x overprint
errors: 1968 OLYMPIC GAMES twice instead of date and other with 2 times date instead of 1968
OLYMPIC GAMES, n.h., very fine and specialist item.

40641

CC 

Mi 244B var

150 - 200

1968 1.50r in 2 horizontal imperforate margin pairs showing each pair overprint errors: 1x ‘October 1227’ double ovpt, other ‘1968 OLYMPIC GAMES’ double printed, all n.h., scarce & very fine.
40642

CC 

Mi 21B var

100 - 150

1968 75np Tokyo Games in horizontal imperforate margin pair with UNISSUED overprints for Mexico
Games (like Mi 243-47) showing left adhesive overprint error: 'October 12-27' double ovpt, mint n.h.,
scarce & very fine.
40643

CC 

Mi 250B var

100 - 150

1968 2R Grenoble Games in horizontal imperforate margin pair with overprint for Mexico Games
showing right adhesive overprint error: 'October 12-27' double ovpt, mint n.h., scarce & very fine.
40644

CC 

Mi 1460 var.

1970 3r Pierre de Coubertin airmail, perf. single sheetlet with blue frame and imperforated sheetlet with
white frame in diff. formate, n.h., v. fine, -.- resp. unknown.
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

11, 17

1’500 - 2’000

United States

40645

F 

1853 (Dec 30) Entire letter from San Francisco to London, endorsed “Via Nicaragua” at top right,
franked by 1851-57 3c dull red pair, part of the frame line missing at top, and 12c grey-black, upper
sheet-margin pair with clear to huge margins, tied by grids of seven bars applied in transit in New
York, with quite neat “VIA NICARAGUA/AHEAD OF THE MAILS” octagonal handstamp in blue, and red
“Paid” London cds at right, being uncommonly treated as fully prepaid, pressed out vertical filing fold
passing through one 12c; one of two covers recorded with this Via Nicaragua postmark sent to a
foreign destination; ex Piller and Goldberg.

40646

F 

136L9

1’200 - 1’500

1856 (24 Jul) envelope from New York to Niederweningen Switzerland, bearing Swarts City Despatch
Post 1852 George Washington 1c. red tied by oval Chatham Square Swarts Post office ds and New
York /Am/PK debit marking, the cover was sent by Havre Line via Aachen and arrived 12/8/1856 taxed
45kr in Germany and 115cts on arrival in Switzerland, an exceptional usage of an American local and
possibly the only known to Switzerland.
A cover from the same correspondence addressed to Germany was in the Ambassador Middendorf II
collection.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40647

F 

63, 68a

180 - 260

1867 (Nov 30). Cover from New York to Genoa, paying the single rate with 1861-62 1c and 10c (2), tied
by cork cancels, below red exchange cds on dispatch denoting fully payment, placed on board the
C.G.T. “St. Laurent” with corresponding “ETATS UNIS/PAQ. FR. H N° 4/30 NOV 67” octagon; a scarce
mail through this route and exhibiting a French ship mail datestamp.
40648

F / 402

68, 77

200 - 300

1868 (Feb-May) Two single rate covers to Switzerland, one from San Francisco to Locarno, fully prepaid
with vertical pair of 1861-62 10c green (couple of short perfs), San Francisco and red New York cds’s at
right, Basel and Locarno backstamps, conveyed by the Cunard SS “Scotia” (cert. P.F., 1983); the other
from Grand Rapids to Frutigen, with 1861-66 15c tied by red “5” within circle showing 5c credit and
New York cds, conveyed by the HAPAG “Cimbria”, dispatch, transit and arrival cds’s on reverse, the
15c affected by diagonal crease.
40649

F 

95, 96

150 - 200

1869 (Jan 10) Envelope from Pittsburg to Rome, underpaying the 19 cents rate for closed mail via the
North German Union with 1867-68 5c and 10c, and therefore struck with red “4” credit hs at lower right,
red framed “HAMBURG/FRANCO” ds after arriving with the HAPAG “Alemannia” and charged with 25
centesimi in ms on arrival, Verona and Rome bs, fine.

40650

H 

158

300 - 400

1873 3c green, showing complete “Skull & Crossbones” fancy cancel, very fine and rare; certs.
Westminster Stamp Co. (1950) and Phil. Foundation (2015).
40651

150 - 200

F 
1930-33 Registered cover franked 5c Roosevelt + 2c Washington bearing 2 different f cancel, at back
Santa Claus 25.12.30 departure & Bridgeport arrival mkg + another cover with Santa Claus figure
cancels to Indianapolis, also 1933 Santa Claus figure cancel of Good Hope Ohio on cover to N.Y. along
with some modern 1980/90ies similar topics covers.

40652

100 - 150

F 
1937 Amelia Earhart “Around the World Flight” unused printed envelope for the 2nd attempt on June
1st 1937, in which she famously went missing, very fine and scarce

40653

F / 402

1094

300 - 400

1959 (June 8) First Official Missile Mail, U.S.S. Barbero cover to Washington, with “USS BARBERO/
(SSG-317)” postmark and with “First Official Missile Mail” cachet, with Jacksonville arrival backstamp.
40653A

F / 402

1338

1969 (July 20) Apollo 11 not flown cover numbered 61 of 150, bearing 1968 6c tied by "MOON
LANDING/U S A" duplex, with the limited edition handstamp repeated on reverse, also showing
"Delayed in Quarantine at lunar Receiving Laboratory M. S. C. - Houston, Texas", with the same stamp
tied by Webster, TX cds, very fine and rare; signed A. Bolaffi and Enzo Diena.
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1’000 - 1’500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1371

5'000 - 7'500

Apollo 13 Moon Mission Cover

40653B

F

1970 (April 19) Apollo 13 limited edition commemorative cover numbered 23 of 50, illustrated with a
stamped insignia of the mission at left, printed "FLOWN AROUND THE MOON IN "ODYSSEY-APOLLO
13" and carried on board the command module "Odyssey" by commander James Lovell, signed on
front by the three astronauts James Lovell, Ken Mattingly (command module pilot) and Fred Haise (lunar
module pilot), also showing on back flap the signature of Lovell preceded by his manuscript flightcertification: "This cover (#23 of 50) was carried into space and around the moon on the flight of Apollo
13, approved as storage in my personal preference kit, James Lovell"; bearing on front 1969 6c tied
by "ELLINGTON AIR FORCE BASE, TX/77030" duplex, cancelled two days after the landing of Lovell
and the rest of the crew, who delivered the covers to Matthew I. Radnofsky (former NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center Stamp Club President), who returned them to Lovell once they were cancelled.
A significant cover carried by Lovell around the moon, an extremely desirable space item from
the Apollo 13, this being much more popular and rarer than those from other missions; signed
Alberto Bollaffi and Enzo Diena ("per esteso" with their complete names as they used to do to sign
important rarities).
Note: The Apollo 13 avoided tragedy after an explosion in the service module which consequently
aborted the landing, forcing the crew to use the lunar module to orbit around the moon, following a safe
flight to Earth with the involvement of Lovell to manually adjust the course twice, landing with this item
on April 17th; this mission was dramatized in the famous "Apollo 13" film in 1995.
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40658

40668

40671

40674

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

75L2

600 - 800

Local Stamps
40654

F / 402

1844, HALE & Co. 5c vermilion, cut octagonally, cut slightly into on two sides, used on cover to Hartford,
CT cancelled by pen cross with alongside two strikes of bluish green “FORWARDED BY HALE & CO.
FROM SPRINGFIELD postmark, endorsed “Hales Express” at bottom left; signed Diena; (Sc 75L2)

USA Possessions
Hawaii

40655

40655

C 

40656

40660

6

200 - 300

1853 13c dark red, clear margins all around, a very fresh unused example with with traces of original
gum, strong colour, lightly soiled but of great appearance; cert P.S.E. (2004).
40656

C 

8

100 - 150

1853 5c blue on bluish, a well margined example with mint with partial gum, faults stated in the
certificate including thins, pinholes (which we have not found), and crease at bottom (being very light
and almost invisible); a very presentable and appealing example fo this difficult stamp; cert. Hawaiian
Philatelic Society (2012).
40657

F / 407bis

Sassone 9

800 - 1’200

1888 (Oct 9) “Hawaiian Postal Service/Bureau of General Post Office Hawaii” envelope to Leghorn
(Livorno, Italy), struck on dispatch with Honolulu cds, backstamped in transit at San Francisco with red
“Paid All” cds, taxed on arrival as unfranked mail originating from Oceania with 1870-74 postage due
50c tied by “Livorno” cds, a very fine and rare combination; ex Palumbo.

Uruguay
40658

F / 407bis

13c

400 - 600

1862 (April 2) Double weight entire letter up to 1/2 oz from Montevideo to Buenos Aires, carried by the
“Mississippi”, franked by 1861 60c rose brown, three examples, one cut into at top, otherwise showing
ample to large margins, each tied by oval ds on dispatch, horizontal crease impinging on one stamp,
nevertheless a rare and desirable multiple franking; cert. Hernández Rocha (2009); ex Scott.
40659

150 - 200

F 
1846 (Nov) Cover from Montevideo to Rio de Janeiro, bearing “MONTEV°.” straight line in red-purple,
with British “RIO-JANEIRO” double-arc ds denoting carriage by British packet adjacent, “120” reis
in ms hardly visible at top right, with Brazilian “Correio Geral Da Corte” datestamp on reverse, ink
erosions to cover and small portion of paper loss at top; a rare combination of three different postal
administrations and during the Great War, in addition it is very difficult to find the Montevideo and the
British Rio de Janeiro postmarks struck together on front.

40660

DCE 

3

200 - 300

1856 1r, two examples in dull red and vermilion, complete to large margins, a very fine duo including the
scarce dull shade; cert. Holcombe (1993, for three stamps incl. these two); ex Bustamante and Scott.
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40663
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40661

H DCE L 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

4, 5

150 - 200

6

100 - 150

1858, Sperati forgery, 120c used single of transfer type 6 with 22.12.1869 Montevideo oval ds, and
180c unused without gum, a rare duo; signed Brun (120c) and Stolow (180c).

40662

H DCE 

1858 240c red, three examples in different shades, including one unused without gum (thin spot, cert.
Hernández Rocha 2020), and two used, one with indistinct cancel, the other with posthumous usage of
the Carmelo double oval, clear to good margins.
40663

F / 407bis

10a

150 - 200

1859 120c slate blue, large even margins all around, neatly tied by 18.10.1859 oval ds of Montevideo
on cover to Buenos Aires carried by the “Corça”, a magnificent example of this scarce shade on cover;
signed Soto Hermanos; Scott US$650.
40664

DCE / 408

11

3’000 - 4’000

1859 180c green, part sheet of 170 of the sheet of 204, only missing the two vertical rows at right
(positions in pairs 11-12 to 203-204), showing the interesting misalignment of the transfers, unused
without gum, the last position with fault at right, four creases mostly between adhesives and one
affecting a horizontal row, as usual in this huge multiples which were folded, and couple of small tears
at top not affecting designs; the second largest multiple of this stamp; cert. Hernández Rocha (2019).

40665

DCE 

12

750 - 1’000

1859 240c vermilion, block of four comprising subtype 13A -featuring colourless spot in top left
spandrel-, and types 14 / 15-16, large margins all around, trivial tone spot at left and two minor creases
not visible on front, not detracting from this very rare multiple, one of only four recorded showing a
subtype; ex Scott.
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40666

H DCE 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

13b

200 - 250

1861 60c brown purple, complete used transfer block reconstruction of 12 types, composed of two
horizontal rows, cancelled by Montevideo oval ds, “Renta de Salto” cds and Salto “scarab”, some
examples with usual minor imperfections; cert. Hernández Rocha (2019); ex Hoffmann.

40667

H 

15a

400 - 600

1861 100c carmine, subtype 8A, two well margined examples showing the “diagonal dash”, the most
prominent flaw on this value and one of the most visually impressive subtypes in the “Suns”, one with
additional dash in centre at base through rays of the sun and the “T” of “Centésimos”, cancelled by
Montevideo cds (ex Sciarra) and framed “Certificado” hs (slightly thinned), a very scarce duo; each with
cert. Hernández Rocha (2008); ex Scott.
40668

F / 407bis

31 var

300 - 400

1866 (March 20) Entire letter from Fray Bentos to Salto, endorsed “por el vapor tevere” and franked
by 1866 10c green diagonal bisect, tied by superb framed “Franca” hs on departure in blue, a scarce
bisect usage with a very elusive cancellation; cert. Hernández Rocha (2001); ex Longley and Scott.
40669

F / 407bis

30

1866 (Jan 15) Cover from Montevideo to Tacuarembó, franked by 1866 London Printing 5c, tied by
mute sunburst over ribbon postmark, with matching Montevideo datestamp at left; one of less than five
covers known in this issue with this cancellation, further enhanced by being one of the earliest recorded
usages in the “Numerales” issue; cert. Hernández Rocha (2008); ex Scott.

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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400 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40670

CC C 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30d, 31

600 - 800

1866 10c yellow-green, London Printing, vertical block of 15 from the top of the sheet, types 1-3 / 11-13
/ 21-23 / 31-33 / 41-43, showing the elusive yellowish shade, good to immense sheet margins, some
minor gum thins and slight creases at base and left margin, not detracting from this very rare multiple
from the early printing, being the second largest known; cert. Hernández Rocha (2008) and A. Diena
(1967); ex Lee, Sciarra and Scott.
40671

F / 407bis

30d, 31

400 - 600

1866 (Nov 5) Triple rate cover from Montevideo to Buenos Aires, franked by 1866 London Printing 5c
showing Entecimos” error instead of “Centesimos” (type 17), touched at base, and 10c, both tied by “2”
barred oval, a unique franking including this variety; cert. Hernández Rocha (2008); ex Scott.

40672

G 

35

200 - 300

1868-72 5c blue used in conjunction with revenue stamps 20c & 50c, on small fragment of administrative
document paying fiscal fees; the only recorded example if revenue stamps and Large Numeral
issue stamps used in conjunction; cert. Hernández Rocha (2008).
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40680

40685

40692
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40705

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40673

F / 407bis

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

36

300 - 500

(1868-72) Envelope (slightly reduced at top and left) from Montevideo to Napagedl (Austria, in modern
day Czech Republic), bearing 10c pair (one stamp faulty at bottom left), tied by barred oval, charged
“2/9” in ms alongside, 24.12 London and 27.12 arrival cds’s; a very rare destination in this issue.
40674

F / 407bis

30, 31

500 - 750

1868 (Dec 9) Quadruple rate cover up to 1 oz from Montevideo to Buenos Aires (Benítez correspondence),
endorsed “Río de la Plata”, franked by 1866 London Printings 5c subtype 30 A (white dash in “5”), two
examples in deep shade of which one touched at part of left margin, together with 10c, tied by barred
oval; one of only about five covers recorded with this franking; cert. Hernández Rocha (2008) and
signed Díaz Paulos; ex Hoffmann, Longley and Scott.
40675

DFE / 412

32

750 - 1’000

1869 (July) Registered cover front from Durazno to Florida, franked at single rate with three well
margined examples of 1866 15c, tied by framed “Certificado” repeated at lower left, with Durazno
double oval alongside, docket of receipt and signature as stipulated by postal rules (the cover front as
an acknowledgement of receipt was kept by the postman), some rust spots and closed tear to cover;
one of about five covers recorded with this franking; cert. Hernández Rocha (2001); ex Wolman.

40676

DFE 

32 var

1’500 - 2’000

1870 (July) Front of 5c blue postal stationery envelope addressed to Montevideo, initially misdirected
to Rocha with Montevideo transit (19.7.1870), due to the addressee’s surname “Rocha” mistaken for
the name of the Rocha city, thence franked with 1868-72 15c Montevideo Printing, vertical trisect
used as 5c to pay the single rate up to 4 “adarmes” and tied by double oval of Rocha, forwarded
to Montevideo with double oval of Colonia as transit struck at right and Montevideo cds (5.8.1870)
alongside; illustrated in the “Uruguay Filatélico” of 1939; one of only two examples recorded of a
trisect stamp on cover; furthermore, postal stationery envelopes with an additional franking are
very scarce, with this combination franking being unique, one of the very significant covers of this
issue. Cert. Hernández Rocha (2008); ex Lee, Podestá and Scott.
40677

F 

36

200 - 300

1872-75 Three covers to France bearing single frankings of 1868-72 10c in different shades, tied by oval
grid (signed Díaz Paulos and Lee -the latter on reverse-), small blue cds and regular cds in black, both
from Montevideo, carried by French maritime mail.
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40678

F / 412

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

3

300 - 500

1873 (March 10) Single weight cover from Montevideo to Reinach (Switzerland), franked by 186872 Montevideo Printing 10c,t ied by barred oval with matching cds adjacent, carried via SGTM “St.
Ménélano” to Marseilles, charged “200” (2 Francs) in manuscript on front, backstamped on receipt,
with slits for disinfection during the three months period in which an epidemic of yellow fever affected
Uruguay; the only disinfected cover known in this issue; cert. Hernández Rocha (2008); ex Longley.
40679

F / 412

36

300 - 400

1876 (Oct 31) Entire letter addressed from Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil) sent via Montevideo to Genoa
(Italy), favoured from Brazil to Montevideo where posted by forwarding agent “Costa Patva & Co./
Montevideo” with corresponding hs on back (unrecorded by Rowe), carried by French SGTM steamship
to Marseilles, charged with “80”c due to France and 14 décimes due total, with Italian 40c and 1L dues
tied on arrival; a very rare cover originating from Brazil with involvement of forwarding agent, enhanced
by the wonderful condition; cert. Hernández Rocha (2008); ex Scott.
40680

F / 412

36

200 - 300

1875 (April 4) Entire letter from Montevideo to Lisbon, with endorsement denoting carriage by the
“Ebro”, franked by 1868-72 10c tied by dispatch cds, with “80” due on delivery and “P. Transatlantico”
arrival backstamp, an unusual destination.
40681

100 - 150

F 
1836 (July 27) Entire letter apparently sent free of charge carried locally at Montevideo, struck on reverse
with “CONSULAT DE FRANCE A MONTEVIDEO” circle hs, with matching two-line marking in italics on
front and letterhead inside, some soiling and wrinkles, but a rare internal consular mail.

40682

F 

36

1876 (Jan 2). Cover from Montevideo to Bordeaux endorsed “Royal mail/By Land/Via Lisboa”, sent via
the RMSP “Minho”, franked by vertical strip of three of 1868-72 10c, tied by blue Montevideo cds’s,
French entry, “T” marking and infrequent double rate of “34” decimes on arrival alongside, London
and Bordeaux cds’s on reverse; two vertical creases with one causing a small tear between the lower
stamps; to our knowledge, the largest multiple of this value on cover, with no more examples
recorded; ex Fontaina García.
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40683

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

43, 40, 37

1’000 - 1’500

1878 (Sept 17) Double weight registered envelope (opened for display and slightly reduced) from Nueva
Palmira to Colonia, redirected to Carmelo, with 1877 50c black and 5c green, used in mixed franking
with 1868 perf. 15c yellow, each tied by “4” ornate oval of Rosario District (type introduced in 1878),
with Nueva Palmira oval ds and two framed “Recomen-dada” postmarks on front, carried at 70c rate up
to 16 grams (60c double weight registration fee + 10c double postage); a unique franking, of greater
significance when taking into account that only less than five covers are recorded bearing the 50
c. value; docketing of receipt and signature inside as appropriate for registered correspondence; cert.
Hernández Rocha (2008); ex Scott.

40684

F 

Sassone 6

1’000 - 1’500

1878 (Feb 2) “La Trinidad” bi-weekly newspaper from Montevideo to Naples, bearing neat strike of
“Da Montevideo/coi Postali italiani” two-line hs, “20.cmi” tax marking alongside and Italian 1870-74
postage due 10c pair (slightly damaged at right) tied by “Napoli/Arrivo” receiving cds, showing transit
cds of Genoa on reverse; illustrated in the handbook of Italian usages abroad by Zanaria-Serra-Dal
Negro on page 319; signed Enzo Diena; the only newspaper recorded from the Italian postal agency
in Uruguay; ex Palumbo.
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40685

F / 412

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Scott 41; Sassone 9

500 - 600

1877 (July 8) Cover from Montevideo to Genoa, franked internally with 1877-79 10c vermilion tied by
blue dispatch cds and additionally by Italian “Da Montevideo/coi Postali italiani” two-line hs, taxed to
be paid on delivery with “10” marking and 1870-74 postage due 1L tied by “Genova” cds, a very rare
usage of the Italian postmark on the Uruguayan franking; ex Palumbo.

Vietnam
Vietnam South
40686

100 - 150

CC J 
1954 (15.06) Crown Prince Bao Long in complete set in part sheets of 15, mint n.h., very fine; (Mi. 91-97
€510, Yv. 22-28 €600).

40687

100 - 150

CC J 
1967 UNISSUED Buddha youth in mint n.h. blocks of 4, very fine; Mi I-II, € 480.

40688

100 - 150

CC J 
1967 UNISSUED projected capture of North Vietnam in mint n.h. corner blocks of 4; (Mi III-IV € 480).

40689

100 - 150

CC J 
1971 (26.03) Agriculture reform 2d with wrong date 1970 instead of 1971 in 2 mint n.h. corner blocks
of 4; (Mi. 467I €1’200).

Yemen
40690

200 - 300

F / 412
1935 Envelope sent registered from Maoioa to Belgium with 1930-31 4b, 6b and 10b tied by Maouia
bilingual cds with registration label below, Aden transit bs, some creasing and toning, scarce.

40691

30 - 60

CC 
1939 Complete imperforate set of six values in blocks of four, Yvert 18-23, nh, very fine.

40692

F / 412

80b

400 - 600

1964 Consular Officials 5b+5b, horizontal pair with handstamp overprint in green and red coat of arms,
on registered FDC of the ‘Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen’ with Camp Mansur cds, very fine and rare;
cert. RPS; Mi. €1’300 for the stamp off cover.
40693

CC J 
1969 Airmail 4b in two mint nh complete folded sheets of 100, very fine (Mi. €12’000)

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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A960

300 - 400

50 t

Autumn General Auction Series
Geneva - December 13th-16th, 2021

GB. 1840 2d blue mint marginal pair with inscription.

Italy. The only cover recorded bearing the three first postage-due issues.

1852 1 Scudo complete sheet, the most valuable
item in the issues of Papal States.

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

British Guiana. 1850-51 4c black on orange
“Cotton Reel” on cover; ex Henry Gibson.

● Egypt incl. Part V of the Joe Chalhoub collection
● France and Colonies
● Great Britain and British Empire
● Olympics
● All World and Collections incl. the Giorgio Palumbo collection
of Italian Postage Dues and the "Riester" collection of Persia

Stamp Boxes
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Stamp Boxes

40694

40694

40699



600 - 800

English Silver Boxes: 1893 Birmingham silver and tortoiseshell stamp case and letter clip combined by
Horton & Aliday, the tortoiseshell base mounted with a spring loaded filigree silver clip with central case
attached opening to a single compartment with a tortoiseshell rod inside to hold the stamps; fine and
most attractive. Very rare, being the first of this type we have seen
40695



80 - 120

English Silver Boxes: 1899 Birmingham silver two compartment stamp and card case combined by A&J
Zimmerman, plain flat design with a hinged lid at top opening to two sleeves for stamps mounted on
the underside; fine and scarce
40696



40 - 50

English Silver Boxes: 1899 Birmingham silver single compartment box in the form of a trough by Grey
& Co, plain concave design mounted on ball feet, with hinged lid at top with a single window showing
a stamp, fine
40697



60 - 80

English Silver Boxes: 1900 London silver trough with two compartments and curled feet by Grey & Co,
lid with window for two stamps, a few small dents, fine
40698



80 - 100

English Silver Boxes: 1903 Birmingham silver three compartment box in the form of a trough, plain
concave design mounted on ball feet with a decoratively engraved hinged lid a top with three windows
showing stamps; fine; plus 1902 Birmingham silver and wooden two triple compartment case by C. D.
Saunders & J. F. H. Shepherd, silver lid with windows for three stamps, the broken wooden base
40699


English Silver Boxes: 1905 Birmingham silver stamp box, inkwell, calendar and pocket watch holder
with watch combined, the glass base with star pattern cut into the underside, the silver collar and lid
at top for the well mounted with a Edwards & Sons pocket watch, the front with hinged silver flap with
window showing calendar and two stamp compartments on the inside; fine and very rare.
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1’200 - 1’500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40700

40700

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40701

900 - 1’200


English Silver Boxes: 1908 Birmingham silver capstan inkwell, stamp case and pocket watch holder
(with watch) combined; the base with a single pull out drawer for stamps and the hinged lid at top
mounted with a pocket watch; a fine and very rare combination

40701

800 - 1’000


English Silver Boxes: 1909 Birmingham silver novelty stamp box in the form of William Shakespeare’s
desk as seen at his house in Stratford Upon Avon, the lid of the desk opening to two sloped
compartments; a fine example of this very rare and popular design

40702

40702

40703

800 - 1’200


English Silver Boxes: 1909 Birmingham silver three compartment stamp box and moistener combined
by Horton & Allday, the tubular design with a screw cap for filling the reservoir and pull out drawer at
the end with three compartments, the other end mounted with roller and wetter; a fine and very rare
combination of which this is the first we have seen

40703

400 - 600


English Silver Boxes: 1909 Birmingham silver novelty four compartment box in the form of a two drawer
chest by A & J Zimmerman, the top drawer hinged to the first with a hinged lid at top, each opening to
two gilded sloped compartments; fine and rare

40704

40 - 50


English Silver Boxes: 1912 Birmingham silver two compartment case by Ahronsberg Brothers, plain flat
design with a green stone set into the sliding drawer opening to two compartments; fine
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40709

40710

40711

40712

40713
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Lot n°

40705

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

180 - 240

/ 412
English Silver Boxes: 1913 London silver and alabaster three compartment box, the base and hinged
lid attached to a silver collar, the lid also inlaid with marble and opening to three sloped compartments,
the alabaster with a shaved corner, fine and very rare

40706

40706

40707

1’200 - 1’500


English Silver Boxes: 1916 Birmingham silver six compartment novelty box modelled as a serpentine
front desk by Arthur & John Zimmerman, the hinged lid at top engraved with six stamp sized squares
each individually denominated 1/2d., 1d., 2d., 4d., 6d., and 9d., opening to six individual gilded sloped
compartments; very fine and rare, and only the second example of this type we have seen

40707

600 - 800


American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver three compartment box, plain design with a decorative beading
around the foot of the base and the hinged lid at top which opens to three sloped compartments; fine
and most attractive

40708

300 - 400

/ 422
American Silver Boxes: A very fine sterling silver three compartment box by Howard & Co New York,
decoratively embossed through out with a floral curlique design, standing on scalloped feet, the hinged
lid at top opening to three sloped compartments; a very rare example of superb quality

40709

200 - 300

/ 422
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver three compartment box, plain design with an applied floral pattern
for the feet and on the hinged lid opening to three sloped compartments; very fine and most attractive

40710

200 - 300

/ 422
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver stamp box with double compartment, lid in relief depicting a
cherub holding a lady, very fine and rare

40711

200 - 300

/ 422
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver two compartment case by Tiffany & Co, with embossed flowers
and ferns all around, gilt sloped interior, very fine

40712

150 - 200

/ 422
American Boxes: Silver-plated two compartment box embossed throughout with a floral and curlique
design, the hinged lid at top opening to two sloped compartments; fine and scarce
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40720

40725

40727

40728
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Lot n°

40713

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

/ 422
American Silver Boxes: 1893 Sterling silver two compartment box by Howard & Co New York, the base
with a scalloped pattern around the edge and the hinged lid at top embossed “Stamps” opening to two
concave compartments pressed into the base; fine and scarce

40714

40714

40723

150 - 200


American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver box with filigree patter, with two sloping compartments inside,
very fine

40715

40 - 60


American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver small flat case to be worn on a chatelaine, the fromn embossed
with a flower, the reverse showing postal rates for letters, printed matter and newspapers, etc., the top
edge with a slide-out compartment for stamps; a fine and scarce case

40716

40 - 60


American Silver Boxes: 1895 Sterling silver single compartment spring loaded case, the front and
reverse embossed with floral and curlique scrolls, with one side opening to a single spring loaded
compartment; scarce

40717

30 - 40


American Silver Boxes: Novelty sterling silver single compartment case in the form of a mail bag, the
front embossed with “Mail Bag” and studding around the side, the lid attached by a ring at side; scarce

40718

240 - 300

/ 424
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver novelty coil dispenser in the form of a mail box by Tiffany & Co
(Philippines), the side panel is removable to access the spindle to house the coil which dispenses
through the flap at front, fine and very rare

40719

100 - 150

/ 424
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver gilt stamp coil dispenser by Tiffany & Co, very fine

40720

100 - 150

/ 424
American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver and enamel coil dispenser, the plain base with a hinged lid
showing a very fine yellow guilloché enamel top, fine and scarce
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Lot n°

40721

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

80 - 100


American Silver Boxes: A novelty silver coil dispenser in the form of a mailbox by Leondre Doskow,
the hinged lid at side opening to house a coil of stamps which dispense through a slot at the top, fine

40722

70 - 100


American Boxes: Sterling silver novelty coil dispenser in the form of a whistle by A.M. Co., the main
body engraved with a floral pattern and with a slot in the side for dispensing the stamp by turning the
top; fine

40723

900 - 1’200

/ 425
Continental Boxes: 1919 Sterling silver (British import hallmark), gilt and enamel two compartment box
and moistener combined, the silver gilt base mounted on bun feet with white enamel panels over an
engine turned design hand painted with floral garlands, the front with a hinged lid opening to two gilded
sloped compartments, with the glass roller and tray mounted behind; very fine and most attractive. A
very rare example of super quality, this being the first of this type we have seen

40724

40724

40726

40730

700 - 1’000


Continental Boxes: White metal and enamel stamp box in the form of a trunk with a figure of a young
beggar adjacent, on a granite base, very fine and rare

40725

400 - 500

/ 424
Continental Boxes: Dutch silver 1905ca. three compartment box, the base embossed with scroll work
and standing on paw feet, the hinged lid at top embossed with a high relief scene of sailors on board a
ship, opening to three sloped compartments; fine and rare

40726

1’000 - 1’500


Continental Boxes: French silver and gilt two compartment stamp and nib box combined by Bointaburet
of Paris, rectangular design with the base engraved with an engine turned design the hinged lid at top
split into two with a diamond shaped Wedgwood plaque at either side of a foliate wreath, the larger lid
opening to two sloped compartments, with the smaller opening to a single compartment possibly for
nibs; very fine and of exceptional quality and rare

40727

150 - 200

/ 424
Miscellaneous Material: Chrome-plated three compartment stamp box and letter scale combined, the
bow fronted scale mounted at the left, the hinged lid with bevelled glass top, showing three gilded
compartments; a rare combination

40728

300 - 400

/ 424
Miscellaneous Materials: Russian two compartment papier-mâché box, the hinged lid at top painted
with a scene of a troika opening to a red sloped interior

40729

300 - 400

/ 426
Miscellaneous Materials: Russian five compartment papier-mâché box, the hinged lid at top painted
with a scene of a troika opening five red sloped compartments
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40730

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’200


Miscellaneous material: Tortoiseshell six compartment box, rectangular design the hinged lid at top
with a silver applied motif of two peacocks back to back, opening to six individual compartments; fine
and attractive

40731

70 - 100


Miscellaneous Material: 1894 Chester silver and faux tortoiseshell two compartment box, plain design
with the hinged lid at top surmounted with “Stamps” in sterling silver script by C. D. Saunders & J. F. H.
Shepherd, opening to two wooden sloped compartments; fine and scarce

40732

100 - 150

/ 426
Miscellaneous Materials: Celluloid stamp and nib box combined, plain rectangular design the hinged
lid at top showing a unicorn head, opening to two single compartments for stamps and a larger one for
nibs; fine and rare

40733

40733

40735



400 - 600

Ephemera: Birmingham 9ct gold eye glass, finely engraved with floral scrolls, the lens folds out from
the side; fine
40734

/ 426

100 - 150

Ephemera: 1909 London silver stamp moistener, plain tubular design with a screw top lid to the water
reservoir at top the base with a roller and wetter attached; fine and scarce
40735



600 - 800

Ephemera: Tortoiseshell and silver ladies letter scale (hallmark worn), the tortoiseshell body finely inlaid
with silver “Pique” patterns, and having a silver letter plate at top; the celluloid plate at front showing
weights and rates with some wear, though not detracting from the fine appearance of this rare scale
40736


Ephemera: 1908 Birmingham silver and inlaid wood ladies postal scale by Levi and Salaman, the two
sides inlaid with a garland pattern with the silver letter plate at top, celluloid scales at front, right side
with a drill hole otherwise fine
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80 - 100

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40737

40737

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40738

800 - 1’000


Ephemera: 1887 London silver and enamel novelty box depicting a Post Office Telegraph, the plain
silver base with a hinged lid at top showing the finely enamelled “Telegraph”; a fine and very rare piece
which would appeal to both Telegraph and stamp collectors

40738

800 - 1’000


Ephemera: A novelty silver plated card case in the form of a letter, the front bearing a finely handpainted
enamel Victoria 2 1/2d stamp and “tied” by an enamelled “Melbourne” c.d.s. the reverse enamelled in
blue depicting the flap of the letter, the cases opens in half to a fine red silk interior, some small dents,
very attractive

40739

150 - 200

/ 426
1910 Birmingham silver sovereign and coin case with spring loaded compartments for 3d, 6d, 1s, 2s
and 2s6d (each with the value on top), “JW” makers mark, fine

40740

70 - 100


White metal travel sun dial, designed to be work on a chatelaine, filigree pattern with lid that opens to
reveal a gilt dial with needle, very attractive

40741

40 - 60


Pear-shaped snuff box with brown glass and silver plated detailing, opens up into two with two small
wells in each, some minor chips, unusual

40742

40 - 60


White metal pill box with embossed lid showing two cherubs, and edge depicting various scenes with
cherubs, fine

40743

30 - 40


1925 Birmingham silver cigarette case by Frederick Field with engraved pattern, fine

40744

20 - 30


1902 Chester silver card holder with hinged lid at top (hinge broken)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

All World Collections and Lots
40745

3’000 - 5’000

F 
All World: 1800-1980 ca. Dealer’s stock in over 40 boxes of several thousand covers, large majority
plasticated, priced from CHF6 to ca 50, (few higher), diverse countries from all corners of the globe,
many addressed to Switzerland, also postal stationery, postcards, censored mail, maritime, wonderful
opportunity for the Ebay seller.

40746

300 - 600

DCE 
All World - Revenues: 1800s-1900s A lifetime accumulation in a medium box, including an old time
album, worth of inspection.

40747

F / 430

300 - 400

F / 430

700 - 1’000

All World: 1815-1904 Group of 20 covers, mostly prestamp incl. Levant, USA, Cyprus, 1851 cover
with Crown Paid at Alexandria, franked covers from USA, Luxembourg Officials (late use), French PO
in Alep, generally fine.
40748

All World: 1826-1954 Group of 4-500 covers all with maritime markings/naval interest, much diversity
with prestamp, postcards, postmark interest throughout, noted Russian ship mail, much of note.
40749

150 - 200

F 
All World - Transatlantic Mail: 1838-56 Group of four pre-stamp covers incl. 1838 wrapper from Isle
of Wight with “Received and forwarded / Your Obedient Servant / R. R. Hunter / Consul USA / Cowes”
hs, 1839 entire from Pernambuco to Holland with “Engeland / over Rotterdam” and “LIVERPOOL/SHIP
LETTER” hs, 1847 cover from Buenos Aires with “COVE/SHIP LETTER” two-line hs and 1856 entire
carried privately from Argentina via Liverpool to Sweden.

40750

500 - 1’000

H DCE / 426

All World: 1840-1866, 1866 “The Permanent Postage Stamp Album” by Stafford Smith, an
extraordinary object, gilded edge with 231 pages and contents from Antigua to “Wurtemburg”, each
territory with an introductory listing in a column at left of the page, where the stamps so far issued
for each are numbered and divided by issue indicating the shape of the design, denomination and
colour; all stamps, used or unused, are generally in poor condition with some better positions and have
been stuck to the pages, following, although not precisely, the suggestion in the preface of the album:
“Collectors are strongly urged to gum only a portion of the stamps when fixing them in this Album.
As to what part of the stamp should be gummed, the idea suggested by an American journal, and
conveyed by the annexed sketch, is unquestionably a good one. The heavy lines in the cut represent
the gum which may be applied...”. As one of the curiosities, Mauritius has only started the list with the
“Britannias”, as the issues from the “Post Office” to the “Lapirots” were not known to collectors or
dealers then. The album commences with a map of the world on the first page, and finishes with one
interesting “Money Table” in which 62 currencies or currency fractions included in the album (from the
Anna in India to the Tornese in Naples) are converted into the G.B. currency then, followed by the last
two pages containing interesting ads from English stamp dealers or stamp publications. One of the
two metal latches to close the album is missing, with some spine breaks or other faults to be expected
in such an antique object, still though in quite good state of preservation for this extremely rare and
desirable, one of the earliest pre-printed postage stamp albums available.

40751

600 - 800

C H DCE 
All World: 1840-1910 Arthur Maury albums, edition 1906 14th edition, 1907 15th edition, the second one
well filled with worldwide stamps starting from early or first issues, including good Europe, mixed condition.
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40752

CC C H 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 2’000

All World: 1840-1997 Estate lot in two large cartons coming from an old lady who took care to mount
her collection with 10’000’s of stamps mint and used in mainly 6 large albums, plus 11 other albums and
loose pages, good section of France including Paris 1925 and PEXI without perforation at the bottom
miniature sheets mint, etc., showing strength in an all world mix of different countries, especially Europe
and Asia, mostly fine to very fine, must be viewed.

40753

CC C H F J P 

8’000 - 14’000

All World: 1840s-2000s, Fabulous collection of old to modern stamps in 58 removal boxes with some
nice classic period material, incl. the Basel Dove used with certificate (defective), the lot being made
up of also modern material, mainly Europe with better France incl. imperfs., a fantastic stock also for
thematics; a juicy lot for a dealer with viewing being essential.
40754

C H DCE 

600 - 800

All World: 1841-1910 Arthur Maury album, 1907 15th edition, well filled with worldwide stamps starting
from the early or first issues, including good French colonies, mixed condition.
40755

F 

300 - 500

All World: 1843-1980ca Postal history accumulation comprising several hundreds, including semimodern airmails, Hotel post with few examples from Egypt and other foreign covers with hotel illustrated
envelopes, commemorative cancellations, stationery cards, WWII POW mail in Soviet Union, picture
postcards, as well as interesting transatlantic mail with some single items to be noted such as 1890
Belgian Congo 15c stationery card to the U.S., early stampless cover from Berlin to the U.S.; mixed to
very fine condition.
40756

CC C H 

150 - 300

All World: 1843-1980ca Assembly of stamps used/unused, nothing particularly valuable, including Peru
with small study of 1868 1d green incl. some small varieties, cancellations and few covers, various
French Red Cross vignettes in booklets from the 1910’s to the 1930’s, few early Austrian stamps
unsued, Chile, G.B., Bolivia, Germany, Colombia with a couple of used classics and mint airmails,
Japan, Romania, etc.
40757

CC C H 
All World: 1850’s-2000; Accumulation of odds and ends, showing useful French stamps with rare
overprints “Algérie française 13 mai 1862” mint n.h., also a good beginning of a Siam collection, plus
array of min. sheets, full sheets etc., viewing suggested.
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40758

C H 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

All World: 1850-1900 Group of 8 early albums of which 5 have beautiful frontispieces, only one not
remaindered, earliest is an 1884 Senf, later Senfs ca 1894, Schaubek Champion (Geneva) album,
stamps very mixed.
40759

200 - 300

C H F 
All World: 1817-1970s Accumulation of stamps and covers in one medium box, nothing particularly
valuable in the stamp section, with better quality in Argentina starting from the first issue, the lot being
slightly better represented with postal history with a couple of hundred, including some classic covers,
censorships, military mail, etc.

40760

1’000 - 1’500

F 
All World: 1850-1980 ca Ranges in large box, on leaves, cards, small stockbooks with European
classics, British Commonwealth, Scandinavia, plenty to sort through.

40761

800 - 1’000

CC C H G J DCE L 
All World: 1850-1986 Accumulation used/unused on Schaubek stock pages, mostly including
Balkan regions (mainly Yugoslavia, German and Italian Occupations during WWII), but also Belgium,
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Germany & Empire, France and Great Britain, with better sets and values,
in mixed to superb condition.

40762

3’000 - 5’000

CC C H 
All World: 1850-2007 Old-time all world estate in 58 albums and stockbooks housed in five large
cartons, showing mint and used with strength in Balkans, Belgium, Germany States & Germany with
extensive ranges in eight Davo albums, Italy in two hingeless Davo albums, plus three Safe albums etc.,
Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Vatican City in two albums with a good deal of completion including the
scarce Provisional set with cert., plus some Papal States, some toning, mixed to fine (10’000’s)

40763

1’000 - 2’000

CC C H F 
All World: 1850-2014; Collection in 14 boxes mainly with Switzerland including NABA 1934 souvenir
sheet and airmail 1919-20 30 Rp used, massive modern part mostly with FDI cancels, also face value
and other cancellation studies related to thematics (airmail and trains), also Europe and overseas in
stockbooks, viewing recommended.

40764

CC C G J DCE P M 

400 - 600

H F 

100 - 150

All World: 1850s-1980 Mixed accumulation used and unused on stock cards, few classics with some
Italian States, some Colonies, plenty of Europa CEPT, some vignettes and varieties, mixed to very fine;
an odd mixed lot.
40765

All World: 1852-1918 Small mixed group of 4 items incl. Gabon 1889 25c black on green with Libreville
cds, thin, signed Calves; Curacao 1918 cover to USA with 1918 1c black on buff laid paper marginal
single and strip of four; and two US local covers with Union Square NY 1852 1c black in dark green
(141L1), not tied on cover and 1c light apple green (141L2) not tied on cover.
40766

1’000 - 1’500

F / 430

All World: 1854-1918 Group of 21 various covers incl. Swiss 1854 cover with two Rayon II 10rp, six
underpaid covers from India (2), Austria (2) and France (2) incl. 1863 underpaid perf./imperf. franking
to Italy; India 1865 8a cover to Hong Kong; Malaysia 1892 and 1899 frankings from Singapore
sent registered, 1913 Thrace Autonomous Government 2pi + 1pi postal stationery envelope from
Dedeagach;1915 cover from Madagascar, etc., a interesting mix and ideal for a postal history dealer.
40767

500 - 1’000

CC C H 
All World: 1858-2017ca Accumulation in three large boxes, including mainly Switzerland with face value
material and Israel, additionally with many envelopes containing the new stamps issued and sent by the
Israel and Swiss Post, also a miscellaneous assembly of foreign with scattered thematics (Red-Cross,
Uno, etc), with nothing particularly remarkable for its rarity; a large lot to be examined before bidding.
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40768

H / 430

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 800

All world: 1860-1920’s, Accumulation of stamps mostly from Europe in big quantities stored in old
time small and medium boxes, noted classic stamps from France including cancelation specializations,
stamps in bundles, and some postal stationery with better, to be viewed.
40769

F 

2’000 - 3’000

All World: 1860-1960 ca Huge range of covers in 4 large boxes, many addressed to Switzerland
with quantities of stationery, postcards, interesting items throughout, diverse countries, noted good
Scandinavia, Austria, USA, some classic material, military, maritime, good group of oversized covers,
mixed.
40770

CC C H G F J DCE DFE 

1’800 - 2’200

All World: 1860-1980 Massive mixed accumulation of all world housed in six large cartons, many in
approximately fourteen albums with Austria, Germany, Holland etc., plus extensive amount of loose
stamps with some useful Australia & Australian States, mixed quantities of Ireland throughout etc.,
most certainly worth viewing, and a wonderful lot for those long winter evenings, generally mixed to
fine (10’000’s)
40771

CC C H L 

400 - 500

All World: 1863-1973 Accumulation used/unused with duplication, contained in stock books pages,
noted Hong Kong and Taiwan, also some Thailand, Labuan, Straits, Malaya, Ceylon, Singapore, British
Africa, a bit untidy but with many medium better values and sets, mixed to very fine condition.
40772

CC C H G DCE 

300 - 400

All World: 1866-1985ca Accumulation used/unused with duplication in large box with albums with
Mostly Yugoslavia, Italy, Germany and British Commonwealth, mixed to mostly very fine.
40773

F 

200 - 300

All World : 1870-1920 Postal Stationery ranges in very fine 1883 home-made album along with cut
outs, wide range of countries represented mint and used + much additional loose material.
40774

F 

100 - 150

All World: 1870-1980 ca Group of several hundred covers from diverse countries including stationery.
40775

F 

100 - 150

All World: 1870-98 Group of four covers including Ecuador first issue with two covers to Lima, one
with 1r green pair, the other bearing 1r yellow pair, Corrientes (Argentina) with (2c) yellow which may
not belong to the cover from Caá Caty, and Samoa with cover to France bearing 1887-99 1/2d & 2d.
40776

F 

100 - 150

All World: 1871-1932 Lot of 38 postal stationery cards & envelopes with Switzerland, Portugal &
Colonies, Austria (noted double cards & 1x Bukovina Zuryn), 1 x Bahamas Specimen & 1 x Colonia
Eritrea, used or unused, mostly fine to very fine.
40777

F / 430

600 - 900

All World: 1871-1948 Group of a few hundred covers, noted section of Netherlands & Colonies, mail to
Israel incl. good Russia, Scandinavia, British Commonwealth, a number of better covers noted.
40778

CC C H F 
All World: 1880’s-1990’s Large accumulation in five big boxes, including mainly Greece used/unused
in several albums with also some few early issues, modern Liechtenstein and Channel Islands, UNO,
France with maximum cards and FDC’s, modern Cyprus mint with the 1963 Scout souv. sheet, probably
the most interesting part being the picture postcards featuring romance, ships, greetings with relief
designs, etc, as well as cigarette cards in four albums with several attractive early examples; viewing
essential.
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40779

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 300

All World: 1880-1940, Lot of 300+ mint and used postal stationery with very few duplication, diverse
countries including Asia, mostly fine.
40780

2’000 - 3’000

CC C H 
All World: 1880-1950 Accumulation in 17 albums or stockcards, to be noted Monaco also in old Y&T
albums, some French colonies, better mint n.h. sets from Italy Republic, Switzerland, some Asia and
European countries; according to the vendor the catalogue value is €56’000, but we recommend this
lot to be examined before bidding.

40781

150 - 200

CC C H G F 
All World: 1880-1986 ca. Lot in small box with covers/cards incl. some medium better Brazil, Venezuela,
Netherlands Indies (2x post agent), Germany (Empire, Bund, Berlin) and small stockbook (noted Bavaria
mint, mint n.h., coat of arms adhesives), etc.; mixed to very fine.

40782

1’500 - 2’000

F / 430

All World: 1885-1952 ca. Group of 400 to 500 illustrated postal stationery, large part Europe, also
section of USA etc., sprinkling of better items throughout.
40783

200 - 300

H G F DFE 
All World: 1886-1940 Fascinating assembly of perfins neatly housed in two stockbooks, mostly 1000’s
of used singles, plus some useful covers, mixed to fine.

40784

F / 430

500 - 750

F / 436

300 - 500

F 

200 - 300

All World: 1890-1978 Group of 74 covers with Asia interest, mostly postcards from Europe to Hong
Kong, some with Singapore to Hong Kong cds’s, also German PO’s in China, Hong Kong, etc.
40785

All World: 1890s-1990s Accumulation of many hundreds with covers, cards and stationery, including a
small group of Spanish Colonial items related to Peru and Chile, of which three from Peru to Chile and
two better items being rare transatlantic mails from Spain to Chile, censored mail, a better part with
Germany and a noticeable portion of transatlantic mail going to Chile, better items noted incl. censored
cover to Guatemala with “RELEASED BY THE BRITISH MILITARY AUTHORITIES” hs and delivered
after WWI, range of cancels, some modern commemorative covers; although the largest part is modern,
still though containing a good portion of some useful items for a postal history dealer (100s).
40786

All World: 1898-1900 Postal stationery: correspondence of 22 Japanese cards incl. hand painted all to
Zurich, in addition a further 23 cards from 1901-02 to the same address from Aden, Egypt, Naples all
franked by Germany 10 pfg tied by Deutsche Seepost cds’s, etc.
40787

700 - 1’000

F 
All World - Maritime Mail: 1899-1920s Group of 88 maritime mail items, mainly with Italian ship cancels,
but also other European countries with better examples, mixed to very fine, worth of inspection.

40788

CC C H G F DCE DFE 

250 - 400

All World: 1900-80s, Accumulation of odds and ends, some useful Irish Commemorative varieties, plus
a lot more to pick through (100’s).
40789

900 - 1’100

CC C H G F 
All World: 1900-1980 Large accumulation of 1’000s of stamps in sets & singles in 6 large boxes, mint
and used all on stocks cards, an excellent basis for an ebay dealer with a lot of the work already done.

40790

300 - 500

F 
All World: 1900-80 ca. Postal history in two large boxes, mostly 1950’s/60’s, incl. FDC’s, other
commemoratives, illustrated stationery, commercial, some duplication, noted Scandinavia incl. Finland,
Greenland, good Luxembourg with better sets, generally fine (few 1000’s).
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40791

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

All World: 1905-79 Postal history accumulation of about 115 items, including mainly Malaysia, Nigeria,
Y.A.R., Persia, Bhutan, abundant registered mail, also with few loose adhesives and sets, mostly fine
to very fine.
40792

150 - 300

CC C H 
All World: 1918-1988, lot of better stamps or sets in general of Middle Eastern countries including
Palestine 1948 overprints on Transjordan set with the three high vales mint n.h. (SG £225), Bahrain on
India 1941 10R pair in mint n.h. (SG £180), Palestine 100 pi court fees revenue stamp, scarce strip of
four, Saudi Arabia better mint n.h. singles from the 1966-75 air post set, Jordan 1964 Pope‘s visit set
imperf mint n.h., rare as not from the miniature sheet with is without gum (see SG 604-608), Oman 1972
high values SG 155-7 mint n.h. (SG £169), Syria 1923 poste par avion surcharge set SG 114-117 mint
o.g. (SG £172); in generally very fine condition.

40793

CC C H F J P 

1’000 - 1’500

CC J 

4’400 - 6’000

All World: 1920s-2000s, Mint and used collection in mint in 34 albums/stockbooks and 14 folders of
sheets (UN; Swiss incl. 1942 10c sheet and France), mint with 1950s-90s with Switzerland, UN, Russia
incl. 1922 Famine Relief set, 1935 Air set, 1949 70th Birthday mini sheet on yellowish paper, India,
Korea 1955 Sport pair of mini sheets (unevenly toned), Colombia, Mexico incl. 1934 Airmails 20c to
20p set of 8 mint hr, Israel, Egypt UAR incl. imperfs, QEII British Commonwealth, French Colonies incl.
1960s épreuve deluxe and imperfs, thematic interest incl. paintings, Olympics, worldwide used, mint
multiples, mini sheets incl. Japan 1949 5y mini sheet of 10, booklets, etc., a fantastic lot to sort through,
great for retail or long winter evenings.
40794

All World: 1928-2014, Large duplicated quantity of mint nh sets, blocks and mini sheets sorted in a
large box, Mi. cat. value €110’600, incl. modern Gibraltar, some semi-modern material for example
Egeo 1934 World Cup sets (4), great source of thematics with Olympics, EUROPA, etc., flora and fauna,
etc., a great lot for a retailer, see complete listing on our website.
40795

200 - 300

CC J 
All World: 1940s Mint n.h. selection in three small stockbooks incl. one with French Colonies incl.
omnibus sets, France Libre ovpts, etc., British Empire incl. Nyasaland 1938-44 to £1 (which is corner
marginal), Egypt incl. Young Farouk to £E1, etc., some blocks, fine and nice selection.

40796

P / 436

1’000 - 1’500

All World: 1960s-70s, Accumulation of 274 deluxe proofs Polynesia, Saint-Pierre-&-Miquelon, French
Comoros and ex French territories, as well as 16 artist signed die proofs with interests incl. Scouts,
coins and Olympics, a useful lot for a thematics dealer.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40797

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

Australia: 1852-2009 Attractive mixed accumulation of Australian States and Australia neatly presented
in five large red Lighthouse albums, plus seven other stockbooks and albums, additionally three shoe
boxes crammed with duplicated modern sets and some modern booklets, mixed to very fine (1000’s)

40798

CC C H DCE L 

1’000 - 2’000

Austria & UN: 1850-2007, Mint & used collection in 3 printed Lighthouse hingeless albums, with a good
deal of completion, starting with Lombardy-Venetia, Offices in Crete, Offices in Ottoman Empire, Italian
Occupation, Military Post, Bosnia & Herzegovina, back-of-the-book with DDSG, telegraph stamps,
fiscals, postage dues throughout, newspaper stamps, 1910 10k mint (small thin spot), 1933 Wipa
50g+50g mint singles on white and granite paper, 1936 Dollfuss 10s mint (tone spots), etc., all mint
from 1967 onwards, mixed condition, a plus four full Lighthouse albums of mint UN 1951-2007 with
booklets (NY, Vienna & Geneva).
40799

C H F 

100 - 150

Austria: 1850-1937 Mint and used collection in one album starting with the classics (mostly used),
including 1867 50kr used, various better mint sets of the 1930’s with also 1933 Day of the Catholics set,
as well as 69 covers/postal stationery from 1856-1937 with common usages.
40800

F 

260

Austria: 1850-1938 Accumulation of 150+ covers & cards, noted many medium better items, registered,
express mail, no.1 on cover, no.2 on cover, a few Bosnia, postal stationery, etc., mixed to very fine.

40801

CC C H 
Austria: 1850-1945 Collection, mint from 1908 including complete sets of 1908-13 Franz Joseph I,
1931 Rotary with duplication, 1933 FIS mint n.h., 1933 WIPA corner example n.h. with silk threats,
1933 Day of the Catholics (2, one being marginal), 1936 Dollfuss n.h. and used, airmails with 1925-30
set used, registered “WIPA 1933 Sezession Wien” registered commemorative airmail cover; some used
examples are found in the earlier issues; generally very fine.
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1’000 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40802

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Austria: 1863-1954 Group of 57 covers/stationery incl. fine section of illustrated picture stationery,
Levant, destinations.
40803

F / 436

200

F / 436

200 - 300

CC C H F 

100 - 150

Austria: 1873-1960 Group of 53 covers/postal stat. all addressed to Switzerland incl. parcel cards,
noted 1873/4 two 2kr stationery cards uprated 2kr (special border rate).
40804

Baltics: 1919-58 Group of 44 covers from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania all addressed to Switzerland,
noted some large multiples (Estonia), Lithuania parcel card
40805

Bangladesh: 1971-1989, Collection in an album with a mixture of mint and used and 90+ covers/cards
incl. postal stationery with uprated, Pakistan used in Bangladesh, overprinted stationery and stamps,
registered, etc., a nice variety of postal history.
40806

200 - 300

F 
Belgian Congo: 1897-1943 Lot of 101 mostly postal stationery, majority illustrated with some good
images including large part set of the Est Afrikain Allemand / Occupation Belge set cto, some earlier
material incl. cancel interest.

40807

200 - 300

F 
Belgian Congo: 1902-40 Group of postal stationery cards to Switzerland, diverse group often written
from small places, cancel interest.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40808

CC C H F A 

Cat. n°

Belgium: 1849-1942, Comprehensive collection crammed into two large old time Yvert & Tellier albums,
including mint, used, covers, proofs, essays and reimpressions throughout, from the 1849 Epaulettes
onwards, incl. 1849 10c and 20c with Moens red ink line cancel mint og, with variety studies and
cancellation interest in these early issues, 1865-66 1F with Specimen ovpt, unused example and used
in “chou-rouge” shade, with further Specimens and imperfs of this and later issues, unadopted essays,
1915-19 imperf. set of 15 (both 5F), King Albert 20c error of colour (cert. Balasse), 1914 20(+20)c Red
Cross perf.11x12 left marginal mint nh, 1918 Red Cross set to 10F+10F perf. and imperf., 1919-20
Helmet perf. and imperf. set plus some die proofs, 1919 Perron de Liège 25c (1st print) mnh, 1920
Olympics imperf., 1921 Olympics 20c on 15c with inverted ovpt (slightly stuck down), 1928 Philatelic
Day set of 9, 1929 “L” surcharge set of 9, 1932 Cardinal set imperf. and perf., 1933 Braine-L’Alleud
set of 9, 1933 Orval perf. and imperf. set, etc., etc, a truly once in a lifetime wonderful and generous
collection
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Estimate (€)

34’000 - 40’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40809

CC C H F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

Belgium: 1849-1969; Collection of Europe in 4 stockbooks with most value in the semi-modern Belgium
incl. 1915 mint set incl. mint 5 FRANKEN, 1919 Albert mint set, 1932 Cardinal mint set, 1933 Orval mint
n.h. set, etc., also with various Germany, France, Luxembourg, Congo, etc., a nice lot.

40810

3’000 - 5’000

C H F DFE 
Belgium: 1865-1918, Collection of mint, used and postal history with 2 Lindner hingeless albums worth
of material crammed into one album, starting with 1865-66 perf. 14 1/2x14 and perf.15 to 1F mint/
unused, 1869-78 perf. 14 1/2x14 and perf.15 to 1F mint and 5F used (several, most with faults), 188491 mint set, 1893-1900 mint set (incl. white paper), 1905 mint set, etc., with duplicated used examples
of all the issues with interest in shades and cancellations, over 50 covers (and a dozen or so fronts
so please inspect) with foreign mail, registered, insured, etc., a great lot for further expansion or for
breaking down.

40811

300 - 400


Belgium: 1871-1988 Lot of 550+ postal stationery mint & used, much of interest incl. military, officials,
express, illustrated, perfins, destinations (Brazil, Canada, India etc)

40812

200

CC C H 
Belgium: 1884-1943 Ranges mint/nh mint, noted 1905 set, 1914 Red Cross imperf. proof blocks of 6
(4), 1915 Railway Parcel set to 1f, 1934 Tuberculosis set used, vignettes, 1946-49 Senat and 1952 UPU
Congress presentation booklets, etc, a few faults.

40813

360 - 450

F 
Belgium: 1913-54, Lot de 15 lettres avec divers affranchissements dont Ste Adresse, Zeppelin, Orval,
Braine L’Alleud, etc., cf scans.

40814

CC 

COB 190-210, 254-257

120 - 150

Belgium: 1922-27 “Houyoux” mint n.h. accumulation of 95 stamps with listed shades incl. 5F x 2 (COB
209), 10F x3 (COB 210), 1F10 has a diagonal gum bend otherwise very fine (COB €1 500+).
40815

No Lot.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40816

C H 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

140

Brazil: 1946-2004 (approx.) Collection on the Brazilian Christmas postal stationery letters (folding
letters) and there many different designs, also the sealing christmas vignettes are present, mostly
unused, but earlies are also used, mostly fine to superb, but also a few with filing holes, overall a
collection difficult to repeat, approx. 140 items incl duplications.
40817

CC C H J 

4’000 - 6’000

British Empire & Great Britain: 1840-2007 Old-time estate in 35 albums and stockbooks, showing
mint and used with strength in Great Britain with nine Davo albums, Australia in two Davo albums, Malta
in four Davo albums, plus specialised George VI mostly mint in six deluxe SG albums showing many
complete sets, some toning, mixed to very fine (1000’s).
40818

CC C H L 

5’000 - 7’000

British Empire: 1850-1970s, Collection of mint & used sorted into 35 stockbooks, with better sections
incl. Trinidad from Britannias, Australian States with Victoria incl. Half-Lengths, New Zealand from
imperf. Chalons, noted forgeries with the classics, very mixed condition, suitable for a dealer to break
down for the internet.

40819

CC C H J 

10’000 - 15’000

British Empire: 1850s-1981, Small dealer’s stock on cards in a shoebox arranged from A-Z, with
noted Aden Dhow to 10R mint, Australia with States, Bahamas 1860-61 6d rough perf. unused, Hong
Kong, India incl. 1856-64 2a green unissued, a card of Convention States varieties incl. “JEIND” on 8a
(pinhole), Cyprus, Mauritius incl. Post Paid 1d, Dardenne 2d and Lapirot, specimens throughout, mixed
condition, an interesting mixture with very high catalogue value.
40820

CC C H DCE P 

1’000 - 1’500

C H DCE 

5’000 - 8’000

British Empire: 1852-1994 ca. Duplication in A5 stockbook incl. British America, Asia & Africa with
mostly medium better sets and values incl. classic issues, some proofs and varieties, noted Turks S.G.
7, Tasmania S.G. 76, Cape of Good Hope 1d woodblock, St. Helena S.G. 2a & 8, Hong Kong S.G.
146a, Gambia S.G. 14Bc, British Guiana S.G. 20, Sarawak S.G. 126-145, diverse Gambia, Somaliland,
Rhodesia, Malaya States, Canada, Zanzibar, etc., etc., mint hinged, n.h. or used, mostly fine to very fine.

40821

British Empire: 1855-1920s, A predominately used collection in a well filled green “The Imperial
Postage Stamp Album”, some better represented countries including Ceylon including S.G. 9, 13 and
14 with certs, Hong Kong, India and states, Cape of Good Hope, Mauritius, St. Helena including 192227 £1 mint, Bermuda incl. KGV £1 “nick in top right scroll” variety mint, Australia and states; generally
good to fine and a great basis for expansion with viewing highly recommended. Stated to catalogue in
excess of £50,000.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40822

F / 436

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’200

British Empire: 1861-1974 Group of ca.250 covers/postal stationery/postcards including British
Levant, Australian States, Gold Coast & Mauritius, many addressed to Switzerland, interesting items
throughout, mixed.

40823

12’000 - 15’000

CC C J 
British Empire: 1800s-1960s, A valuable predominantly mint accumulation in a maroon stock book
and on stock cards, including S.W.A. 4d green overprint inverted, Somaliland 1r with variety Somal.land
in pair with normal, New Guinea including 1935 Air £2 and £5, 1939 1/2d to £1 set of 14, Cyprus KGV
£1 (both), Malaysia including a selection of imperf. and missing colour varieties, Burma, including 1937
official 3p- 10r set of 14 in blocks of four, Leeward Islands KGVI up to £1 (3) in blocks of four; Sierra
Leone 1884-91 set in blocks of four.

40824

1’200 - 1’500

C H DCE L DFE 
British Empire: 1880s-1970s, Mint & used collection in 5 albums contained in box, including stockbook
of Cape of Good Hope (some reprints and forgeries/cut outs included in the triangular section which
have been turned around for the web scans), Falkland Islands dependency sets used on fronts,
Mauritius KEVII specimens to 10R, New Zealand, BWI incl. St. Vincent and British Honduras with KGVII
& QEII sets, and three albums of modern Nevis and St Vincent & Grenadines; a useful lot worthy of
careful viewing.

40825

180 - 240

F 
British Empire: 1893 -1972 Group of 53 covers/postal stationery all addressed to Switzerland incl.
several Gold Coast censored covers, Malta, Tonga 1921 picture stationery card, etc.

40826

1’200 - 1’500

C H 
British Empire: 1937-52 Collection in a Stanley Gibbons King George VI album from Aden to Zululand
with mint or used incl. many medium to better values or sets, mostly very fine.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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40827

CC C J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

British Empire: 1960-68, Varieties and errors group incl. Biafra incl. 1968 5s with “Republic of Nigeria”
obliterated by hand because the ovpt was misplaced (9 copies known according to the vendor), 1/2d
block with paper fold and partial print on reverse; Ceylon 1964 Chicken 60c with red omitted (2) and
blue & green omitted (2); Ghana 1964 mini sheet with brown colour shift; Cook Islands 1966 Airmail
£1 mint n.h. block of four with two showing airplane omitted; Guyana Independence 1c ovpt inverted;
Lesotho postage due blocks with “LSEOTHO” variety; Malaya Japanese Occupation Penang 1942 15c
with “N PPON” variety in mint block (S.G. £120+, cert. BPA); Malaysia 1963 10c with yellow partially
omitted; Malta 1960 1 1/2c with silver omitted; Selangor 1965 Flowers 1c with variety magenta omitted;
Trengganu Flowers 2c with black omitted; Sierra Leone 1970 1 1/2c with green mostly omitted and 1963
11s on £1 CTO (S.G. £250 used), mostly very fine and mint n.h.
40828

CC C 

180 - 240

British Occupation of Italian Colonies: 1943-51 Lot only including high values of Somalia and
Tripoltania on five stockcards, mostly mint n.h. or with barely visible hinge traces, noted some colour
shades and re-entries, as well as some varieties, very fine.
40829

F 

150 - 200

Bulgaria: 1882-1959 Group of 89 covers with a good section of postal stationery incl. early, uprated,
cancel interest.
40830

F 

100 - 150

Bulgaria: 1900-1990s Small show box filled with covers, about 280 items mostly originating from the
1920s-1950s, mostly fine/very fine.
40831

CC C H F 

300 - 500

Burma: 1937-74 Collection in an album with mint, used and postal history, incl. 1937 mint to 15R (15R
no gum), officials, various Japanese Occupation “peacock” overprints (S.G. J19a and J24 with Cermuga
certs), Burmese Gvot issues incl. 1943 5s scarlet imperf. and perf. blocks of 8, and an interesting range
of 50+ covers.
40832

C H DCE 
Canada: 1859-1970, Mostly used collection on pages with a selection of 1859 issues to 17c, 1897
Jubilee with 15c, 20c and 50c mint, KGV definitives with shades, commemoratives used to $1, etc.

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40833

C H DCE L 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’500

Ceylon: 1857-66, Attractive selection of 57 mint & used Chalon Heads with imperf. with values to 2s
and perf. issues (mostly wmk CC) to 1s, mixed condition but above average with no noticeable adding
of margins on the imperf. issues (SG. £10’000+).

40834

10’000 - 15’000

C DCE 
China: 1878-1949, Mint collection of China in a printed album and a stockbook, starting with Large
Dragons set (thin paper, printed 2.5m apart), 1894 Dowager Empress set (1st printing), surcharge issues
incl. large figures set, Red Revenues to 4c on 3c, C.I.P. issues to $1, Shanghai Statistical set (some
foxing), Waterlow set to $2, 1913 Junk London ptg to $5, 1st Peking ptg to $10, 2nd Peking set to $20,
good deal of completion in the Communist Conquest and Post-War Inflation period incl. 1945-46 Parcel
Post set, postage dues, then Chinese Provinces with Manchuria, Sinkiang with Junks to $10, Japanese
Occupation, Manchuko, etc., and the stockbook with Communist issues, condition mostly fine to very
fine, a fantastic lot, rarely offered.

40835

100 - 150

CC H F 
China: 1897-2004 Accumulation on leaves, in stockbooks, presentation books, loose

40836

200 - 300

CC C J DCE 
China: 1898-1962 Accumulation used/unused of Imperial China, PRC and Taiwan 1962 Chinese
paintings set (Mi € 200), on 17 small to medium stockcards, unused.

40837

120 - 160

H F 
China: 1898-1990 Group of 20 covers incl. some Hong Kong, noted some medium better, also 2 DIN
A5 stockcards with duplication

40838

500 - 700

CC C H J DCE 
China: 1898-2010 Collection with duplication in 3 medium thick A4 albums, from Chinese Imperial Post
over Provincial Issues, PRC (with many medium better values & sets) to modern times, also HONG
KONG (with some medium better + values up to $50), MANCHUKUO and a few Macau & Timor, used,
mint hinged or mint n.h, mixed to superb, high catalogue value.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40839

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

China: 1913-1960 Six covers including two from the PRC, with destinations including Czechoslovakia,
Germany, Austria and France.
40840



1’000 - 1’500

China: 1930-40s, About 98 spectacular large size POSTERS for film and publicity, in general all different,
presumably as usual with later reprints but please examine as we are not certain.
40841

F 

300 - 400

China: 1941-46 Group of 14 covers, nearly all airmails, mostly from Shanghai and with surcharged
values.
40842

H F 

120 - 150

China: 1944-2009 Group of 42 covers incl. some Hong Kong, etc., noted some medium better, also
some Taiwan loose duplication, also some China Beijing 2008 sheetlets on covers to Canada, mixed
to very fine.

40843

H 

2’000 - 3’000

China: 1949-88, Used collection of China in 2 printed albums and 2 of Taiwan, with a very good deal of
completion with strength in PRC incl. 1967 Thoughts of Mao in strips (some separation, one creased),
1967 Poems of Mao set, 1968 Directives of Mao strip, some mini sheets such as 1978 Horses, 1979
Study of Science, imperf. sets (1963 Children, Pandas and Monkeys), 1980 8f Monkey, airmails, postage
dues, etc., and Taiwan incl. 1951 Scouts imperf. set, 1955 President Kai-shek’s re-election mini sheet
unused, and so on, an attractive lot.
40844

F 

800 - 1’000

China: 1951-59 Group of over 40 covers to Czechoslovakia, mostly airmail, some airmail registered,
with many multicolour frankings, diverse decorated envelopes, interesting frankings, etc., mostly from
the Czechoslovak Embassy Peking or the General Consulate in Shanghai, unusual specialist lot
40845

F 

600 - 1’000

China: 1988-1993, Collection of 86 covers with vignettes issued by different Chinese Provinces in order
to compensate the unsustainable postal rate stagnation imposed by the general Government, including
some unused vignettes also, interesting.
40846

CC 

250 - 300

Croatia: 1941-1945 Stock comprising never hinged stamps only, presented in glassine envelopes and
part stockbook, very fine to superb.
40847

F 
Croatia: 1941-45 Accumulation comprising over 110 covers, cards and other postal forms, including
circa 20 registered covers, some fiscal forms and banknotes, noted five covers with tête-bêche,
additionally five printing cliches also including the SS Division, an interesting group for the specialist.
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900 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40848

CC C H DCE L 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

Cuba: 1 2006, Mint & used collection in 9 luxury printed albums, very good deal of completion, from
Spanish Dominion onwards, Puerto Príncipe issues incl. forgeries, airmails, semi-postals, telegraph
stamps, the 1950s-90s with a mix of mint and CTO sets, mixed condition.
40849

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H 
Cyprus: 1880-1984 Mint and used collection mounted in hingeless green Lighthouse album, showing
useful early issues, with a fine array of fine used singles, many high values present up to £1, mixed to
very fine (100’s) (SG 9’000+).

40850

900 - 1’200

CC C H J 
Cyprus: 1880-1960 Mint and used duplicated accumulation housed in blue stockbook, showing useful
stock of early issues, with a fine array of fine used singles and multiples, some high values present up
to £1, mixed to very fine (100’s) (SG £6’000+).

40851

100 - 150

CC H G F J 
Czechoslovakia: 1919-1948, Accumulation of covers, cards, postal stationery, also diverse duplication
of loose stamps in envelopes, all from the Jan David estate incl. a 2 page letter with signature, diverse
fieldpost WWI & WWII, postal stat. cards from HLUCIN, many from or to J.David or family members,
mixed to very fine.

40852

100 - 150

F 
Czechoslovakia: 1919-48 Group of 55 postal stationery all addressed to Switzerland, many uprated,
noted registered, illustrated, section of parcel cards.

40853

2’000 - 3’000

F 
Danish West Indies: 1788-1866, Postal history incl. two official decrees, group of seven pre-stamp
covers incl. 1797 cover to USA with “4” hs, 1816 cover to UK with “PACKET-LETTER” hs, two via
Leeward Islands to UK, 1857 cover sent “onboard the Atrato, 443 Miles from St.Thomas” and 1861
cover from St. Jan, then 1854 cover with “FOREIGN LETTER OFFICE / ST.THOMAS”, 1863 cover with
“ST.THOMAS EXPRESS OFFICE”, Crowned “Paid St. Thomas” hs, 1866 cover with French St. Thomas
paquebot ds, a useful selection of items, ideal for a dealer or as a starter group for a postal history
collection (18 items).

40854

F / 436

200 - 300

CC C H 

400 - 600

Denmark: 1855-1971 Group of 274 covers, many addressed to Switzerland with postal stationery,
mint/used/uprated, many airs, cancel interest with a number of thimble cancels, parcel cards, chargé
etc., much of note, mixed.
40855

Europe: 1841-1930 Large group of albums/stockbooks in 3 large boxes with duplicated ranges, almost
all Europe, noted Scandinavia with Norway mint & used collections, Denmark, Luxembourg from
duplicated 1st issues, Cyprus etc.
40856

200 - 400

F 
Europe: 1843-1877 Group of 30 covers addressed to the Rothschild archive in Paris, all stampless
except four bearing Italian DLR stamps, originating from Poland, Austria, Romania, Italy, Netherlands
and Belgium, with variety of dispatch and transit postmarks, in very fine or extremely fine condition.

40857

800 - 1’400

CC C H 
Europe: 1849-1988 Accumulation in two large boxes including the great part of the value in France with
Ceres and Bordeaux issues, Paris sheet 1925, good semi-modern sets/singles and face value material;
also some Italy and Switzerland used and wooden boxes with glassine envelopes filled with all world
stamps; viewing essential.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40858

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

250 - 400

Europe: 1860-1976 Accumulation of about 130 covers & cards in box, mostly France & Colonies, Italy,
Scandinavia, Belgium, etc., inlc. registered and airmails, also very few loose sets and singles, mostly
very fine.
40859

F 

300 - 400

Europe: 1866-1964 Postal history accumulation (70+), mostly including Germany, Benelux, France,
Scandinavia, with mainly items from the 1920s-1940s.
40860

F 

600 - 900

Europe: 1890-1950 ca. Accumulation of mainly mint illustrated postal stationery including duplication
principally from Europe, with sections of Hungary, Netherlands, Italy incl. Vatican, Greece, Belgium,
Austria, Yugoslavia, few from elsewhere and a sprinkling of better items such as early Germany (few
100s).
40861

F 

300 - 600

Europe: 1900-1990 Postal Stationery collection of 100’s of unused postal stationery cards in two large
cartons, showing strength in Germany, France, DDR, Switzerland etc., some specialities, very fine
(100s) (STC €6340+).
40862

F 

400 - 800

Europe: 1910-1960ca. Lot of about 230 covers and postal stationery, the WWII years are better
represented and many covers are from France, to be mentioned is an illustrated Peugeot telegram of
France, 1941 FDC from Guernsey, Italy rare postal card to France cancelled “Fontana Parma 9.6.1940”,
one day before the beginning of war with France and detained by the French authorities as a result of
the Italian entry in the war (RR), France with two different pseudo Semeuse postal stationeries, various
censored mail, etc; viewing essential.
40863

F 

200 - 300

Europe: 1920-40 ca Correspondence of many hundreds of European countries to Switzerland in a large
box, fine.
40864

C H 

180 - 240

Gambia: 1869-1965 Collection on 6 album leaves and 1 small file, mint hinged or used, noted diverse
medium better values, fine to very fine.
40865

C H 

200 - 300

Germany - Berlin: 1948-1986 Collection mint for the great majority in one album, including better items
such as 1949 Monetary Reform set of three n.h. or 1949 1s on 3m n.h.; very fine.
40866

F / 436

3’000 - 5’000

Germany: 1788-1960 ca. Massive accumulation of 1000’s of covers with some pre-stamp, German
States & Colonies, much stationery incl. illustrated, City Post, airs, Occupation issues, Danzig, Saar,
DDR, Berlin, mostly loose, some duplication but vast majority commercial mail, much of it addressed
to Switzerland, mixed.
40867

C H F 

300 - 600

Germany: 1849-1945; Collection in two albums, from the German States to the 3rd Reich, a number of
better items are included like Baden 18 Kr a fine used example (with only a tiny imperfection), Bavaria
12 Kr (Michel 26 x) used, Lübeck 1859 1/2 S (Mi. 1) with genuine bar cancel, German Empire with
better Brutschild stamp and 3rd Reich in general unused with a number of better sets including an
interesting cover franked with the Danzig issue surcharged “DEUTSCHES REICH“ cancelled by the rare
“FELDPOST I DZG 6.10.1939“ cds, condition mixed to very fine, high catalogue value.
40868

C H F 
Germany: 1851-1986 Collection in one album including German States with better positions but in
mixed condition, Reich, both used, and German Federal Republic mint.
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200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40869

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

Germany: 1858-1957 Group of ca few 100 covers housed in 2 cover albums including maritime,
German States, picture stationery, airs etc., much of interest.
40870

F / 436

120 - 150

F / 450

4’000 - 6’000

Germany: 1872-1943 Lot of approx. 70 postal stationery cards, letter cards, envelopes, etc. in small
box, mostly German Empire incl. areas (WW I occupation, German Colonies), also some Bavaria and
Wurttemberg, used or unused, mixed to foremost fine to very fine.
40871

Germany: 1888-1950 ca ILLUSTRATED POSTAL STATIONERY: Vast accumulation of a few thousand
postal stationery with much duplication, mint & used, better items including a pre-1900 forerunner
section, much of interest, mainly fine, value in sheer quantity.
40872

200 - 400

F 
Germany: 1894-1993 BODENSEE shipmail group of a couple of 100 picture postcards/covers with
a wealth of postmark interest, the other half of the value is in the cards themselves with some fine
lithos. The lot includes a remaindered collection but there is enough potential to reorganise the material
included as the basis for a new collection.

40873

400 - 600

F 
Germany: 1889-1915 Group of mostly postcards all with maritime or WWI naval cancels (227), many
better cards incl some fine early New Guinea Gruss Aus cards used, a few later items.

40874

3’000 - 6’000


Germany: 1933-1990 accumulation contained in 18 albums with printed pages, with Third Reich, allied
and soviet occupations, German federal and Democratic Republics, Berlin, every area usually being in
mint n.h. and used condition, with the majority of the good sets being represented, including Wagner
“Nothilfe” souv. sheet, Ostropa, “Posthorn” set, etc, generally in very fine condition and with some of
the better values signed by Schlegel BPP; in addition seven albums with Slovakia mint n.h.; viewing
essential.

40875

1’000 - 1’500

F 
Germany - General Gouverment: 1940-44 Lot of 130+ covers, many registered, majority addressed
to Switzerland, with censors, diverse frankings and cancels, some mint & used stationery incl. uprated,
a wonderful holding.

40876

400 - 600

CC C 
Germany: 1946-2000 Mint ranges in 5 Leuchturm albums with extensive Allied Occupation, Saar incl.
both 1948 Flood Disaster sheets, DDR etc., later unmounted in multiples

40877

50 - 100

CC 
Great Britain - Channel Islands: 1941-86, Mint collection of Jersey, Guernsey and some Alderney in a
stockbook, incl. postage dues, some booklets, mini sheets, etc., mostly very fine.

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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40891ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40878

CC C H F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

4’000 - 5’000

Great Britain: 1599-1990, Accumulation of mostly postal history and postal stationery, with pre-stamp
incl. 1599 Corsini letter, free franks, two Dockwra covers, a mounted collection of London hs, postal
stationery incl. two unused 2d Mulreadys and one 1d, better stamps incl. £1 Seahorse used and 1929
PUC £1 used, cancellation interest on loose stamps and covers, Machins incl. booklets then biscuit tins
and shoeboxes with duplicates; used and unused postal stationery from QV to QEII plus QV 1d red perf.
covers, booklets and prestige booklets, etc., a great lot for the internet retailer.

40879

5’000 - 6’000

CC C H F 
Great Britain: 1840-1970 Predominantly used collection of stamps and covers in 10 albums and stock
books contained in two boxes, all reigns well represented including QV high values with 1887-1900
Jubilee 4 1/2d pane of 20 mint and £1 vertical strip of three used (a little separation), 5s pale rose used,
KGV with many control singles and Machins through to definitives also including two albums of FDCs;
a good lot well worth careful viewing, generally good to fine.

40880

3’000 - 4’000

H 
Great Britain: 1840 1d black group of 27 used singles and a pair from various plates, the vast majority
with four margins and many with nice cancels, only a couple spotted with reparations, mostly fine to
very fine and an attractive group of Penny Blacks.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40881

H 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

Great Britain: 1840 2d blue used group of five incl. one with 1844-type “466” numeral otherwise red or
black MCs, all four margined, one with a filled thin, the rest very fine, an attractive group.
40882

CC C H G 

300 - 500

Great Britain: 1840-1980 ca Accumulation including Sectional Imperial Album leaves with some mint
Officials, Revenues etc., and additional British Levant, booklets incl. Silver Jubilee, some Nauru.
40883

CC C H G F J DCE DFE 

500 - 700

Great Britain: 1840-1980 Attractive mixed groups of different collections/accumulations housed in
twelve albums and stockbooks, showing early issues from 1840 1d black, some useful used surface
printed, plus later specialised plates blocks groups from GV to QEII, mint and used stocks, modern
Jersey & Guernsey, booklets and postal stationery etc., generally mixed to fine (1000’s)
40884

F / 450

1’000 - 1’500

Great Britain: 1841-1982 Accumulation of covers of all reigns (600), much of it addressed to
Switzerland, with diverse frankings, cancel interest, few 1911 flights envelopes, 2 Mulreadys, Silver
Wedding £1’s incl. illustrated FDC, 1d black on cover, postal stationery, picture postcards, Lundy,
Channel Is., Wembleys, mixed.
40885

H 

400 - 600

Great Britain: 1867-1912 Larger duplication on 18 mostly medium size stockcards of surface printed
and KE VII values, noted diff. plates and wmks., colour shades, a few very fine pmks, some perfins, etc.,
all in lilac A4 filing book, mostly fine to verz fine lot and high cat. value.

40886

C H 

2’200 - 2’600

Great Britain: 1883-1929, Selection of 8 high values from QV to KGV incl. 1883-84 5s crimson mint
(surface scratch), I.R. Official 5s used (creased), KEVI 10s mint and £1 mint & used, KGV BW 1918-19
Seahorses 5s and 10s mint; fine to very fine unless otherwise stated (S.G. £8’850).
40887

CC C 
Great Britain & Ireland: 1970-2010 Attractive accumulation of modern mint BOOKLETS from Great
Britain and Ireland, showing a strength in face value in Euro & Pounds, mixed to very fine, an unusual
lot (100’s)
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500 - 700

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40888

F / 450

2’000 - 3’000

F / 450

300 - 500

F / 450

600 - 800

F / 450

200 - 300

F 

300 - 400

Estimate (€)

Greece - Ionian Islands: 1661-1943, Great assortment of 36 Ionian Islands covers, with pre-stamp incl.
1661 Entire from Corfu to Venice, 1715 Entire from Corfu to Venice, 1764 wrapper from Corfu to Venice
with “LETTER / DA MARE” hs, 1818 wrapper with large red “ISOLA / DI ZANTE” double circle hs, 1822
entire from Corfu to England with “ISOLE / IONIE” circular cachet in green, 1827 Small folded letter with
“POSTA KALAMOY” hs, 1833 Incoming entire from Venice to Corfu with Coat-of-Arms Corfu arrival hs,
covers with scroll-type despatch ds from Corfu and Zante, “PAID AT CORFU” crown circle on cover to
England and “PAID AT CEPHALONIA” crown circle on cover, 1878 Entire with Austrian Levant 1876-83
10s fine print tied by neat “JANINA” cds, eight Large Hermes Heads frankings, etc., a very useful lot for
the specialist or postal history dealer.
40889

Greece: 1710-1871, Lot of seven covers showing various CORFU postmarks including very early item
from 1710, also “I” for “J” error, also large ISOLE IONIE cds in green, also two later letters with Large
Hermes Head issues, a fine group and a good basis for expansion, most items are signed Sorani, see
also web.
40890

Greece: 1863-80 Lot of 66 Large Hermes heads mostly on internal covers, nearly all franked 20L blue,
two at 40L rate, one 80L, variety of shades, printings and postmarks (noted Tripolis), also 6 covers sent
abroad or incoming incl. 4 colour franking, mixed franking from Candia with Austrian Levant, original
old time in mixed condition.
40891

Greece: 1879-1953, 97 Stationery cards mint & used incl. a strong section of illustrated, some of these
mixed, many uprated, noted registered, destinations.
40892

Greece: 1890-1949 Lot of 51 postal stationery all addressed to Switzerland incl. 1913 parcel card,
many illustrated cards incl. scarce ‘Famille Royale (1902).

40893

300 - 400

CC C 
Greece: 1901-51, Mint ranges including 1901 3d silver IMPERF pair (right hand with light vertical
crease), later ranges with mint sets including Zeppelins, also various blocks of 4 and 6, mostly fine.

40894

500 - 700

CC C H DCE L 
Hawaii: 1851-1893 Stockbook collection comprising about 100, with mainly forgeries and Numeral and
Kamehameha values, including few genuine, mixed quality.

40895

150 - 200

F 
Hungary: 1877-1963 Group of 57 covers addressed to Switzerland with a fine section of postal
stationery with uprated, registered, parcel cards
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40899ex

40926ex

40927ex2

40932ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40896

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

120 - 150

Hungary: 1882-1959 Group of 52 covers/postal stationeries incl. Occupation issues, philatelic
frankings, express, ladies envelopes
40897

150 - 200

F 
Hungary: 1910s-20s Group of 65 items from a commercial correspondence sent to a company in
Swtzerland, including registered and censored mail, with a good variety of frankings.

40898

F / 454

240 - 300

H G F DFE 

200 - 300

Iceland: 1888-1985 Lot of 86 covers all addressed to Switzerland incl. Iceland & Greenland, noted 1900
Iceland 10a stationery card with thimble LEITH SHIP LETTER cds, Finland 1917 registered censor cover
with Russia stamps
40898A

Indian States: Group of covers, cards, part covers, fronts, pieces and loose stamps in very mixed
condition, mostly Jammu Kashmir incl. combination frankings with India stamps but with odd stamp
missing, some stationery mint & used incl. Chamba State, approx 49 covers.
40899

F / 454

200 - 300

A 

100 - 150

India: 1900s-1940s, Group of 60+ covers and cards, with postal stationery incl. registered envelopes,
two covers underpaid with foreign postage dues (Straits Settlements & GB), censored, many seemingly
from Kashmir, some ppc’s, On Active Service, one hand illustrated witha lake/mountain scene, etc., an
useful mix.
40900

Ireland: 1922 Photographic essays: Mixed accumulation of over 70 photographic essays for the
designs submitted for the 1922 definitive series, status and date of issue unknown (70+)
40901

200 - 300

H G 
Ireland: 1922 Attractive and mixed assembly of low overprints values in used bundles., certainly
opportunities to study and discovery, plus small specialised balance collection of minor varieties with
mint & used mounted on album pages, a wonderful accumulation (1000’s)

40902

200 - 300

CC C H J 
Ireland: 1922 Attractive and mixed duplicated assembly of mostly low overprints values in mint &
used, all neatly housed in large brown stockbook, showing some useful control blocks etc., certainly
opportunities to study and discovery, a fine to very fine accumulation (100’s)

40903

200 - 300

CC C H G J DCE 
Ireland: 1922-1970 Attractive mixed collection of mostly used definitives in sets, singles and blocks,
including 1933-35 1d booklet stamps used with ad labels (5) (Hib.D2B1-3, €1200), plus a couple of mint
overprint sets to 10s and some mint low value blocks etc., generally fine to very fine (100’s)

40904

200 - 300

CC C 
Ireland: 1922-1989 Clean mint collection housed in green Lighthouse hingeless album, showing some
overprint sets to the 10s, plus a complete collection of commemorative, better definitive sets also, fresh
and very fine (100s).

40905

300 - 400

C H G A 
Ireland: 1922-1990 Attractive and mixed assembly housed in one large green stockbook showing
mostly used with useful, but some essays, plus overprints to 10s, plus much more (100s).

40906

CC C H G S 

100 - 120

Ireland: 1922-1990 Attractive mint assembly housed in one green hingeless Lighthouse album almost
full of mint commemoratives, some useful definitives and a few overprints with high values to 5s, mixed
to very fine (100s).
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40907

CC C H G F J DCE 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

Ireland: 1922-2010 Large accumulation of mint and used definitives housed in three large cartons and
displayed in fourteen albums and neatly arranged on stockcards, showing mint used singles, multiples,
sets, coil stamps, plate blocks, some postal stationery & telegram usages etc., generally very fine, a
massive accumulation and an excellent basis for the ebay dealer as it is already arranges and ready for
immediate sale (1000’s).

40908

CC C H G F J 

1’500 - 2’000

Ireland: 1922-35 Attractive and mixed assembly of low & high value overprints, mint and used, some
useful low values mint and used blocks of four, plus a fine array of high values 2s6d to 10s both mint
and used, an attractive and interesting lot (100s).
40909

CC C H G F J 

100 - 150

Ireland: 1925-85 Mixed duplicated accumulations of postage dues a definitives with complete used
sets neatly arranged on stockcards, plus array of loose another issues, generally mixed to fine (100’s)
40910

CC C H G F J DCE 
Ireland: 1929-2010 Large duplicated accumulation of mint and used commemoratives housed in five
large cartons and displayed in thirty albums and neatly arranged on stockcards, showing mint and used
singles, multiples, sets etc., including large quantities of the popular set such as O’Connell, Emmet and
Admiral Brown to name just a few, generally very fine, a massive accumulation and an excellent basis
for the ebay dealer as it is already arranges and ready for immediate sale (1000’s).
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1’800 - 2’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40911

CC C H G F J S 

300 - 400

CC C 

200 - 300

Estimate (€)

Ireland - Airmails: 1948-1965 Attractive collection of the airmail stamps of Ireland, showing mint &
used, blocks, four values with Specimen ovpts in red or black, a fine array of plate flaws on most values
including two used example of the “Extra feather” on the 1/3 value, mixed to very fine (120+ stamps &
two covers).
40912

Ireland: 1948-2011 Clean mint collection of booklets housed in green Lighthouse hingeless album, a
few better booklets, later booklets and booklet panes in quantities, some Exhibition booklets etc, fresh
and very fine (100s).
40913

300 - 400

H G 
Ireland: 1980 Fauna and Flora miniature sheets, large stock of 2000 complete sheets mint nh, fresh &
very fine (Hib. MS3, €8000+)

40914

10’000 - 12’000

CC J 
Ireland: Large accumulation of over €28’500 of modern Ireland euro based face value, strength in the
Bird Definitive issue, mostly in plate blocks and traffic light blocks of four, being a wonderful opportunity
for the Bird Thematic dealer, amazing (1000’s)

40915

400 - 500

/ 454

Ireland - Banknotes: 1838-1996 Attractive collection of 32 banknotes, mostly different including 1838
Agricultural and Commercial Bank of Ireland / Enniscorthy £1 note (rather tatty), plus a fine array of the
popular ‘Lady Lavery’ designs showing 10s orange, £1 green, £5 brown, £10 blue, £20 red, £50 violet
and £100 green, plus an array of later note up to £100, an very fine group (32)
40916

200 - 300

F 
Ireland - Postage Dues: 1921-85 Accumulation of 150 postage usage usages on covers and cards,
mixed to fine & unusual lot (150)

40917

CC C H G F J S 

600 - 800

F 

200 - 300

Ireland - Postage Dues: 1925-1988 Attractive collection/accumulation of the postage dues stamps
of Ireland, showing mint & used, blocks, complete sheets in quantities, watermark varieties including
1940-69 1s watermark sideways mint nh corner marginal block of four (Hib. PD14wd, €480), plate
varieties, large mint and used stock, plus some Airmails & Definitives, mixed to very fine (1000’s)
40918

Ireland - Postal Orders: 1966-69 Large accumulation of 1000’s postal orders some with Commemorative
and Definitive frankings, interesting combinations, an unusual lot (1000’s)
40919

100 - 120

F 
Ireland - Postal Orders: 1966-69 Large accumulation of over 1000 postal orders some with
Commemorative and Definitive frankings, interesting combinations, an unusual lot (1000+)

40920

100 - 120

F 
Ireland - Postal Orders: 1923-69 Large accumulation of over 100’s postal orders some with
Commemorative and Definitive frankings, interesting combinations, plus one dated 1923 British Postal
Order overprinted Saorstat Eireann 1922, plus some modern postal orders etc., an unusual lot (100’s)

40921

C H G S M 

400 - 500

C H G S M 

150 - 200

Ireland - Revenues: Attractive and mixed assembly housed in one stockbook showing mostly used
with some mint and a few Specimens, strength in the Queen Victoria Registration of Deeds issue etc.,
plus much more (100’s)
40922

Ireland - Revenues: Attractive and mixed assembly of loose revenues, some documents, some on
stockcards, showing mostly used with some mint plus much more, a fun lot (100’s).
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

40923

C H G M 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

700 - 1’000

Ireland - Revenues: Attractive and mixed assembly housed in two albums crammed with revenues
from the early Cypher stamps, large quantities of embossed from all periods, plus Petty Sessions
imperf. & perforated Specimens, Chancery Court, Registration of Deeds, Judicature, County Courts,
also Bonelli’s Electric Telegraph Company (4), English & Irish Magnetic Telegraph Co. (23) etc., a
wonderful accumulation and an excellent basis for study and expansion (100’s)

40924

CC 

4’000 - 5’000

Israel: 1948-79, Complete mint nh collection with tabs in two printed albums, incl. 1948 Doar Ivri set,
New Years set plus gutter tab blocks of four, horizontal gutter pairs and vertical gutter pairs, 1951
1000m menorah lower left corner marginal with full tab, etc., very fine and fresh.
40925

CC C J 

1’000 - 1’500

Israel: 1948-90s, Mint accumulation in 5 albums plus 4 small cover albums with FDCs, with three
printed albums showing various states of completion, noted 1948 Doar Ivri mint tab set (1000m with
bend and creased perf), 1948 New Years mint nh full tab set and interpanneu tête-bêche pairs with plate
no., one album full of sheets and sheetlets, ideal for a dealer.
40926

F / 454

Papal States: 1852-58 Group of 20 franked covers, mainly addressed to Genoa, bearing more than ten
different frankings including a 1baj in very fine strip of five (Sassone €7’500).
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1’500 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40927

F / 454

1’200 - 1’800

F / 454

800 - 1’000

Estimate (€)

Italian States - Sardinia: 1811-77 Exceptional specialised collection of the postmarks of Liguria from
the postal district of Nice, part of the Province of Imperia, comprising more than 120 lot cards, the
majority being postal history, including many franked with Sardinian issues, with usages from Alsassio,
Arma, porto Maurizio, Ventimiglia, San Remo, etc; the quality is predominantly exceptional, with several
extremely fine examples, viewing recommended; ex Daniele Zanaria private collection.
40928

Italian States - Maritime Mail: 1806-1869 Assembly comprising 84 items originating from, transiting
through or addressed to Italy, including two from India to Italy, also mail from the Ionian Islands, USA,
Gibraltar, France, Greece, Great Britain, some disinfected mail, nearly all being different and featuring
a good display of different maritime French and Italian marking, mixed to very fine; nearly all ex Del
Bianco.

40929

1’000 - 2’000

C H DCE 
Italian States: 1850-60 Collection used/unused contained in one album, including a very fine “Crocetta”
used, Papal States 50baj used, Sardinia with the three first issues complete used, Tuscany with 2s
scarlet on bluish used, condition varies; mainly in fine-very fine condition, viewing essential.

40930

300 - 400

F 
Italian States: 1856-64 Group of 7 covers (11 later Italy) from Roman States, Tuscany, Sardinia used in
Savoie, Austrian Italy with fiscal usage, much of interest.

40931

600 - 900

F 
Italy: 1857-1932 Collection of LAKE MAIL, mostly stationery or picture postcards with lake mail
cancels, including on incoming/outgoing mail to/from Switzerland, diverse cancels with the different
serial numbers, some fine picture postcards and a few ephemera included, splendid basis for collection
(222 items).

40932

F / 454

200 - 300

F / 460

1’200 - 1’500

Italy: 1860-67 Group of 7 underpaid covers with different “Insufficente” hs, incl. 1860 Prov. Govt. 20c to
Genova with cursive hs (cert. Raybaudi), 1863 15c blue on two covers with one tied by “VIA DI MARE”
hs, two with 1865 20c on 15c, one with 1867-77 20c and one to France with 55c franking, an attractive
group which would make a nice addition to a postal history collection.
40933

Italy - Maritime Mail: 1860-1940s Collection with about 175 items, with examples from Italy or abroad,
including a wide range of cancels and frankings, a lot for the specialist, viewing essential.
40934

100 - 150

C H F 
Italy - Fiume: 1918-21 Ranges mint & used incl. duplication, noted 6 covers/postal stationery.

40935

250 - 300

CC C H G J DCE L 
Italy - Trieste Zone A: 1930-50 Accumulation of revenues and provisional tax stamps, used and
unused, including some multiples and duplicates, mostly fine to very fine.
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40936ex

40943ex

40980ex

41011ex2

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40936

F / 460

300 - 400

F 

500 - 750

Estimate (€)

Italian Eritrea: 1903-41 Accumulation of nearly 70 covers/cards including airmails, registered and
military mail, etc.; mixed to very fine, for the specialist.
40937

Italian Ethiopia: 1891-1940 Specialized collection of the 1936 issue for internal mail only, mostly on
exhibition pages, also including unused stationery, picture postcards and maps.
40938

100 - 150

CC C H 
Japan: 1874-1980 Duplication on 6 A4 stockpages and 11 A4 approval pages, mint hinged, n.h. or
used, noted diverse medium stamps or sets, also diverse pre 1900, mixed and a bit untidy but worth
checking through.

40939

300 - 400

F / 460

Japan: 1896-1964 Group of 150 covers/postcards including large group of ca 70 FDCs from 1955,
some correspondence to Switzerland incl. small batch of postcards incl. registered from 1941-43, few
earlier items.
40940

1’000 - 1’500

CC 
Jordan: 1963-65 Stock from a former dealer in Beirut with 245 imperforate sets of Red-Crescent 1963
(Mi. 402A/407A, €5’880), 550 perf. and 325 imperf. sets of Red-Cross 1963 (Mi. 409A/414A, €14’400),
900 souvenir sheets of Red-Cross 1963 (Mi. Bl 6, €27’000) and 650 imperf. sets of Volleyball 1965 (Mi.
509A/511A, €9’750), all mint n.h. and the sets being presented in full sheets, additional quantities not
counted, very high catalogue value (at least €57’030); a lot with strong potential.

40941

200 - 300

C H 
Korea: 1884-1903 Selection of Kindom issues, mostly mint * hinged or hinge remainder & used, noted
UNISSUED 1884 values, some overprints, etc., also some fakes, interesting specialist group.

40942

200 - 300

F 
Latin America: 1880-1940 ca Accumulation of some 100’s of covers, mostly heavily duplicated
correspondence to Switzerland from Salvador, also section of Honduras and other countries, fine.

40943

240 - 300

F / 460

Latin America: 1890-1943 Group of 73 covers addressed to Switzerland of which fine sections of
Honduras (17) & Bolivia (29).

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

40944ex2
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Estimate (€)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Lebanese Foreign Post Office Postal History
40944

25’000 - 40’000

F DFE 
The Life-times Collection of a distinguished gentleman: This collection has taken over 30 years
assemble and brings together items from all the major Foreign Offices based in Lebanon, from the
Ottoman Empire, French, German, Austrian, Russian and British offices all represented.
The collection is carefully annotated by the collector and is presented on over 1400 pages and housed
in some 31 green Lighthouse albums. The more that 1470 items dating from the Venetian period starting
in 1509 right the way through to the start of World War I in 1915.
There many wonderfully rare, interesting, attractive, colourful and or valuable items from many of the
Foreign Post offices that served Lebanon at the time. It must be said while there are many important
items the vast majority of the collection is made up of the standard usages mostly from Beyrouth with
strength in the periods from
A small selection of some of the more interesting and or valuable items are described as follow:
Early stampless mail: A selection of three what appear to be 15th century Venetian mail, some later
stampless covers covering the 17th and 18th centuries etc.
Ottoman Empire: This period is well represented including 1848 stampless cover with clear Arabic
negative seal in blue of Beirut, 1863 Toughra 1pi tied by Beirut arabic blue dotted cancel on cover,
1886 envelope franked Empire 20pa horizontal strip of six all tied by Arabic double-circle of Zahle,
20pa stationery envelope with additional 20pa neatly cancelled and tied by blue Kousba negative and
addressed to Atlantic City, USA etc.
Austrian Offices: Stampless disinfected cover bearing oval black Agenzia del Lloyd Austricao / Berutti,
1866 folded cover to Glarus, Switzerland, franked 1864 Lombary Venetia 15s brown, three examples
tied by BERUTTI/24.1 cds, 1867 3s green, 5s red and 15s brown all neatly tied by BERUTTI/14.3 cds
on envelope to USA etc.
French Offices: 1855 Stampless cover bearing ALEXANDRETTE/10.MAI.55 cds, plus a fine array of
covers bearing GC5028 and some showing martime ship markings etc.
British Offices: 1875 Folded cover to Glarus, Switzerland, franked GB 2 1/2d tied G06, 1877 large
registered cover to Berlin, franked 2d + 2 1/2d + 1s all tied G06, 1878 US Consular envelope from Beirut
to Omaha, franked GB 2 1/2d strip of three tied G06, plus a fine array of rare and desirable combination
frankings showing three covers and one front all from Beyrouth to France with GB franking tied G06 and
French franking tied in transit in Alexandria by GC5080, plus 1906 1pi on 2d grey-green and carmine
(SG 15) horizontal pair tied on registered cover from Beyrouth to Manchester etc.
The above are just a small sample of the vast range of this collection. There is not doubt that it would
be essential to view this collection however large parts of it will be available for viewing via our website
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40945

CC C H G F J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’200

Lebanon: 1867-1969 Mixed accumulation of more than 270 covers mostly Lebanese, including a few
foreign post office usages, plus a small array of stamps including 1944 Proclamation of Independence
set of 10 in complete mint n.h. sheets of 50 each with a central gutter margin (SG £5’500+), also a small
stockbook of Mandate period mint and some Ottoman cancels on stamps and fragments, mixed to
very fine, a wonderful lot.
40946

CC C H G F S 

500 - 600

CC C H G F S 

500 - 600

CC C H 

600 - 800

Levant - British: 1857-1948 Attractive and mixed assembly housed in one bordeaux Lindner album
crammed full of unused and used mostly British Levant issues, much duplication, some useful GB used
in Constantinople with values to 5s, plus a few covers and cards, a few Specimen ovpts and a fine array
of very fine used, a small selection of German Levant & Morocco Agencies also present, a fun lot to
pick though (100’s).
40947

Levant - French: 1852-1948 Attractive and mixed assembly housed in one bordeaux Lindner album
crammed full of unused, but mostly used, showing a fine array of cancels from early imperforate issues
onwards, better towns present including Jaffa, a fun lot to pick though (100’s).
40948

Levant: 1850-1920 Attractive mint & used accumulation of sets and singles all mounted on stock cards
showing British, French, Austrian, Rumanian, Russian and Italian Levant, plus other Middle East issues
etc., mixed to very fine, an unusual lot (100’s).
40949

C H G S M 

150 - 200

Levant: 1860-1930 Mixed accumulation of covers and cards, showing useful British Levant with postal
stationery, French Levant with “Petit Chiffre” and “Gros Chiffre” numerals cancels on covers from
Alexandriaand Alexandrette etc., Austrian Levant and German Levant etc., plus some Turkish postcards
and covers, a fun lot (100’s).

40950

C H 
Liechtenstein: 1912-2012 Mostly mint hinged collection in four printed hingeless albums, virtually
complete, incl. 1915 25h ultramarine (2), 1921 7 1/2r perf.9 1/2, 1928 Jubilee set, 1930 Landscapes
perf. 10 1/2 & perf. 11 1/2, 1934 Vaduz mini sheet, 1930 airmail set, 1931 Zeppelins, etc., mostly very
fine and fresh.
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1’000 - 2’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40951

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Luxembourg: 1874-1997 Lot of 250+ postal stationery mint & used, incl. many sent abroad, some
uprated, noted used reply portion, cancel interest incl. TPO’s

40952

500 - 800

CC C H F 
Malaysia - Straits Settlements & FMS: 1867-1940s Collection in an album, starting with Crown
surcharges used, mint issues from 1883 incl. 1904-10 to $5, KEVII $500 fiscally used, Federated Malay
States incl. 1904-22 Wmk Multi CA $5 mint, etc., as well as 40+ covers, postal stationery and picture
postcards, a useful lot for further expansion.

40953

5’000 - 7’000

CC C H F S 

Malaysian States: 1880-1968, A fabulous mint & used collection of Malaysian States with several key
stamps and sets such as Johore incl. 1904-10 to $100 (the $50 & $100 mint n.h.), 1922-41 $500 fiscally
used; Kedah incl. 1921-32 specimen set, 1937 mint, used & specimen set; Kelantan incl. 1937 Sultan
Ismail set to $5 ($2 & $5 mint n.h.); Trengganu 1910-19 $5 and $25 mint, 1921-41 $50 and specimen
$100, etc., the condition fine to very fine overall, a highly desirable lot left intact.
40954

100 - 150

F 
Malaysian States: 1934-1955, 29 covers incl. Selangor, Johore, Singapore, Penang, Straits Settlements,
Kedah, Malacca, etc., incl. air letters, registered, airmails, range of cancels, mostly commercial mail
with 3 FDCs and one franked Postal Order, one AR (stamps faulty), mixed condition.

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40955

C DCE S 

3’000 - 5’000

H 

2’000 - 3’000

Estimate (€)

Malta: 1860-1970, Mint collection in an album and small stockbook, starting with an impressive range
of the 1860-81 1/2d yellows with four on unwatermarked paper and 15 on wmk CC, 1904-14 set of 17,
1914-21 set with extra shades, 1919 Wmk Multi CA 10s mint, 121-22 set to 10s (which is marginal),
Self Government sets, 1922-26 set incl. both £1s, etc., some mixed condition, mostly fine to very fine
after QV, a great lot.

40956

Malta: 1860-78, Used collection with very good deal of completion in an album, starting with 1860-63
and 1863-81 1/2d yellows (20, with four examples on non wmk paper), 1919 Wmk Multi CA 10s used
with very neat cancel (SG £4’750), 1921-22 Wmk Script CA 10s with neat Valletta cds, 1922 Wmk Multi
CA 2s used, 1922-26 to £1 (both wmk upright and sideways), some postage dues (incl. unused têtebêche pairs), mixed condition early on but mostly fine and very useful used collection.
40957

F 

300 - 500

Malta: 1929-85, Collection of first flight covers in an album incl. two 1929 (Dec 26) covers to India, 1929
(Sep 5) to Australia, 1931 (Jun 19) with “BY AIR TO GENOA ONLY”, 1931 (Jun 18) “1st. Air Mail” with
two to Italy (one printed matter) and one to Tripoli, 1932 (Jan 16) to South Africa, 1933 (Jun 29) Imperial
Airways to India, 1951 Malta-Cairo, the rest from the 1970s-80s, fine.
40958

F 

200 - 300

Malta: 1930-87, Collection of around 200 FDCs incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee set on plain FDC, 1948 (Nov
25) Self Government set on cover, 1948 Royal Wedding set on cover, etc., plus a handful of covers
(some non Malta).
40959

CC C 

500 - 600

Mauritius: 1858-1981 Collection on leaves, stronger in 1863-94 period, with duplication, noted SG
118b, also 1 x POST PAID worn impression, all used (a few on last page mint resp. MNH), mostly fine
to very fine.
40960

F 
Nepal: 1900-33ca. Group of 12 stampless native envelopes, some of them identified including
registration cachets, Royal seal, earliest recorded cancel, fascinating group.
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100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40961

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’500

Nepal: 1972-96, REINHARD MESSNER Himalayan Expeditions, with signed cards incl. 1972 TriolerHimalaya expedition, 1974 Austria exped. to Makalu, 1975 Club Alpino Italiano to Lhotse (2), 1977
Dhaulagiri (4 different, one printed), 1978 Everest (6 + brochure + publicity card), 1979 Karakorum (2),
1980 Solo Everest (3 different), 1981 8000er Bücher (2), 1982/83 Cho-Oyu, 1982 K2, 1982 Everest (2
different), 1984 Gasherbrum, 1984 Dhaulagiri, 1985 Swiss Dhaulagiri, 1985 Annapurna, 1986 Makalu,
1989 Lhotse and 1996 K2, a fantastic lot for the connoisseur of Mountaineering philately (35 items)
40962

300 - 400

F 
Netherlands: 1871-2005 Group of 520+ postal stationery mint & used incl. illustrated, uprated,
registered, destinations (Egypt, Finland, Estonia), section of Netherlands Indies.

40963

300 - 400

H 
New Zealand: 1857-1968 Attractive mixed lot of used neatly presented on twenty-one stock cards,
showing a fine array of twenty-six imperforated and perforated Chalon Heads with values from 1d to 1s
(26), plus a range of later issues with some of the better 5s values present, mixed to fine (100’s).

40964

180 - 240

C H 
Nigerias: 1903-1961 Collection of SOUTHERN NIGERIA & NIGERIA on album leaves, mint hinged or
used, noted diverse medium better values, mostly very fine.

40965

2’800 - 3’400

F 
Palestine & Israel: 1868-1980 Attractive old-time accumulation in large carton and housed in 13
album/stockbooks, showing strength in some early Levant Issues with a little Russian, French & Italian
Levant, but majority being the Ottoman Office in Palestine, plus some useful Austrian Offices also, a fine
array Interim issues mostly on covers, album of Egyptian Interpostal seals, the rest is mostly modern
Israel, mixed to fine, an interest lot (100s).

40966

80 - 100

F 
Poland: 1850-60s POMMERN area: Group of 13 folded lettersheets, noted Anclam, Pyritz, Naugard,
Stargard, Demmin, all but one without date, mostly 2-line datestamps

40967

150 - 200

F 
Poland: 1860-1953 ca Group of 26 covers incl. postage dues, military, express, very scarce early local
stationery (soiled), some fine early uprated covers.

40968

200 - 300

C H F 
Poland: 1918-1944, lot of better items of former consignment, a number still on lot cards including
1919 POCZTA POLSKA overprints, 1944 MONTE CASSINO overprints, three XF MNH sets (Mi 376-79),
local post issue including a genuine Zarki cover with Mi 7-9, Warsaw local post franking handstamps
all different used as postage due on four interesting incoming mail covers, 1921 two rare imperforate
essay of the unissued 80 Mk Eagle with manuscript Specimen and official handstamp, INTERNEMENT
EN SUISSE 1940 miniature sheet on cover, 1944 army general set (Mi 380-382) an unused and a rare
used set (Lublin 1 7.9.44 cds), 1928 Warsawa stamp exhibition m.s, and the same as used centre,
1938 Warsawa stamp exhibition miniature sheet perf and imperf used, etc.. furthermore a used
Czechoslovakia collection. In general in very fine condition.

40969

100 - 150

F 
Poland: 1919-59 Group of 49 covers all addressed to Switzerland with a good section of uprated postal
stationery, noted Express cover, several registered

40970

200 - 400

CC C H 
Poland: 1928-2006, Collection in 12 Lindner or Safe printed albums, with few material in the earlier
period, except for the souvenir sheets including mint 1928 Warsaw Phil. Exhibition, 1947 Celebrities
n.h., 1947 B.I.E. n.h., as well as 1948 Democracy n.h., 1943 Woldenberg Oflag IIC Copernicus with
special cancellation and 1954 imperf. Phil. Congress (these last three accompanied by cert. François
Feldman), as well as a small collection of Danzig; generally very fine.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40971

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Poland: 1945-53 Assembly mainly comprising covers (64), mostly with Groszi provisional overprints,
including registered mail, airmails, many commercial usages, fine to very fine.
40972

600 - 1’200

F / 460

Polar: 1950/1952, Archive of 5 covers & an expedition postcard, five of which from 1952 franked by
Madagascar 1F Provisional air tied by Terre Adelie 24 Jan. 1952 cds and with “Base Pointe Geologie /
1951 / 1952” cachet, sent the night the main building of the base Marret caught fire and was destroyed,
the personnel evacuated by the “Tottan” which happened to be there, the other 1949 with “Batiment
Polaire / “Commandant CHARCOT”” cachet and Madagascar franking tied by Terre Adelie 15-2 1949
cds and 20-1 1950 cds, very fine and scarce, recently discovered in the Duhamel family archive (first
four sent to 22 av de la Grande armée headquarter of the polar expedition).
40973

120 - 150

CC H F 
Portugal: 1940-1950 (ca.) Folded publicity lettersheet for Christmas with publicities on side flaps
allaround and on back, 2 Christmas postal stationery cards & Christmas telegram, all but one unused,
a very nice thematic group.

40974

CC J 
Portugal: 1940 Independence mint nh mini sheet, 5 examples, very fine (Mi. €1’900).

40975

CC J 
Portugal: 1944 Brotero mint nh mini sheets, 20 examples, very fine (Mi. €2’000).

40976

CC J 
Portugal: 1945 Navigator mint nh mini sheets, 30 examples, very fine (Mi. €1’800).

40977

CC J 
Portugal: 1945 President Carmona mint nh mini sheets, 8 examples, very fine (Mi. €2’240).

40978

Block 2

150 - 200

Block 6

150 - 200

Block 7

150 - 200

Block 8

180 - 240

F 

150 - 200

Portuguese Colonies: Archive collection of 200+ mint postal stationeries from Angra & Horta, Cape
Verde, Mozambique & St Thome, fine.
40979

C F 

300 - 400

Portuguese Colonies - Macao & Timor: 1900ca Group of over 40 unused postal stationery postcards,
mostly Macau, fine to mostly very fine.
40980

F / 460

400 - 500

F / 472

400 - 600

F 

500 - 700

Portuguese Colonies - Mozambique: 1900-16 Correspondence of 37 postal stationery cards
addressed to Switzerland, many uprated, some cancel interest incl. TPO’s, interesting origins incl.
Antioquia, Rikarla, Maloulouene, Tembé, all with lengthy messages.
40981

Russia: 1824-1919, Group of 9 covers and a formular card (from Ukraine with Trident 3R50), incl three
Zemstvo covers, 1846 cover from St. Petersburg with Royal wax seal, 1824 entire with 4-line postmark
of the Radzivilov border P.O., cover made up of two newspaper stationery wrappers to Germany, 1871
underpaid cover to France, Russian Levant 5k on cover from Constantinople and ppc from Tientsin, a
useful mixture.
40982

Russia: 1862-83, Group of eight covers with various frankings and destinations, two 1860s 10k perf.
frankings, 1875 from Riga to France with 8k & 5k, 1879 cover from Tambov double rate with 10k & 2k
pair, 1879 postcard with 2k pair, 1883 cover from Mariupol to Warsaw at double rate & registered with
20k & 1k, 1879 cover sent registered with 20k (2), 3k (2) and 1k and 1875 entire from Riga to France with
10k pair and 3k pair, an attractive group, ex “Nikolai”.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40983

CC C H G 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Russia: 1865-1943 Mixed collection/accumulation housed in one large Kabe spring-back album, plus
three other albumsmostly used with some mint (100’s)
40984

No Lot.

40985

F 

300 - 400

Russia: 1869-1956 Group of 77 covers all addressed to Switzerland, a few multi franking earlier covers,
1 cancelled in red, noted 1873 3 colour franking with 1k vertical paper, section of postal stationery.
40986

300 - 400

CC C H G J DCE L 
Russia and Related Regions: 1875-1971 Assembly of stamps including Russia, Soviet Union, Tannu
Touva, Lithuania, Estonia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, nothing particularly expensive, but with
duplication in three stockbooks, mixed to very fine condition.

40987

1’000 - 1’500

CC C J / 472

Russia: 1908-1917, Accumulation of complete Imperial sheets with all values represented showing
variety of prints and numbers of plates as per list: 1k (3) perf. (two sheets without the number, one with
No 6); 2k perf. (plate No 2); 3k perf. (3) with plate numbers 1, 2 & 7; 4k perf. (2) with plate numbers 1 &
2; 5k perf (2) both with plate No 2; 7k perf. with plate No 6; 10k perf. (2) with plate numbers 3 & 4; 14k
perf. (2) both with Kred. type 1909 plate 3; 15k perf. (2) both with plate 3; 20k perf. (2) both with plate
4; 25k perf. (2) both with Kred. Type 1908; 35k perf. (4) one with RARE Kred. Type 1910 and three other
with plate numbers 2, 5, 6; 50k perf. (3) all three with plate No5; 70k perf. without plate number; 1R perf.
sheet of 40 (3), one with separated perfs, one with RARE plate Kred. Type 1910, and two others with
plate numbers 2-8 & 3-9 + perf. sheet of 10x5 with plate number 6 & imperforate part of sheet 10x4 with
heavily misplaced centre vignette; Surcharge 10k on 7k with plate number 3-2; Surcharge 20k on 14k
sheet without plate number; 5R perf. sheet of 25 stamps; 3.50R perf. sheet 10x5 and imperforate sheet
with V places 7x8; 7R perf. sheet 10x5 and perf. sheet with V places 7x8; War Invalids 1914 sheet of 3k
perf 12 1/2 plate number 1; War Invalids 1915 1k and 3k both plate 1, some perf. separation as to be
expected, a rare accumulation, ex “Nikolai”.

40988

500 - 700

CC C 
Russia/Soviet Union: 1908-47 Group of stamps incl. 1913 Romanov 3k imperf. mint, 1922 Volga
Famine Relief 250r on 35k inverted surcharge mint, 1934 Stratosphere Disaster 5k sideways watermark
(Zverev 377A), 1938 Red Army 1R gutter pair, 1941 Industry 30k railway lower marginal mint n.h. block
of four, 1947 Sanatorium “Abkhazia” 30k mint n.h. imperforate horizontal pair and 1947 Reconstruction
60k mint imperf. at left.
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41004ex2

41038ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40989

CC J 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

Russia/Soviet Union: 1919-60, Selection of complete sheets in good condition starting with both
stamps of Chain breakers issue, 1921 issue, Star overprints, 1923 Soldier issues, Lenin 3R no wmk,
etc., ex “Nikolai”.
40990

3’500 - 5’000

CC J 
Russia: 1948-56 Group of 18 mint n.h. complete sheets incl. 1948 Day of the Tank set of 2 (Mi. 125051 €3’000+), 1949 40k Soviet Army (Mi.1327, €4’000+), 1949 Day of the Press set of 2 (Mi.1343-44
€4’000+), 1950 Day of the Workers 2nd ptg. (Mi.1461II-62II €4’500+), 1950 Armenia set of 3 (Mi. 151820 €3’000+), 1952 Soviet-Romania set of 3 (Mi. 1635-37 €3’000+), 1953 October Revolution set of
2 (Mi.1679-80 €5’500+), 1956 North Pole station 6 (Mi.1833 €288), 1956 Machmud Aiwasow type I
(Mi.1871IA €5’040) and 1952 Kovalevsky (Mi.1621 €2’200), some with pen number in the margins, very
fin (Total Mi. €34’528).

40991

600 - 800

CC C H G F DFE 
Russian Levant: 1863-1913 Attractive mixed accumulation in bordeaux Lindner album showing
strength in early Ropit issues unused and used, plus some forgeries, also group of the large 1863 6k
blue unused and used, plus many of the later sets mint & used etc., an unusual lot (100’s)

40992

CC C J 

S.G. 49/1114

500 - 600

Saudi Arabia: 1923-1975 Lot of 37 mint stamps, many never hinged, including six blocks of four of
which the 1970 SG670 11p orange and olive and the 1972 SG784 Wadi Hanifa Dam 7p black and
brown. Other noteworthy items include the 1923 SG49 10 on 5pi olive and the 1945 SG342A 200
guerche red-brown. A useful selection (STC S.G. £2’366).

40993ex
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

40993

CC C J DCE P / 473

4’000 - 6’000

P 

1’500 - 2’500

Estimate (€)

Saudi Arabia: 1925-1980 Attractive and clean collection of mint and mint nh neatly presented in three
green hingeless Lighthouse albums, plus additional blue album showing a great deal of completion,
starting with the 1934 Heir Apparent set both perforated and imperforate (SG £6’000), plus a fine
array of papers and shades included, other important items present are some varieties with double
impressions, imperforates, 1945 King Saud meet King Farouk set of four in complete mint sheetlets
of 25, 1960-61 Oil & Gas, Dam & Airmails all in complete sets, plus many values in imperf. pairs, 1964
Officials complete set of 27 plus shades, plus later sets and part sets of Oil & Gas, Dam & Airmails,
1976-81 specialised array of Kaaba and Oil Rig, a wonderful clean lot with an excellent basis for study
and expansion (SG 2009, £31’000+)
40994

Singapore: 1973 Flowers, an extraordinary assembly of 11 large imperforate plate composite proof
sheets printed on the final paper with fluorescent security imprint, each including from 150 to 300 units,
featuring proofs in black, mono- and bicolour, some winkles or minor imperfections to be expected
in these huge sheets; a unique and most interesting assembly with great potential for an ebay dealer.
40995

F 

100 - 200

South America: 1908-71 Accumulation of almost 50 covers/cards, mostly Guatemala, also including
Haiti, Venezuela, Paraguay, Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Costa Rica, much airmail, some registered, fine
to very fine.
40996

CC C H DCE L 

300 - 500

Spain: 1850-2008, Mint & used collection of Spain & Colonies in 3 Minkus printed albums, early issues
with forgeries, airmails, officials, back-of-the-book issues, good amount of completion from 1930
onwards but missing the better stamps/sets, the third album with mint issues from 1992-2008 incl. mini
sheets, mixed condition.

40997

CC C H A S 

Spanish Morocco: 1893-1956 specialised collection mint for the great majority, including an
interesting display of some of the early overprinted issues until 1916, airmails, Melilla perf/imperf with
also interpanneau blocks of four and perf. varieties, 1920’s with n.h. sets, 1940’s & 1950’s with many
imperforate examples or essays of which some with the signature, text or cachet for the approval to
be issues, Tetuan 1908 issue (except the 20c black), Cabo Juby with early issues and better n.h. sets
or “Muestra” overprints, La Agüera with the two sets mint, etc; a very difficult to find and exotic lot in
generally very fine condition, viewing recommended.
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1’500 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

40998

C H DCE 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

80 - 120

St. Thomas-La Guaira and -Porto Rico: 1864-70 Group of 32 ship letter stamps mainly unused with
o.g., including 19 examples from St. Thomas-La Guaira, the rest being the scarce Clara Rothe issues
with nine different values, mixed to very fine condition.
40999

800 - 1’000

CC C H G F J 
Austria: 1850-1918 Attractive old-time mint & used collections/assembly housed green Lighthouse
spring-back album, strength in Austrian Levant cancels, a wonderful accumulation (100’s)

41000

700 - 1’000

CC C H G 
Sweden: 1855-1969 Attractive mint & used collections/assembly housed green Lighthouse springback album mostly mint, with early issues used including 1855 3sk to 8sk, plus and array of later issues
with useful Coat of Arms & Ring Type, from 1885 onwards mostly mint with many of the better sets, a
wonderful accumulation (100’s)

41001

700 - 1’000

H G 
Sweden: 1855-1960 Attractive used collections/assembly housed green Lighthouse album crammed
with used many showing useful central town or village cancels, including 1855 3sk to 24sk, plus and
array of later issues with useful Coat of Arms & Ring Type, also a fine array of Officials etc., a wonderful
accumulation and an excellent basis for study and expansion (100s).

41002

200 - 300

F 
Sweden: 1824-1947 Attractive mixed lots of covers and cards, mostly early stampless folded letter
sheets (14), plus some later covers with Skilling, Coat of Arms and Ring Type usage, mixed to very fine (22)

41003

200 - 300

F 
Sweden: 1878-1958 Accumulation of about 300 covers, postal stationery (used & unused) and cards,
including one interesting cover of the Swedish Battalion in Saar in 1935, fine to very fine.

41004

CC C H F / 472

400 - 600

Thailand: 1882-1940, Mix of mint and used stamps, revenues (incl. document) and some postal history,
mixture of stamps with better sets incl. the mint 1920 Scouts ovpts to the top values (first tiger ovpt
1t (+25s) with cancel on reverse), 1928 mint set, plus a handful of covers, a useful starter collection.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

41005

F M 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

Thailand: 1900-10ca Group 36 fiscal documents all franked with revenue stamps, some toning as a
result of the climate conditions, but an interesting lot for the specialist

41006

CC C H F J A P 

10’000 - 15’000

Thematics - Bees “Des Abeilles et des Hommes” (“Relationship Between Bees and Men”) FIP Gold
Medal collection presented on large 64 Din-A 3 exhibition pages, attractively mounted and developed
in French according to a plan (following the norm of this kind of exhibit), with a wide range of worldwide
material from classic to modern, with the most significant part being a considerable number of Zemtsvo
stamps and covers, with remarkable examples such as Tambov 1872 5k lilac with plate variety broken
“5” at upper right of which only 2-3 are recorded, early New South Wales better early values, French
Guadeloupe with two covers bearing 1903 postage due 30c on 60c inverted surcharge (two covers
known) and 30c on 1fr inverted surcharge (the only example known), German Privat-Stadt-Post stamps
with multiples and postal history, airgraphs, pre-philately covers, Russian, German and French early
20th century advertising stationery letters (in addition two used G.B. Mulready envelopes), varieties,
colour essays, proofs, booklets, telegrams (including French adhesives); a copy of a 176 pages
handbook entirely dedicated to the collection accompanies the lot; mainly very fine, viewing essential.
41007

CC C H 

500 - 750

Thematics - Flowers: 1900’s-1980’s Comprehensive collection contained in 27 medium size albums
(no PRC).
41008

CC C H F 
Thematics - Olympics: 1896-1990s, Box of miscellaneous Olympics stamps, covers, cancellations,
postcards and vignettes, the bulk made up of modern material but with some better items and groups,
incl. 1896 2D (faulty) & 5D mint, grou pof Czech Olympic Committee fundraising pc’s and 1937 Military
Games cards, Latvia 1938 Sports set on cover, Latvia “Aux Jeux Olympiques 1940 via la Lettonie”
code A slogan machine franks (2), printed illustrated cover of Latvia with scarce “DER WEG ZUR
XII. OLYMPIADE NUR UBER DIE BALTISCHEN STAATEN” label on reverse, 1948 London (incl. Paris
Conference presentation card) & St. Moritz, 1952 Helsinki, scarcer vignettes incl. 1913 Deutches Stadion
(6), 1936 Yugoslavian footballers (4), etc., an interesting assortment and ideal for a new collector to sort
through or a dealer to break down on the internet.
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400 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

41009

F 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

Thematics - Olympics: 1908-86, Group incl. 1908 London, Official picture postcard of ‘Entrance to
Court of Progress’ bearing London Franco-British Exhibition London cancel of July 27th + 13 other
Olympic items from 1936-1986.
41010

100 - 200

CC C H G F J DCE 
Thematics - Olympics: 1936-2010 box with mostly semi-modern to modern covers & stamps, a few
classic but much Olympic related material, noted small box with hundreds of vignettes, labels, stickers
of diverse Olympic Games, mixed to very fine.

41011

CC C H G F DCE DFE / 460

3’000 - 6’000

Thematics - Red Cross: 1910-66, Collection of stamps, vignettes, postal history and commemorative
covers in no less than 8 large boxes, incl. 33 ring-binders incl. Switzerland, Belgium, France & Colonies,
Russia, Asia, Africa and Middle East with a range of WWI and WWII printed envelopes, illustrated pc’s
and later philatelic frankings, etc., 7 small cover albums with Red Cross frankings (two incl. 191020 French Colonies and five with 1915-66 France incl. censored mail, Franchise Militaire, printed
envelopes and postcards, WWI cachets, 1952 Red Cross booklet, etc.), five stockbooks plus loose
pages of worldwide stamps with France & Colonies (incl. 1870 cover to the Bureau de renseignements
de l’Agence internationale in Basel) and Swiss (incl. Soldier stamps), and an attractive and generous
part of worldwide Red Cross vignettes, also incl. full sheets, non-Red Cross Swiss covers 1830s-1910s,
a very interesting lot for a collector or dealer with giant retail potential.
41012

200 - 300

CC C H G F 
Thematics - Space 1923-72 Small exhibition collection (local level) contained in three albums, including
some better Kopernikus items and mint hinged BIT miniature sheet of Poland, mostly fine-very fine.

41013

500 - 800

CC C H 
Thematics - Trains: 1885-1960, Specialized collection in 5 albums with a wide array of countries,
complete sets, souvenir sheets, very fine, to be examined

41014

1’200 - 1’600

CC P / 480

Thematics - UIT 1965 Jubilee: Gorgeous collection mounted on around 150 pages, noted the issued
stamps, imperforate stamps, deluxe proofs and no less than 49 artist die proofs, from All World with
noted Europe, French Colonies or Territories, Monaco, Gulf States, Independent Africa, etc., a great lot
41015

200 - 300

F 
Turkey: 1852-1930 Attractive mixed accumulation of stampless covers and later postal stationery, with
some Austrian Offices in Smyrne. etc., mixed to very fine (120+).
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41016

CC C H G F J DCE A P M L 

Cat. n°

Turkey: 1863-1994 The life-work of a passionate philatelist neatly mounted and painstakingly written
up on 100’s of album pages and housed in seven Lindner albums.
The collection starts with an attractive array of the 1863 Toughra issue showing 96 singles unused and
used, plus one tête-bêche pair, later issues with strength in Duloz including values to 25pi with both
postage and postage dues, plus a fine array of town cancels, from 1875 Empire issue through to 1920
extensive specialisation with shades, mint and used multiples, town cancels, plus useful Anatolia, also
1919 Bulls ovpts an extensive range, plus later semi-modern to 1994 showing some of the key stamps
present including 1923-25 complete set mint & used with 500pi green (Mi. 825, €3’200), 1935 Women’s
Congress complete set etc. Back of the book shows a wonderful range of Revenue issues unused,
used and in documents, DDSG unused labels, City Posts, Ottoman Offices cancels throughout the
Empire, Roumalia, Cilicie, British Levant, Obligatory Tax Stamps a fine and practically complete set etc.
A truly wonderful collection for of gems and a delight to view, an excellent basis for study and
development (1000’s)
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Estimate (€)

7’000 - 10’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

41017

C H G DCE K 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’600 - 3’000

Turkey: 1863 Attractive old-time specialised balance collection neatly mounted on 23 album pages,
showing a wonderful range of the Toughra issues, mostly in used singles and a few pairs, some mint
or unused present, plus two tete-beche pairs, an fine range of cancels also present and some Duloz,
mixed to very fine, a wonderful accumulation (Toughra 166 singles, five pairs and two tete-beche pairs)
41018

1’600 - 2’000

CC C H G F J DCE 
Turkey: 1863-1908 Attractive old-time mint & used collections/assembly/accumulation housed brown
Lighthouse album, strength in Toughra issues with more that 50 mostly used singles with value from
20pa to 5pi, Duloz specialised accumulation with mint blocks and array of cancels, later issues crammed
with mint and used , a wonderful accumulation (100’s)

41019

CC C H G F J DCE L 

400 - 500

Turkey: 1869-1922 Old-time mint & used collections/assembly/accumulation housed brown Lighthouse
album, plus array of loose pages, strength in Duloz, Charity issues, Empire Issue with Eastern Rumelia,
DDSG, fine range of unused and used bisects, generally crammed with mint and used, a wonderful
accumulation to pick through (100’s)
41020

4’600 - 5’000

CC C 
Turkey: 1869-1980 Large mixed accumulation in ten albums and or stockbooks, showing a vast mixed
array of odds and ends including Austrian Levant, revenues, Duloz, Empire and Arms Issues in qualities,
plus later modern etc., mixed to very fine (1’000’s)

41021

500 - 600

CC C H G F A 
Turkey: 1880-1960 Revenues attractive and mixed assembly housed in one large blue Lighthouse
album crammed full of unused and used Revenues, some on attractive documents, a few with Specimen
ovpts, plus much more including some useful covers, a. fun lot to pick though (100’s)

41022

100 - 150

F 
Turkey: 1890-1976 Assembly comprising over 80 covers, postal stationery (used & unused) and cards,
mixed to very fine.
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41047ex

41054ex
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41023

DCE 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

180 - 240

Turkey: 1900ca. Revenues collection mounted on leaves of Public Wells and Fountains revenues (115)
with labels from Hunkiar, Kaich Dagh, Kanak Kabak, Kapa Kogaak, Ketche Kioztene and Tchamlidja,
values from 20 pa to 50pi, mostly mint with much n.h., some fine used, seldom offered.
41024

CC C H G F J DCE 

300 - 400

Turkey: 1918-1922 Old-time mint & used collections/assembly/accumulation housed brown Lighthouse
album, strength in Albania Eagle issues with forgeries, crammed with mint and used, a wonderful
accumulation to pick through (100’s)
41025

400 - 500

CC C H G F J 
Turkey - Anatolia: 1922 Attractive specialised collection neatly mounted and written up on twenty
album pages, showing all values present from 5pa to 3pi, strength in perforation varieties with imperf.,
imperf. between pairs, strips and blocks, imperf. on margins only and misperforations etc., a few used
plus a fine array of eighteen covers and or parcel cards, an wonderful lot and an excellent basis for form
a one frame exhibit (138 stamps and 18 cover/cards)

41026

200 - 300

CC C H G F J 
Turkish Cyprus: 1963-74 Attractive specialised collection of postal history mounted and written up on
112 album pages, showing strength in postal history with a fine array of town cancels, Turkish Peace
Keeping Forces cachet, Red Cross documents, also some stamps and sets included, plus an additional
box of 100’s of covers, a wonderful assembly for study and expansion

41027

250 - 400

F 
United Arab Emirates: 1968-1973 before postal unification, group of 45 legal size registered airmail
covers of Ajman, Fujeira, Ras al Khaima, Sharjah & Manama incl. imperf. values to USA, mostly with
arrival markings on back, postally used being seldom seen, very fine.

41028

200 - 300

C H G F 
Ukraine: 1908-1918 Small mixed lot of ten covers & cards, showing array of Odessa cancels and range
of frankings, plus a selection of unused Trident ovpts, mixed to fine.

41029

300 - 600

CC C H F 
United States: 1851-2008; Collection in 12 volumes, including duplication from the early classic up to
the new issues in mint n.h., postal stationeries, covers, precancels, etc., condition is from very mixed
for the classics to very fine, high catalogue value.

41030

1’200 - 1’600

A / 480

UNO New York: 1958-70 Group of nine unadopted hand painted essays, approximately A4 size or a
bit larger, including two different examples in black & white for the 1958 Economic & Social Council
(ECOSOC) 3c value, two different essays for the 1960 Forestry World Congress 4c, 1961 International
Monetary Fund issue for 4c value featuring the stamp size ‘perforated’ for 8c value underneath, 1961
UNICEF 4c, 1961 Economic Commission for Latin America 10c, 1970 Peace and Progress 6c and 13c,
all by famous Austrian stamp designer Woyty Wimmer during his London period, each with provenance
cachets on back.
41031

300 - 400

CC H DCE 
Vietnam: 1946-1999 Collection with duplicates (North, South, Viet-Cong) in 3 stockbooks, mostly used,
also diverse unused, mint n.h., noted Viet-Cong issues, some varieties, generally fine to very fine.

41032

2’000 - 3’000

CC C 
Yugoslavia, WWII Occupations: 1941-1947 Italian, German and Yugoslavian occupations/
reoccupation with Italian Co.Ci, Montenegro, Ljubljana with varieties, German Occupation of Serbia,
Macedonia, Zara, etc. and 1945-1947 Trieste, Istria, etc., collection in one album with many medium/
better sets and values, mostly mint n.h. and very fine.
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41033

CC C H F J DCE P L 

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

Yugoslavia: 1866-1944 stamp used and unused/mint, comprising Serbia also incl. German occupation,
postal stationery of Montenegro, Bosnia and Serbia, Croatian field post in WWII, etc., fine to very fine.

41034

41037ex

41034

CC C H G F DCE P L DFE 

800 - 1’200

Yugoslavia: 1866-1948 Old-time collection of Yugoslavia and related territories on small leaves,
including unused medium-better values and sets, varieties and a larger accumulation of mostly unusual
covers (1918-20, 1942-48), postal stationery and cards, mixed to very fine; viewing essential.

41035

CC C H P 

2’000 - 3’000

Zanzibar: 1895-1964, Mint & used collection in a stockbook and an album of stationery/covers, with
stockbook with mint and some specimen sets from 1895-96 onwards incl. 2 1/2d surcharges with
several RPS certificates, seemingly complete mint from 1896-1964 incl. 1908-09 set with 20R marginal
cert. BPA, then used pretty complete but missing the Rupee high values, incl. 1a double ovpt, plus
1908-09 imperf. mint set and 1913 imperf. proof set; and the album of unused postal stationery with a
comprehensive selection of registered envelopes, postal stationery, postcards, newspaper wrappers,
many Specimens), 1947 UPU Congress folder with 1936 set and 35 covers and FDCs from 1936
onwards, a fantastic lot and great for a foundation for a more specialised collection.
41036

F / 472

Zeppelin: 1909-1939 Group of about 30 items, including picture cards, a good variety of flights,
better combinations with Austrian, Hungarian and Brazilian stamps, U.S. flights, flight to Japan with
“Friedrichshafen (Bodensee) - Tokio” marking, etc; in addition one Dachau concentration camp cover
and seven original photographs signed by French artists of the 1920’s; mainly very fine.
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Cinderellas, Poster Stamps, Vignettes
41037

5’000 - 10’000

C DCE 
All World: 1900-70 Thousands of cinderellas/vignettes contained in seven albums including two earlier
Schaubek, mainly European countries with many delightful examples throughout, a remarkable part of
early scarcer issues, and a wide range of topics: exhibitions and congresses, charity, spots/Olympics,
propaganda, religion, military, Judaica, fauna, nature, Christmas, Red Cross, anti-tuberculosis, tourism,
food and drinks, cars, mechanic, clothing, etc, also including very appealing Art Nouveau / Liberty
designs; condition varying from mixed (some stuck to album pages) to very fine; a rare assembly being
so comprehensive, viewing essential.

Picture Postcards
41038

F / 472

2’000 - 3’000

F / 480

1’600 - 2’000

F 

1’000 - 1’500

All World: High powered accumulation of 1000++ cards mint or used, many early cards from European
countries incl. Gruss Aus, maritime, advertising, diverse countries represented incl. Africa, Latin
America, Asia, naval, group of Ceylon, humour, propaganda, exceptional lot, also collection of Egypt
and N. Africa in 2 separate albums.
41039

All World: Early postcard collection (183) mint and used, nearly all lithos, many from 1890’s with GB
(court cards), Benelux, Germany, Italy, Scandinavia, Latin America, Gold Coast, N. Africa, Middle East,
exceptional group.
41040

All World: Group of better cards (438) including European and foreign, with lithos, art deco/glamour
including signed artists, some very early cards, exceptional group albeit slightly mixed condition,
especially the glamour.
41041

F / 480

750 - 1’000

F / 480

600 - 900

F 

300 - 400

All World: Glamour cards (120) in album, mostly American style with Reinthal & Newman etc., further
group of 100 better cards on plastic sleeves incl. some Mucha (not fresh), a number of Kirchner, also
some other subjects, mixed.
41042

All World: Group of 200 cards mainly on subject matter incl. art deco with some nice Kirchner, sport,
military, propaganda, many interesting cards in mixed condition.
41043

All World: Fine large postcard album with unused European ranges incl. extensive Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Germany with better cards throughout incl. lithos, art cards, generally fine.
41044

900 - 1’200

F / 480

All World - Postal Stationery: 1897-1953 Group of 98 illustrated cards noted section of Japan, South
Africa incl. coloured cards from Cape Town, Australia, China, North Korea, Mexico, Paraguay, 8 Tonga,
mixed.
41045

150 - 300

F 
All World: 1897-1950ca. Assembly comprising over 70 illustrated postcards including attractive early
litho examples (mainly from Germany), Zeppelin, Ships, chromo “Gruss Aus”, etc; visually appealing.

41046

100 - 150

F 
Europe: 1898-1946 Assembly comprising about 130 picture postcards, mainly from Central Europe,
including some lithos, mostly fine to very fine.
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41047

F / 480

100 - 150

F 

100 - 150

Estimate (€)

Germany: 1877-1953 Group of about 70 picture postcards and covers, mostly German Reich 1920’s
& 1930’s, also including better items from High Silesia, Marienwerder, Saar, Bavaria and Wurttemberg,
with frankings mainly applied on the picture side of cards including few maximum card examples, 1953
IFRABA & Munich Traffic Conference sets on official propaganda cards, also 1939 4Pf + 4Pf in cl. one
bisect on postcard from the City Hall of Neumarkt, etc.; very fine.
41048

Germany: 1908-36 Accumulation of over 140 picture postcards, mainly used with stamps affixed on
picture side and travelled, mostly very fine.
41049

F / 480

600 - 800

Great Britain: Collection of 600ca. picture cards including early with Court Cards, lithos, Royalty,
propaganda, military, some topos with real photos, Tuck, mixed.
41050

F 

2’000 - 3’000

Indochina - Cochinchina: 1900-37 Enormous picture postcard accumulation of about 1’000 picture
postcards, noted Hanoi (Haiphong), Saigon, Annam province, Tourane, Tonkin, Laos, Cambodia, etc.,
including small localities, costume scenes, etc., postally used or mostly blank respectively unused, fine
to very fine, rarely seen in this quantity.
41051

F 

250 - 300

Italy: 1942-43ca WWII Group of 59 different war propaganda cards “Le medaglie d’oro di questa
guerra”, all but one unused, mostly very fine.
41052

F 

100 - 150

Japan: 1901-08 Lot of 50 picture postcards, many displaying Geisha scenes, mostly addressed to Italy,
mostly fine to very fine.
41053

F 

150 - 200

Japan: 1902 Group of postcards with five attractive illustrations, all sent with 1/2s from Hakodate, and
six different UPU Jubilee printed postcards from Kobe.
41054

F / 480

500 - 750

Norway - North Pole - Arctic - Spitzbergen: 1907-14 Correspondence of 42 picture postcards to
Austria at the time of Walter Wellman and Melvin Vaniman’s attempt to reach the North Pole by airship,
of which two with Spitzbergen Polar Post stamps, mostly sent from Norway (Hamerfest and Troms
in particular) and all postcards depicting this region, interesting lot, possibly worth translating the
messages.

Literature
41055


Miscellaneous philatelic literature in two large boxes: “Catalogue of the Crawford Library of Philatelic
Literature at the British Library” 1991; “THE MAINSHEET” journal, 1972-76, nos. 1-15 complete; “Irish
Postmarks Since 1940” by Mackay and two editions of the Hibernian catalogue; “St. Helena, Ascension
and Tristan da Cunha Philatelic Society’s 20TH ANNIVERSARY ANTHOLOGY”, “THIRTY YEARS OF...
TRISTAN DA CUNHA PHILATELY” also 20 diff. examples of the corresponding journal (#78/103);
London Philatelist, 1980-95 (vol. 89-104 cplt.), presented in 8 volumes (each covering 2 years), HB in
red cloth as issued by the RPSL; a medium box of 1970s-00s philatelic exhibition literature; plus nonphilatelic literature incl. 7 volumes about Liechtenstein.
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Consign your collectables
with a reliable partner

Valuations are free and non-binding

1. Contact our specialists

2. Send us your collectables

Contact our specialists by phone or email
to discuss your needs and to request
an estimate of your collectables.

We organise express, tracked, and secure
shipping from your home directly to us.
Your items are fully insured.

3. Follow the process

4. Get paid quickly

Your collectables are lotted, described, 
and estimated by our specialists. We promote
your treasures to our worldwide client list.

You are paid within 6 weeks
after the auction in the method 
most convenient to you.

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Contact our specialists today
to make an appointment
by phone or email

Symbols and Condition

Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

unused, ungummed or regummed
neuf sans gomme ou regommé /
ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H

used
oblitéré/ gebraucht

J

block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock

K

tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I

fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G

piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück

F

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery
lettre, carte postale ou entier /
Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E

essay
essai / Entwurf

P

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck

R

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers
/ Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre.
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling.
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées.
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / Schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable.
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges.
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations
au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts
sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les
descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau
de l’illustration ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation.
Des scans supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple
demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Consign with Us
Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA
to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent online auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
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Rue des Barques 4
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)22 735 92 55
Email: info@numisor.ch
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Fernando Martínez
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Daniel Flesher
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Marcus Orsi
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Guy Croton
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Consultant
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Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist

Ricky Verra
Philatelist

International Representative Luca Lucarelli,
Jean-Jacques Tillard, Pierre Wertheimer
Outside Philatelists and Agents Tony Banwell, Darío Díez,
Olivier Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, Carlos Hernández Rocha,
Devlan Kruck, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. Del Mazo, Pedro Meri,
Bill Schultz, Michael Tseriotis, Pierre Wertheimer
Administration Andreia Pereira

David Feldman
International Auctioneers

Accounts & Finance Dimitri Toulemonde

Tel +41 22 727 07 77
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davidfeldman.com
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Client Relations Marina Poncioni

Marketing & Organisation Estelle Leclère
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Keep your collection alive

The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.
The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and to share your philatelic achievements with friends
and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

museumofphilately.com

India - 1854 Lithographs
Available by Private Treaty

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
davidfeldman.com

50 t

Specialised study of the Half Anna Blue and One
Anna Red.
The following specialised study has been
attractively and knowledgeable mounted and
written up on sixty-eight pages, showing the ½a
blue on sixty pages and the 1a red on eight pages.
The following is a details description the the
contents of the collection.
Half Anna Blue. The ½a section of the collection
is presented on sixty pages and shows some 150
items with 135 singles, six used pairs, unused
inscriptional sheet marginal block of four, two
used strips of four and six singles on covers.
The basis of the ½a study lies in the retouches or
touched ups. These are well illustrated throughout
the collection via enlarged images or hand drawn
designs. Examples of these show retouches or
touched ups to the EYE, SOLID EYE, HOLLOW
EYE, HAIR ON FOREHEAD, NOSTRIL, KISS
CURL, CHIN, redrawn 'N' in ANNA etc. with
in many cases the sheet positions have been
annotated on the pages. Additionally a range of
plate impressions and plate wear including sharp
early impression, intermediate impression, overinked, worn, worn over-inked, slightly worn, late

print etc. It must also be stated that throughout the
collection the knowledge of the collector shines
through as there is extensive annotation of the
various different dies and stones of every stamp.
One Anna Red. The 1a of the collection is
presented on eight pages and shows some twentyone singles, one unused and twenty used, plus
one used pair. The bases of the 1a study lies in the
retouches or touched up examples especially of
the EYE and the LABEL.
Condition. The condition overall is generally
fine to very fine, some stamps showing touched
to close margins, however many with good to
very large margins, including sheets marginal
examples and four from position 1 with corner
ornaments.
Provenance. There many of these stamps that
have emanated from famous collection such as
Desai and most certainly others.
A wonderful study for the connoisseur and an
excellent basis to expansion and developments
into an important collection of these popular first
issues of India (172 items in total).

Contact us today
to find out more details
info@davidfeldman.com

Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1. As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation,
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or
accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2. As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1. The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions
may be in other currencies than Euros)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has
been validly accepted.
2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3. Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4. Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website
before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case of Live
Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure
in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as up to ten times the
quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other currencies
than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted into that
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 urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
c
Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction
period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to
the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is
Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients
and/or their agents.
3.2. Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3. Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4. Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have
been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.
3.5. Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.

Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6. Special extended payment facility: upon request prior to the
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer must pay a minimum of
25% of the total invoice immediately, and the balance over a maximum
period of 4 months, paying an equal instalment at the end of each
month. Interest charges of 2% of the remaining balance are debited to
the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction date.
When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer
understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made
within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held
by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. Until
delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7. Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests,
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default
with the p
 ayment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1. Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be e
 xamined
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN
S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in order to substantiate
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An
extention will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2. Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a r ecognised expert, t aking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified.
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knockdown price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A.,
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3. Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections,
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown
in the illustrations.
4.4. Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month a
 fterwards
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.
4.5. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of
bidding on the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and
in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its
Swiss Francs value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
(Version: Private Auction - EN-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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Conditions de vente

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro (€)

La participation dans l’une des ventes aux enchères de David Feldman
S.A. implique une adhésion totale aux conditions décrites ci-dessous ainsi
qu’aux droits et obligations qui en découlent. Ces mêmes conditions sont
applicables à toute transaction en relation à des pièces ou des lots faisant
partie de la vente aux enchères et conclue en dehors de celle-ci. La Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organisatrice de la présente vente aux enchères, agit
exclusivement comme mandataire et n’assume donc aucune responsabilité
quelconque en cas de manquement(s) des acheteurs et/ou vendeurs.
1. Les lots sont mis en vente
1.1. Sur la base de leur présentation dans le catalogue et/ou sur le site
internet: Les lots sont décrits avec le plus grand soin sans toutefois engager
la responsabilité de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Les photographies
font partie intégrante des descriptions pour ce qui est des marges, de la
dentelure, du centrage, des oblitérations et de toute autre qualité apparente.
La description des lots mentionne si les pièces sont signées par des experts
et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’expertise.
1.2. Sur la base de leur examen: avant et pendant la vente, les acheteurs ou
agents peuvent examiner tous les lots dans nos bureaux ou à l’endroit de
la vente, aux horaires indiqués dans le catalogue de vente ou sur notre site
Internet. Les acheteurs ayant examiné les lots avant la vente et/ou y participant
personnellement et/ou y étant représentés, sont censés avoir examiné tous les
lots achetés et les accepter dans l’état où ils se trouvent lors de l’adjudication,
indépendamment de la description figurant dans le catalogue.
2. Les offres d’enchères
2.1 Chaque offre d’enchère doit être supérieure à celle formulée
précédemment selon l’échelle suivante: (la monnaie peut changer selon la
vente aux enchères)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100		

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Les offres se situant entre ces montants seront arrondies à la surenchère
supérieure. L’enchérisseur est lié par son offre tant qu’une nouvelle
surenchère n’a pas été valablement formulée par un autre enchérisseur.
2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a le droit de refuser des enchères, de séparer,
joindre ou retirer n’importe quel lot, cela à son entière discrétion. La vente
a lieu en français mais les enchères pourront être répétées en anglais. La
Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est également autorisée à enchérir pour le
compte de vendeurs lorsque des prix de réserve ont été fixés. Si le vendeur
fixe des prix de réserve pour certains de ses lots, il sera alors considéré
comme acheteur et la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. enchérira pour le
compte de celui-ci jusqu’à concurrence des prix de réserve fixés. Lorsque le
prix fixé par le vendeur n’est pas atteint, il sera passé à la criée du lot suivant
par un simple coup de marteau.
2.3. Seuls les clients enregistrés auprés de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ou/et
des sociétés affiliées pourront enregistrer des enchères. Les clients en salle
doivent confirmer leur invitation pour obtenir leur numéro d’enchérisseur.
2.4. Les offres d’enchères écrites reçues par David Feldman SA ou sur le
site Internet avant la vente, sont dans tous les cas prioritaires sur les offres
d’enchères faites dans la salle de vente. L’enchérisseur donnant un ordre
d’enchères écrit peut faire des offres alternatives et/ou limiter le montant
global de ses offres. Les offres d’enchères données «à acheter» sont
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considérées comme pouvant atteindre jusqu’à 10 fois la valeur de l’estimation
imprimée dans le catalogue. Les enchères doivent être faites en Euros. Les
offres d’enchères libellées en d’autres monnaies seront converties en Euros
au cours du jour de leur réception par la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Toute
offre écrite d’enchères est considérée comme liant son auteur pendant 60
jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. est donc en droit de facturer la marchandise à l’enchérisseur jusqu’à
l’expiration de ce délai. Toute facture reçue par celui-ci est de ce fait valable
et doit être payée immédiatement.
3. La vente aux enchères
3.1. A moins que ce ne soit explicitement indiqué, la monnaie de la vente aux
enchères est l’Euro. L’accès à la salle des ventes est exclusivement réservé
aux clients invités et/ou leurs agents.
3.2. Prérogatives de David Feldman S.A.: La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
est en droit selon sa libre appréciation de retirer, de diviser ou de grouper les
lots faisant partie de la présente vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de
n’importe lequel desdits lots. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve
le droit de refuser selon sa libre appréciation toute offre d’enchères et/ou
l’entrée de la salle de vente à n’importe quelle personne quelle qu’elle soit.
La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. n’assume aucune responsabilité
quelconque en cas de dommage corporel survenu sur les lieux de la vente.
3.3. Représentants et Agents de Vente aux Enchères: L’enchérisseur qui
agit pour le compte d’un tiers engage son entière responsabilité personelle
en particulier en ce qui concerne toutes les obligations contractées dans
le cadre de la présente vente. Cette responsabilité s’étend notamment à la
verification de la qualité des lots achetés ainsi qu’au règlement ultérieur de la
facture des lots acquis.
3.4. Enchères gagnantes : Chaque lot est adjugé au plus offrant pour le
compte de son vendeur respectif. En plus du prix de marteau, l’acheteur
paiera une commission d’achat de 22% tous frais compris à l’exception
des frais de port. Les frais de port seront facturés en sus, séparément. A la
tombée du marteau, les profits et risques des lots ainsi adjugés passent à
l’enchérisseur dont l’offre à été acceptée. La marchandise ne sera cependant
remise à l’acquéreur qu’au moment du règlement intégral du prix d’achat (prix
marteau plus les frais).
TVA (Taxe à la vente) - Note indicative concernant les ventes aux enchères
dont les lots se trouvent en Suisse: Les acheteurs domiciliés à l’étranger
ne sont pas soumis à cette taxe, à condition que les marchandises soient
exportées hors de Suisse. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se fera un plaisir de
s’occuper de l’exportation de ces marchandises. Les clients peuvent aussi
faire cette exportation par leurs propres moyens; dans ce cas, ils doivent
fournir à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. une attestation dûment signée et timbrée par
les douanes suisses. Toute acquisition par des acheteurs désirant garder la
marchandise en Suisse est soumise à la taxe TVA de 7.7% sur le prix d’achat
en francs suisses. Il est de la responsabilité de l'acheteur de payer tous les
droits relatifs à l'importation dans d'autres juridictions ; l'acheteur sera par
ailleurs responsable de tous les frais engendrés par le retour des lots à la
maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. s'il refuse de payer les droits d’importation.
3.5. Paiement: Les adjudicataires présents sont tenus de payer comptant
en Euros le prix d’achat et la commission contre remise de la marchandise
acquise. Le paiement en d’autres monnaies est accepté au cours du jour
tel qu’établi par une des grandes banques suisses. Les enchérisseurs par
correspondance auxquels un lot est adjugé ainsi que les adjudicataires
présents auxquels la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde l’autorisation
expresse d’acquitter les montants dus après la vente, sont tenus de payer
le prix d’achat et la commission due à réception de la facture de la vente
aux enchères. Dans ce cas, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. conserve les
lots gagnés qui ne seront remis à leurs acheteurs qu’à réception par DAVID

FELDMAN S.A. du paiement intégral des montants dus. Sauf instructions
spéciales de l’acheteur, l’envoi des lots s’effectue par la poste ou autre
société d’expédition, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. assure, de manière
usuelle, la m
 archandise pour le transit. Les lots, délivrés ou non, conservent
titre de propriété de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. pour le compte du
vendeur jusqu’au paiement intégral de la facture.
3.6. Facilités de paiement: selon demande et avant la vente, La Maison
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde, selon sa libre appréciation, des facilités
de paiement aux acheteurs. L’acheteur au bénéfice de telles facilités paie
un montant minimum de 25% du montant total de la facture dès réception
de celle-ci puis acquitte le solde encore dû en mensualités égales sur une
période de 4 mois maximum. Un intérêt mensuel plus les frais encourus au
taux de 2% sont perçus, à partir de la date de la vente, par la Maison DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. L’intérêt est débité chaque mois au compte du client. En cas
d’octroi de facilités de paiement, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. garde les
lots adjugés jusqu’au paiement intégral des montants dus par l’acheteur,
étant précisé que l’acheteur peut, en tout temps avant livraison, examiner
la marchandise acquise auprès de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Par
ailleurs, l’acheteur perd tout droit de réclamation tel que prévu sous chiffre 4
ci-dessous, 30 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères.
3.7. Droit de gage: Jusqu’au paiement intégral du montant dû, l’acheteur
confère à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. un droit de gage sur la totalité des lots
gardés par DAVID FELDMAN S.A., acquis avant, pendant et/ou après la
présente vente aux enchères. Ce gage garantit le remboursement de tout
montant dû en capital, intérêts, commissions et frais éventuels. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. est autorisée, mais non obligée, à réaliser les gages sans
autres formalités et sans préavis si l’acquéreur est en demeure pour le
paiement de sa dette ou l’exécution d’une obligation quelconque. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. pourra dans tous les cas réaliser les gages de gré à gré.
A cet effet, elle n’est pas tenue d’observer les formalités prévues par la Loi
fédérale sur la poursuite pour dette et faillite; DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est libre
en outre d’introduire ou de continuer une poursuite ordinaire, sans avoir
préalablement réalisé les gages et sans renoncer pour autant à ceux-ci.
4. Garantie
4.1. Etendue de la garantie: Sous réserve de l’article 4.3 ci-après, l’authenticité
de toutes les pièces philatéliques vendues aux enchères est garantie pendant
30 jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Toute garantie de
défaut ou autre garantie de quelque nature qu’elle soit est expressément
exclue. Toute réclamation concernant l’authenticité doit être transmise à
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. dès réception des lots, mais au plus tard dans les 30
jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Avant la livraison, qui
peut intervenir après ce délai de 30 jours, les pièces philatéliques acquises
peuvent être examinées auprès de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. L’acheteur dont
la réclamation parvient à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. après ce délai de 30 jours à
compter de la date de la vente aux enchères perd tout droit à la garantie. Sa
réclamation ne sera pas prise en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Si
un délai supplémentaire pour formuler une réclamation liée à l’authenticité
d’une pièce philatélique s’avère nécessaire, la demande doit en être faite à
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. dans le délai de 30 jours à compter de la date de la
vente aux enchères. Aucune demande parvenue après ce délai de 30 jours
à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ne sera prise en considération. Le délai d’extension
expirera 3 mois après la date de la vente aux enchères. Les résultats de
l’expertise pour laquelle un délai a été accepté doivent parvenir à DAVID
FELDMAN S.A dans ce délai. Un délai supplémentaire ne peut être accordé
qu’avec l’accord écrit de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Seules les réclamations,
résultats d’expertise ou autres notifications parvenus dans les délais seront
pris en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
4.2. Expertise ou contre-expertise: Lorsque l’authenticité d’un lot est
contestée l’acheteur est tenu de produire un certificat d’expertise ou de

contre-expertise émanant d’un expert qualifié justifiant sa réclamation. Si
l’expert reconnu, assumant toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur, juge que le
timbre a été falsifié, il peut le marquer en conséquence; les signes «FAUX» ou
«FALSIFIE» ne constituent pas alors une altération du lot. En présence d’une
telle réclamation DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de demander
selon la libre appréciation une ou plusieurs expertises subséquentes dont
les frais seront mis à charge du vendeur dans l’hypothèse où la réclamation
de l’acheteur est fondée. Dans le cas contraire l’acheteur supportera tous
les frais d’expertise encourus. Lorsque la réclamation est fondée, le lot est
repris et le prix d’adjudication ainsi que la commission sont intégralement
remboursés à l’acheteur. Dans le cas d’un paiement retardé dû à une
expertise agréée par David Feldman S.A., des intérêts sont payables à 50%
du taux habituel pour tout lot dont l’authenticité est confirmée. Si David
Feldman S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous les intérêts seront dus.
4.3. Limites de la garantie: Les lots décrits comme collections, sélections ou
groupes, ceux formés de doubles et d’accumulations, ne peuvent faire l’objet
d’une réclamation quelconque. Les réclamations concernant les lots décrits
comme série ou groupes de séries contenant plus d’un timbre, ne sont prises
en considération dans les limites de l’article 4.1 ci-dessus que si elles portent
sur plus d’un tiers de la valeur totale d’acquisition du lot. Les lots qui ont
été examinés par l’acheteur ou son agent, ainsi que les lots qui sont décrits
comme ayant des défauts ne peuvent faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation par
rapport à ceux ci. Tout lot illustré ne peut faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation au
sujet de la perforation, du centrage, des marges ou tout autre élément visible
dans l’illustration.
4.4. Paiement tardif: Si le paiement du prix marteau et de la commission due
par l’acheteur n’intervient pas dans les 30 jours à compter de la date de la
vente aux enchères, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit d’annuler la
vente et de disposer du(des) lot(s) concerné(s) et/ou d'agir par toute voie de
droit utile contre l'acquéreur afin d'obtenir les paiements en souffrance plus
un intérêt d’au moins 5% dès le premier mois et 2% par mois supplémentaire.
De plus, les dépenses encourues seront perçues sur toutes les sommes
dues par l’acheteur 30 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. Le
débiteur défaillant perd en outre tout droit de réclamation.
4.5. Le prix marteau pourra, exceptionellement, être ramené à la mise
gagnante la plus basse s’il est établi que le même enchérisseur a augmenté
le prix par inadvertance en utilisant plus d’un moyen de miser.
5. Droit applicable et juridiction
La présente vente aux enchères ainsi que tous les rapports juridiques qui
en découlent seront soumis au Droit suisse exclusivement. Toute action
légale ou procédure concernant la vente aux enchères ainsi que les rapports
juridiques qui en découlent seront soumis à la juridiction exclusive des
tribunaux de Genève, sous réserve d’appel au Tribunal fédéral suisse à
Lausanne. Dans tous les cas, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de
poursuivre tout acheteur défaillant à son lieu de résidence, auquel cas le Droit
Suisse reste applicable.
6. Toute transaction
Ces conditions sont applicables à toute transaction même en dehors des
ventes aux enchères, avec David Feldman SA.
Note: Les présentes Conditions de vente ont été rédigées en anglais et sont
accompagnées d’une traduction française. En cas de divergence entre la
version anglaise et la version française, le texte anglais prévaudra.

(Version: Private Auction - FR-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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Location

Lieu / Standort
Tram and bus stop: Les Esserts, just in front of the offices.
From Cornavin Train Station: 18 minutes by tram 14
(direction P+R Bernex, every 5 minutes)
From Geneva International Airport: 22 minutes by bus 23
(direction Tours-de-Carouge, every 15 minutes)

Cornavin Train Station
(tram 14)

Les Esserts
(tram 14)
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Geneva Airport
(7 km)
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Worldwide presence with representatives in the following countries:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Colombia,
Cyprus, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, USA.

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Route de Chancy 59
Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com
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Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Twenty-nine titles published so far, and many more to come.
Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being
a valued keepsake
for collectors and their
families, the “Great
Philatelic Collections”
series of limited editions
represent a “must have”
for every enthusiast
collecting any of the
subjects comprised
in the series.

Consult the published titles at
davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop
David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Geneva Area Hotels

Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf
Hotel Ibis Budget Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 6
1213 Petit-Lancy, Switzerland

Hôtel des Horlogers
Route de Saint-Julien 135
1228 Plan-les-Ouates, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 70

Distance: 16 minutes by bus 23 (every 15 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 100

Tel +41 22 709 02 20
all.accor.com/hotel/7291/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 884 08 33
sites.google.com/view/des-horlogers-hotel

Hotel Ibis Geneva Petit-Lancy
Chemin des Olliquettes 8
1213 Petit Lancy, Switzerland

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 74

Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 709 02 00
all.accor.com/hotel/7289/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
fourseasons.com/geneva

Tiffany Hôtel
Rue de l’Arquebuse 20
1204 Genève, Switzerland

Hôtel Astoria
Place Cornavin 6
1211 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 14 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 180

Distance: 18 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Tel +41 22 708 16 16
hotel-tiffany.ch

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
astoria-geneve.ch

Auberge de Confignon
Place de l’Eglise 6
1232 Confignon, Switzerland

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix
Quai du Mont-Blanc 11
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 170

Distance: 19 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 757 19 44
auberge-confignon.ch

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
ritzcarlton.com/geneva
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Absentee / Telephone Bid Form

All World and Collections - Geneva - December 14th-15th, 2021
Shipping instructions:

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

F
 edEx (no P.O. Box)

First name ............................................................................................................... Last name ...............................................................................................................

R
 egistered Mail

Client n° .......................................................................................................................

(P.O. Box and home

Shipping address .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

address)

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

H
 old for collection

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

O
 ther (please specify):

Home address, if P.O. Box above ........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

Tel ................................................................................................................ Email .................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

I will bid by telephone and request David Feldman SA to call me at the proper time for the lots listed below.

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Standard bid steps (€):
€ 50 - 100:
€ 100 - 200:
€ 200 - 500:
€ 500 - 1’000:
€ 1’000 - 2’000:
€ 2’000 - 5’000:
€ 5’000 - 10’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 20’000 - 50’000:
€ 50’000 - 100’000:

€5
€ 10
€ 20
€ 50
€ 100
€ 200
€ 500
€ 1’000
€ 1’000
€ 2’000
€ 5’000

In case of a tied bid, please
increase my bid(s):
1 bid step
10%
25%
Bid for me on the lot(s) I have marked above, purchasing for me as much below my limits as possible.
I fully understand and agree to the "Conditions of Sale" published in this catalogue and on the website.
Location, date: .................................................................................................................................................

Signature: .................................................................................................................................................
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David Feldman SA
P.O. Box
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva
Switzerland

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.
Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

From:

Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

50 t

Ordres d'achat

All World and Collections - Genève - 14 et 15 décembre 2021
Instructions d'expédition :

VEUILLEZ ÉCRIRE EN MAJUSCULES

Prénom ................................................................................................ Nom ........................................................................................................................................

F
 edEx (sauf pour P.O. Box)

N° de client .......................................................................................................................

C
 ourrier recommandé

Adresse ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

J
 e viendrais chercher

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Adresse d'expédition, si différente ..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
Tél ................................................................................................................... Email ......................................................................................................................................

mes lots
A
 utre (veuillez spécifier) :
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................

Je vais enchérir par téléphone et demande à David Feldman SA de m'appeler au moment opportun pour les
lots énumérés ci-dessous.
N° de lot

Limite en €

(hors commission)

N° de lot

Limite en €

(hors commission)

Pas d'enchère (€) :
€ 50 - 100:
€ 100 - 200:
€ 200 - 500:
€ 500 - 1’000:
€ 1’000 - 2’000:
€ 2’000 - 5’000:
€ 5’000 - 10’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 20’000 - 50’000:
€ 50’000 - 100’000:

€5
€ 10
€ 20
€ 50
€ 100
€ 200
€ 500
€ 1’000
€ 1’000
€ 2’000
€ 5’000

En cas de concurrence,
veuillez d'augmenter
mon (mes) offre(s) de :
1 pas d'enchère
10%
25%
Enchérissez pour moi sur le(s) lot(s) que j'ai marqué(s) ci-dessus, en achetant pour moi autant
que possible en dessous de mes limites.
J'ai lu et accepte pleinement les "Conditions de vente" publiées dans ce catalogue et sur le site web.
Lieu, date : .................................................................................................................................................

Signature : .................................................................................................................................................
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David Feldman SA
Case postale
Route de Chancy 59
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Genève
Suisse

Étape 1. Plier le long de cette ligne, de bord à bord.

Étape 1. Plier le long de cette ligne, de bord à bord.
Étape 2. Plier le long de cette ligne, de bord à bord.

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

Nom et adresse de l'expéditeur :

Étape 2. Plier le long de cette ligne, de bord à bord.

